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FOREWORD
This report summarizes the results of An Analytical and Conceptual Design
Study for an Earth Coverage Infrared Horizon Definition Study performed
under National Aeronautics and Space Administration Contract NAS 1-6010
for Langley Research Center.
The basic goal of the study was to define, and conceptually configure, all of
the necessary experiment elements for a complete description of the
earth' s infrared horizon on a global basis for all temporal conditions. From
this basic goal, the experiment and the data required to fulfill the experiment
was determined. This fully established the feasibility from an experi-
mental data requirements view.
After definition of the experiment requirements, the complete conceptual
design of all elements to meet these requirements was effected. The flight
techniques to be used, the spacecraft with its required subsystems, and all
supporting elements were defined.
Honeywell Inc. , Systems and Research Division, performed this study pro-
gram under the technical direction of Mr. L.G. Larson. The program was
conducted from 28 March 1966 to i0 October 1966 (Part I) and from i0 October
1966 to 29 May 1967 (Part If). GCA Corporation participated in the areas of
meteorology and atmospheric physics; and RCA, Astro-Electronics Division;
Control Data Corporation; and Gulton] Spectrolab participated in the data
handling and communications, attitude determination, and the power sub-
system areas, respectively.
Gratitude is extended to NASA Langley Research Center for their technical
guidance, under the program technical direction of Messrs. L.S. Keafer and
J.A. Dodgen, with direct assistance from Messrs. W.C. Dixon, Jr., E.C.
Foudriat, H.J. Curfman, Jr., and R.E. Davis, as well as the many people
within their organization.
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HORIZON DEFINITION STUDY SUMMARY
By Jerry C. Bates
and
Clarence A. Jensen
SUMMARY
The feasibility and merit of a comprehensive horizon definition program are
investigated in this study. The potential of the earth's infrared horizon to
provide information sufficient for high-accuracy reference systems was de-
termined and evaluated, and data requirements for the program were estab-
lished. A complete orbital experiment and mission were configured, after
analysis of possible flight techniques, to allow for an evaluation of the feasi-
bility of collecting the required data. A program plan was developed pro-
viding for the experimental data within a five-year period.
The data produced during the study indicated that the carbon dioxide absorp-
tion band is an extremely stable radiation source and offers the potential of
providing a reference for future space guidance, navigation, control, and
pointing systems accurate to approximately 0.01 degree at an altitude of
250 nautical miles. The data also revealed this reference would contain
systematic variations with season and latitude but is not affected by local
meteorological and geomorphological phenomena. The study indicated that
systematic variations in the horizon could be measured in an experiment
which collected data globally over 13 consecutive 28-day time cells and 588
spatial cells.
Operation of a satellite in a 250 nautical mile and near-polar orbit was shown
to be the most cost effective manner in which to collect the required experi-
mental data. Two or possibly three vehicles should be planned to assure that
the data is collected continuously for the one-year operation.
A 750 pound "rolling wheel" satellite was determined to be feasible and
within the current state of the art. The rolling-wheel concept allowed for
a completely passive spacecraft and experiment package.
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INTRODUCTION
Since flight first began, there has been a need to know the orientation of the
flight vehicle with respect to the earth. Traditionally, this orientation has
been determined on atmospheric flight vehicles by means of gyroscopic de-
vices utilizing the earthls gravity vector. The advent of space flight, wherein
a zero-gravity field exists, has negated the use of these gravity-vector sta-
bailized systems. However, the earth-oriented attitude requirement remains.
Two basic categories of systems have been developed to meet this require-
ment. These are systems utilizing fixes on the known positions of celestial
bodies and those systems that utilize characteristics of the earth's horizon
to determine local vertical.
Systems which employ celestial references require a priori knowledge of the
positions of the celestial bodies and a complex mathematical transformation
of this information to a local vertical orientation - which leads to systems
which cannot be employed in a spacecraft for real-time usage. In contrast
with the complexity of this system, however, is a system that measures some
characteristic of the earthls horizon at two or more points around the horizon
circle and determines local vertical directly from these measurements.
As a result of its simplicity and real-time operation, horizon sensor systems
have been employed in a variety of spacecraft (e. g. , Nimbus, Tiros, ATS,
Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Ranger, Mariner, andAgena flights). In these
missions, horizon sensor systems have been used for determining local
vertical during boost, orbit injection, operational phases, and for re-entry
alignment.
Early attempts at using sensor systems utilized the visual spectrum to define
the actual hard horizon of the earth. This spectrum, and later uses of the
near-infrared spectrum, proved unreliable for use since large cloud masses
obscured or otherwise affected the expected measurement. Recent studies
have defined the 15_ carbon dioxide spectral region as the infrared spectrum
most applicable for horizon sensor systems.
In March 1966, a study contract was awarded by the Langley Research Center
to Honeywell, Systems and Research Division, to investigate the character-
istics of the carbon dioxide horizon. This study was conducted to provide for
definition of the infrared horizon, to select an optimum spectral region for
high-accuracy horizon sensor systems, and to analyze theoretically the varia-
bility of the horizon as a function of altitude over a wide range of spatial and
temporal conditions. The study also included a requirement to define an
appropriate experiment to make horizon measurements in the spectral region
of interest. This effort included the conceptual design of experiment sub-
systems to permit evaluation of the feasibility of conducting a comprehensive
horizon definition program.
INTRODUCTION 
Since flight first began, there has been a need to kno  the orientation of the 
flight vehicle ith respect to the earth. raditionally, this orientation has 
been deter ined on at ospheric flight vehicles by eans of gyroscopic de-
ices tilizin  the eart 's ra it  ect r. e a ent of s ace flight, herein 
a zero-gravity field exists, has negated the use of these gravity-vector sta-
bailized s ste s. owever, the eart -oriented attitude re irement re ains. 
Two basic categories of syste s have been developed to eet this require-
ent. These are syste s utilizing fixes on the known positions of celestial 
bodies and those syste s that utilize characteristics of the earth's horizon 
to determ ine local vertical. 
ystems hich e ploy celestial references require a priori knowledge of the 
sitions of t e celestial bodies and a c mplex athematical transformation 
of t is information t  a l cal ertical rientation - hich leads t  s stems 
ich not b  e ployed i  a s a ecraft f r r al-time sage. I  c ntrast 
ith the complexity of this system, however, is a system that easures so e 
characteristic of the earth's horizon at t o or ore points around the horizon 
circle and determines local vertical directly from these easurements. 
 s a result of its si plicity and real-time operation, horizon sensor s stems 
ave een e ployed in a riety of s a ecraft (e. ., imbus, iros, S, 
ercury, emini, pollo, anger, ariner, and Agena flights). In these 
issions, horizon sensor systems have been used for determining local 
vertical during boost, orbit injection, operational phases, and for re-entry 
alignment. 
Early attempts at using sensor systems utilized the visual spectrum to define 
the actual hard horizon of the earth. his spectrum, and later uses of the 
ear-infrared s ectrum, proved reliable for se since large cloud asses 
obscured r otherwise affected the expected easurement. ecent studies 
ave efined t e 15fJ. carbon ioxide s ectral region s t e i frared s ectrum 
ost applicable for horizon sensor systems. 
In arch 1966, a study contract as a arded by the Langley esearch enter 
to oneywell, Systems and esearch ivision, to investigate the character-
istics of the carbon dioxide horizon. his study as conducted to provide for 
definition of the infrared horizon, to select an optimum s ectral region for 
high-accuracy horizon sensor systems, and to analyze theoretically the varia-
bility of the horizon as a function of altitude over a ide range of spatial and 
temporal conditions. he study also included a requirement to define an 
a propriate e periment t  ake rizon easurements i  t e s ectral region 
of interest. This effort included the conceptual design of experiment sub-
s stems t  ermit evaluation of the feasibility of conducting a c mprehensive 
horizon definition program. 
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BACKGROUND
Although horizon sensors for vehicle guidanceand control have been in exis-
tence since 1958and are used on the majority of orbital spacecraft, the
state of the art in their design has beenlimited becausemany infrared char-
acteristics of the earth's radiance profile are not well known. These char-
acteristics must be accurately determined in order to realize the ultimate
design and maximum accuracy of horizon sensors. Givena comprehensive
knowledgeof the horizon profile, an optimum sensor mechanization can be
designed by incorporating signal processing logic with optical and electronic
filtering, electronic compensation, and computer modeling techniques.
Since the first horizon sensors were flown a great deal has beenlearned,
through theoretical and experimental programs, about the infrared horizon
as viewed from space. Although these analysesand tests have served to de-
fine important constraints on systems design, sufficient information has not
been available to provide data which wouldallow the design of sensors capable
of providing an adequateattitude reference in the 0.01-degree class.
A short synopsis of the historical development of the problem will assist in
developing a thorough understanding of the study approach and conclusions.
Since the initiation of the United States' spaceprogram, the earth's infrared
horizon has beenused to determine attitude of many satellites. In somecases
horizon sensors have beenused as the primary or back-up sensors for atti-
tude control and stabilization; in other cases the sensors have beenused
merely to determine attitude for purposes of controlling scientific packages
or analyzing the scientific data.
Satellites, such as Nimbus and OGO, use horizon sensors as primary attitude
sensing elements for stabilization of the spacecraft to local vertical. The Dis-
coverer series, Mercury, and Gemini usedhorizon sensors as back-up to
inertial attitude systems andto establish local vertical references. Tiros
spin-stabilized weather satellites were provided with horizon sensors to de-
termine whenthe line of sight was crossing the earth for operating the cam-
eras.
Various configurations of horizon sensors have beendesigned: for example,
fixed-point sensors which view the horizon at several fixed points relative to
the spacecraft; conical scanners which sweepout a conical segment inter-
cepting both the earth and space; andthe dithering sensor which oscillates
between space and earth as it scans in azimuth. These examples are illus-
trated in Figure i.
The first horizon sensors, developed as early as 1957, operated on radiation
within the atmospheric window, nominally 2 to 18_ wavelengths or wider.
This broad band was selected for its high energy level to maximize signal-to-
noise ratio based on considerations of detectors, optics, and electronics
state of the art. A further consideration by the early horizon sensor designers
was a desire to sense the actual "hard" earth horizon which is made possible
by the transparency of the atmosphere to radiation in this spectral band.
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Although horizon sensors for vehicle guidance and control have been in exiso:-
tence since 1958 and are used on the majority of orbital spacecraft, the 
state of the art in their design has been li ited because many infrare  char-
acteristics of the earth's radiance profile are not well known. These char-
acteristics must be accurately determined in order to realize the ulti ate 
design and maximum ac uracy of horizon sensors. Given  comprehensive 
knowledge of the horizon profile, an optimum sensor mechanization can be 
designed by incorporati  signal processing logic with optical and electronic 
filt ri , electroni  compensation, and computer modeling techniques. 
Since the first horizon sensors were flown a great deal has been learned, 
through theoretical and experimental progra s, about the infrared horizon 
as viewed from space. Although these analyses and tests have served to de-
fine i portant constraints on systems design, sufficient infor ation has not 
been available to provide data which would allow the design of sensors capable 
of providing an adequate attitude reference in the 0.0 1-degree class. 
A short synopsis of the histori l development of the problem will assist in 
developing a thorough understanding of the study ap roach and conclusions. 
Since the initiation of the United States' space progra , the earth's infrared 
horiz n has been used to determine attitude of many satellites. In some cases 
hori  sensors have been used as the pri r  or back-up sensors for atti-
tude control and stabilization; in other cases the sensors have been used 
erel  to determi  attit de for purposes of controlli  scientific packages 
or analyzing the scientific data. 
Satellites, such as Ni bus and OGO, use horizon sensors as pri ar  attitude 
sensing elements for stabilizati  of the spacecraft to local verti l. The Dis-
cov r r seri s, Mercur , and Gemini used horizon sensors as back-up to 
inertial attitude systems and to establish local vertical references. Tiros 
spin-stabilized weather satellites were provided with horizon sensors to de-
ter i  when the li  of sight was crossing the earth for operating the cam-
eras. 
ari s confi rati s of horizon sensors have been designed: for example, 
fixed-point sensors which view the horizon at several fixed points relative to 
the spacecraft; conical scan ers which swe p out a conical segment int r-
cepting both the earth and space; and the dithering sensor which oscillates 
between space and earth as it scans in azimuth. These examples are illus-
trated in Figure 1. 
T e first h rizon s sors, d eloped a  e rly a  1 7, o erated o  r iation 
within t  at ospheric wi dow, n inally 2 t  18jJ. w elengths o  wider. 
is br ad band was selected f r its high e ergy le el to maximize si nal-to-
n ise r tio b sed o  c nsiderations of d tectors, o tics, a  el ctronics 
st te of t  a t. A f rther c sideration b  t  e rly h rizon s sor d signers 
was a desire to sense the actual "hard" earth horizon which is made possible 
b  t  t nsparency of t  at osphere t  r iation i  t is s ctral b d. 
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Figure i. Examples of Horizon Sensor Operation
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Erratie behavior on the early flights resulted in erroneous vertical reference
with steady-state error reaching five degreesand transients eonsiderably
greater. These flight results provided the impetus for further detailed ex-
aminations of the horizon phenomena. It appearedfrom theoretieal work that
the earth's horizon was not a well-defined discontinuity betweenthe cold of
space and the warm planet; furthermore, the effects of clouds became in-
creasingly apparent. Experiments conductedby the U.S. Air Force on U-2
flights confirmed the existence of "cold clouds" effects on horizon sensors.
It was concluded that these clouds absorb infrared radiation within this spee-
tral region and re-emit at their nominal temperature, thereby appearing as
a colder bodythan the earth. As can be seenin Figure 2, the cloud condition
within the atmosphere has a significant effect on the energy emitted by the
earth. Another important aspect of this problem is also shownin this figure;
little, if any, cloud effect is apparent in the spectral interval of approximately
14to 16_. Interest in this spectral range developed rapidly. In 1962the
IRATE experiment was eondueted, and the inherent stability of the CO2 ab-
sorption bandwas demonstrated. Corroboration of the experimental results
was developedby the Tiros satellite data. By comparison of radiometers
operating in various spectral regions, cloud effects were shownto be preva-
lent in some speetral regions but of little apparent significance in the 14 to
16_region. However, noneof these programs provided radiance profiles of
high resolution and, in many cases, no reference of the profiles to the earth's
crust was made.
Another step was made in the theoretieal activity when several radiance
curves were calculated for specific model atmospheres to establish the
effects of seasonal and geomorphologhcalconditions. Figure 3 shows results
of this work by Hanel, Bandeen, and Conrath. As may be noted from these
curves, profile variations in both shapeand amplitude do exist for various
eonditions. At this point, however, a sufficient data sample was not avail-
able, therefore precluding statistieal analysis of these variations. Numerous
investigators have soughtto ascertain anoptimum spectral interval for hori-
zon sensor operation. Their aetivity also was greatly hampered by the lack
of aceurate horizon radiance data.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration Langley Research Center
(NASA LRC) and the United States Air Force Space Systems Division (AF SSD)
have sponsored experimental programs to examine the effects of narrow band-
width for horizon definition. NASA LRC originated the D-61 program in 1961
to make comparative measurements of the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared
earth horizons. The IRATE and the Kodak experiments were conducted to
examine narrow bands in the infrared region. The IRATE program made
comparative measurements on five infrared spectral bands, one of the bands
being the 14 to 16 micron CO 2 absorption region.
Significant improvement for horizon sensing resulted from operating in this
region over the other four bands. The Kodak program, on the other hand,
made comparative measurements on 3, 2, and 1 micron bandwidths centered
at 15 microns; fewer anomalies were identified in narrower bandwidths. NASA
LRC has had a continuing program of horizon definition in existence since
these early experimental attempts, included in this e_ntinual program are
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the X-15 radiometer program which is obtaining some high-resolution, high-
spatial accuracy horizon definition data and the Scanner program.
As a first step in obtaining high-resolution, earth-coverage radiance profiles
referenced to the earth's hard horizon, NASA Langley Research Center in-
itiated Project Scanner in 1963. This program, consisting of a series of
ballistic probes, culminated in the first successful attempt to gather a rela-
tively large body of accurate radiance profiles. The first launch was accom-
plished in August 1966; more than 400 high-resolution profiles were accumu-
lated (ref. 2}.
The Langley experiment is the most significant in the area of horizon definition
conducted to date. Although its fundamental goal was to collect high resolution
horizon profiles in both the CO 2 absorption band (14 to 16_} and the far in-
frared (20 to 40_ water vapor), the experiment also verified the accuracy of
computational techniques for calculating radiance as a function of tangent
height from vertical temperature and pressure data in the atmosphere.
Figure 4 illustrates the comparison of experimental and theoretical profiles.
Project Scanner also provided visibility of the effects of a "cold cloud" on
the limb of the profile in the far infrared (see Figure 5}. This program also
verified the stability of the 14 to 16_ region and provided for some resolution
of latitudinal variations. Although highly successful, this program does not
provide the desired earth coverage and latitudinal variations over a long
period of time. These summary presentations indicate the total data base
that exists and their attendant shortcomings in time and space coverage. A
complete tabulation of horizon definition experiments is included in Table 1.
As discussed, experiments in space have been designed to find the best
spectral range for horizon sensing and to collect more information on the
infrared characteristics of the atmosphere. Because of these experiments,
it is generally agreed now that horizon sensing should be carried out at those
wavelengths at which the atmospheric carbon dioxide molecule exhibits
spectral resonance, particularly at the 14 to 16 micron wavelength band.
The task of determining the shape and magnitude of the earth's radiance pro-
file in this wavelength band and the variations exhibited in them remains to
be completed.
STUDY OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH
Variations in the shape and magnitude of the earth's radiance profiles are
expected to be of two types - systematic and nonsystematic. Elimination of
the effects of systematic variations can be designed into a horizon sensor.
However, compensation for the effects of nonsystematic errors can be
achieved only if it is determined that, for certain sensor mechanizations,
the effects of these variations are minimized. Thus, the definition and
development of an optimal horizon sensor for accurate vehicle attitude de-
termination depends ultimately on the ability to define adequately the horizon
radiance profiles and their variations on the earth.
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TA BLE 1.
Agency
..
- EXPERIMENTAL HORIZON DEFINITION PROGRAMS
- PARTIAL LISTING
Spectral Definition, Spatial
Vehicle regions, _ km positioning km
NASA LRC
NASA LRC
USAF
(Eastman
Kodak)
NASA
LRC
USAF
(Lockheed)
USAF
(Lockheed)
IRATE
USAF
DOD
(AFCRL)
NASA
LRC
D-61-1
Rocket
probe
Discoverer
satellite
X-15
U-2
Discoverer
satellite
Discoverer
satellite
Aerobee
Project
Scanner
.23 to. 29
.29 to 1.0
.75 to 3.0
1.8 to 25.0
14.0 to 15.2
13.7 to 15.6
13.6 to 16.5
14.0 to 15.2
0.8 to 2.8
10 to 14
14 to 20
5.0to 18.0
5 to 18.0
12.5 to 18.0
14 to 16
15 to 18
15 to 35
12 to 18
8fo 17
14 to 35
10.2 to 11.8
14.0 to 15.6
19.5 to 31.8
14 to 16
20 to 40
12
12
12
36
5
9
2
2
2
9
32
32
32
32
4
Non e
None
None
None
None
None
2
2
11
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TABLE 1. - EXPERIMENTAL HORIZON DEFINITION PROGRAMS 
- PARTIAL LISTING 
Spectral Definition, Spatial 
Agency Vehicle regions, f.1. km positioning, km 
NASA LRC D-61-1 .23to.29 12 None 
NASA LRC Rocket .29 to 1. 0 12 
probe .75 to 3.0 12 
1.8 to 25.0 36 
USAF Discoverer 14.0to15.2 5 one (Eastman satellite 13.7 to 15.6 
1 Kodak) 13.6to16.5 9 None 14. 0 to 15. 2 
NASA X-15 0.8 to 2.8 2 5 
LRC 10 to 14 2 5 
14 to 20 2 5 
USAF U-2 5.0 to 18.0 9 None (Lockheed) 
USAF Discoverer 5 to 18.0 32 
(Lockheed) satellite 12.5to18.0 32 
IRATE 14 to 16 32 None 
15 to 18 32 
15 to 35 4 
USAF Discoverer 12 to 18 
satellite 8 to 17 ? None 
14 to 35 
DOD Aerobee 10. 2 to 11.8 6 
(AFCRL) 14. 0 to 15. 6 9 6 
19.5t031.8 6 
NASA Project 14 to 16 2 2 
LRC Scanner 20 to 40 2 2 
11 
The measurement program for determining the radiative properties of the
earth's horizon as viewed from space must not only provide sufficient empir-
ical information on all the variations likely to occur in the radiance profile
but must also isolate the systematic variations from the nonsystematic ones
for separate assessment. The influence of different sensor mechanizations
and signal processing on the detected nonsystematic variations must be made
explicit. Measurements must beobtained as they relate to geographical lo-
cation, seasonal and diurnal variations, meteorological conditions, geomor-
phological features, and solar phenomena. Furthermore, the measurements
must be made in sufficient quantity to establish statistical confidence.
Sucha program must include bothdetailed considerations of the earthts
radiance profiles and their variations and extrapolation of these results to
horizon sensor and data reduction applications. Also included must be con-
sideration of flight techniques most suitable for a horizon definition measure-
ment study. Each of these flight techniques must be evaluated ona mission-
success, cost-effectiveness basis. With the successful culmination of a com-
plete program, the most comprehensive data base and analytical and design
techniques related to the earth's radiation profile and the design of horizon
sensors will beavailable.
This horizon definition program suggests an approach that will evaluate the
characteristics of the horizon basedon available atmospheric data and deter-
mine the amount of data necessary to define the entire earthVs infrared
horizon. From such information various flight techniques which could po-
tentially collect this data can beanalyzed to establish which of the selected
techniques has the highest degree of probable mission success as a function
of program costs. The following are then established as the major objectives
of this study:
Estimate the data requirements for a comprehensive horizon
definition program and provide for a preliminary evaluation
of flight techniques for gathering the specified data.
Provide for full definition of an experiment to collect the
required data and conceptually design the experiment systems
to evaluate the feasibility of the program.
With these objectives, three major areas of study are necessary: data re-
quirements definition to specify how much andwhat kind of data is required
for a meaningful experiment; flight techniques evaluation to determine a
cost-effective experiment mechanization; and conceptual experiment systems
design to demonstrate feasibility of the selected flight technique.
The data requirements study encompassesa determination of the quantity,
quality, type, and location of radiance measurements which must be gathered
to define adequatelythe horizon radiance over the entire earth's surface.
The data time cycle must also bedetermined and radiance accuracies estab-
lished which will enable the program goals to be achieved. Figure 6 repre-
sents an expansionof the data requirements study task which is basically the
12
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formulation of a mathematical model to assess various horizon sensing tech-
niques and determine experimental data requirements. The dual branches
identified as "simulated" and "flight" denote the objective of patterning the
formulating approach so that the mathematical model, after a minimum of
modifieation, can also serve as the ground data-reduction technique for the
flight program.
The horizon profile synthesizer generates profiles from empirically available
temperature and pressure data, utilizing a computer program which analyti-
cally reflects all the physical processes causing significant changes in the
magnitude and shape of the earthWs 14 to 16 _ horizon radiance profile.
The resulting synthetic profiles are operated on by the locator processor and
the profile analyzer. The locator processor reduces each profile to a single
number representing indicated altitude, which enables efficient computer
analysis. The locators used are simulations of operations carried out by an
existing or conceptual horizon sensor. These single "horizon" numbers are
then correlated with a body of empirical data, using the time series analyzer.
Each indicated altitude L is a function of all implicit variables
= (t 1, t 2, 0, ¢, others)
where
t 1
t 2
0
= short-term variation
= long-term variation
= latitude
¢ = longitude
and "others" denotes such variables as azimuth and meteorological or topo-
logical conditions. The time series analysis isolates the systematic spatial
and temporal variations from the nonsystematic or random variations. The
relative importance and, therefore, the order this analysis will take is
established by the profile analyzer which determines the variables causing
the greatest systematic effect.
The output of the data requirements task describes the quality, quantity, and
distribution of the horizon profiles. These outputs are prerequisites to the
flight techniques analysis which will yield the selected technique and the
required mission. This analysis considers various techniques and configura-
tions, evaluates the cost and reliability of each, and defines configurations
and techniques which produce the necessary data within projected funding lim-
itations, with an acceptable relationship of quantity and reliability, i.e. ,
effectiveness. Figure 7 established this study element's approach relation-
ship.
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Given a recommended flight technique, a conceptual design of the experiment
and its systems was initiated to evaluate feasibility. The study approach
utilized involved identification of all functions required to conduct the experi-
ment, followed by a systematic investigation of the techniques which could be
employed to provide for each function. Each function and its associates were
traded off with one another to ensure that an efficient system was configured.
Sensitivity studies were conducted, where appropriate, and state-of-the-art
constraints were identified.
The complete system concept included appropriate coverage of each function.
The functions were separated into three basic phases:
• Prelaunch operations
• Orbital operations
• Ground operations
Figure 8 identifies the major functions for the above phases and, in addition,
continues with a subfunctional breakdown and a numerical identification.
Each of these subfunctions is described to establish clearly the scope of the
subfunction. This analysis and the numerical identification served to facilitate
communication of tradeoff study information and other functionally related
data during the course of the study.
Each of the three main analysis areas comprising the total horizon definition
program are summarizea more fully in the following sections of this report.
DATA REQUIREMENTS
Factors which affect horizon radiance profiles can be defined as either ex-
plicit or implicit. Explicit factors are those which relate directly to the
input quantities in the radiative transfer equation. Temperature and pressure,
for example, are explicit factors which exert an influence upon the magnitude
and shape of the horizon radiance profile by means of their functional rela-
tionship with the Planck source function and the atmospheric transmissivity.
Implicit factors, on the other hand, specify the conditions which are associ-
ated with an individual profile or group of profiles, including such factors as
latitude, longitude, time of year, time of day, various atmospheric (or meteo-
rological) conditions, and underlying topography.
The radiance I(h), which effectively emanates from each tangent height h of
the radiance profile, is the result of a double integration over the atmospheric
optical path and the wavelength, plus a boundary condition integrated over the
wavelength only. The form of the equation is 0
k AK u 1
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To make best use of available tabulated data, this equation is integrated by
parts to yield
I(h) = _ B[k, T (u = 0)] dk +_ f:,(u) _B(k'T) dkdU_u (la)
k k ]
where
B(_,, T) -- source function (including pseudo-source such as
solar scattering from stratospheric dust, clouds,
and scattered earth-shine in addition to the primary
Planek source function),
T(u, >,) spectral transmissivity of CO 2 (reflects choice of
absorption model and effects due to pressure and
Doppler broadening),
U = optical path,
wavelength in the spectral interval AX (including
consideration of the filter spectral response when
integrating over Ak), and
T = temperature at the point specified by u.
At each wavelength k the spectral transmissivity T is a function of temper-
ature and pressure as well as optical path u. Temperature and pressure are
specified by calculating an effective temperature Te and an effective pressure
Pe for each atmospheric optical path. All of the preceding parameters ex-
plicitly affect the radiance I(h) and, for convenience, are hereinafter referred
to as explicit factors.
The two most prominent explicit factors in the foregoing equations are temper-
ature and pressure. These factors exert influence on the magnitude and shape
of the horizon radiance profile through the functions (such as atmospheric
transmissivity or the derivative of the Planck function) which appear in the
integrand of the radiation equation. However, by the barometric equation
P = Po exp - dh
J FIT(h) (2)
O
where g is gravitational acceleration and R is universal gas constant, pres-
sure is related to the temperature as a function of the altitude h. Hence,
temperature as a function of altitude is the explicit factor to which the magni-
tude and shape of the radiance profile are most sensitive. This conclusion
has two important ramifications. First, the most important inputs to the
mathematical model for synthesizing radiance profiles are the empirically
22
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derived temperature profiles. Second, variations in both the magnitude and
shape of the radiance profile are most likely due to changes in the factors
which affect the temperature.
Implicit factors provide a description of the specific conditions which apply
toa given horizon radiance profile. Such factors as latitude, longitude,
season, local time, and associated meteorological and topological conditions
provide the basis for statistically evaluating a large body of radiance profiles
to determine the variational components attributable to each factor.
The knowledge of the implicit factors to be gained in the experiment will
ultimately be applied to the systematic correction of horizon sensing instru-
ments on the basis of latitude, longitude, and observation time as well as
supplementary corrections based upon significant variations in meteorological
and other environmental conditions.
Development of the horizon radiance measurement program necessarily de-
pended upon a detailed examination of both explicit and implicit factors. No
comprehensive body of measured horizon radiance profiles exists which
covers the 14 to 16 micron CO2 absorption band. Therefore, by means of
computer simulation, the necessary body of synthesized profiles was gener-
ated based upon numerical integration of the radiative transfer equation and
using the best available estimates of explicit factors obtainable from theoret-
ical and empirical radiance studies and meteorological data observations (i.e.,
temperature and pressure). Each synthesized profile is identifiable with a
specific set of spatial and temporal conditions and can be further associated
with the atmospheric and topological conditions which apply at a particular
place and time.
These data indicate two specific areas of study:
1. The data input required in terms of the explicit and implicit
factors, and
2. Atmospheric physics studies to determine the exact char-
acteristics of the source function, atmospheric transmittance,
and spectral interval.
After development of the radiance profiles, methods for analyzing the data
content of the profile group for determination of systematic and nonsystem-
atic variations were defined. Two basic methods were defined - a locator
processor concept which operates on each horizon profile, as would a hori-
zon sensor, to reduce the profile to a single indicated horizon and a profile
analyzer concept which enabled analysis of total profiles and profile subgroups
to determine dominant features of the profiles or groups and to assist in de-
fining locator concepts.
The entire body of synthesized profiles thus provides the basis for analyzing
the statistical variability of the factors to define the data sampling require-
ments for a comprehensive program of horizon radiance measurement.
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INPUT DATA
Before a definite commitment could be made to the selection of a particular
body of basic data and specific methods of generating required inputs, prelim-
inary studies were performed to obtain an indication of which factors were
more significant and, therefore, more deserving of concentrated attention.
These preliminary studies showed that spatial and temporal variability in the
temperature (and pressure) profile produced the most important effects upon
the behavior of the horizon radiance profile. Major attention was focused,
therefore, upon procuring data and developing analytical techniques for gen-
erating a representative body of temperature profiles covering the altitude
range of 0 to 90 kin. Nevertheless, the problems of CO 2 variability and
high-cloud occurrence also received considerable attention since it was
necessary to determine on a quantitative basis the upper limits of their
effects upon the radiance profiles.
TEMPERATURE/PRESSURE PROFILES
The ideal approach to the generation of a representative body of temperature/
pressure profiles would be to sample selectively from a source of complete
and accurate basic data available on a global basis over a period of several
years. Ideally, these basic data would have been taken at sufficiently close
intervals in time and space that all scales of temperature variability could
have been rigorously examined in terms of the associated variance in horizon
profiles. Unfortunately, this ideal data base does not exist at this time.
Radiosonde data from 0 to 30 km are regularly available at 12-hour intervals
over relatively dense observational networks in North America and Eurasia,
but truly global coverage does not exist. Rocketsonde data from 30 to 60 km
are available at two- to three-day intervals from 18 stations over North Amer-
ica, and many of these stations do not report regularly. Evidently, then,
rocketsonde data coverage is even less global in extent than radiosonde data.
From 60 to 90 km, extrapolation techniques must be used based on sporadic
soundings of actual data. Figure 9 shows two representative temperature
profiles and illustrates the altitude regions and relative density of coverage
from each measurement system.
In view of the above limitations in basic data coverage, the choice of repre-
sentative study cases for the determination of sounding profiles was neces-
sarily constrained. Nevertheless, by careful selection of cases, sampling of
a large number of temperature profiles representative of different time and
space scales was possible.
The study cases which were selected include the following basic categories:
1. Large-scale synoptic variability over North American and
surrounding oceans - sampled at eight representative times
within a one-year period.
2. Small-scale spatial variability along a cross section from
the British West Indies to the Southwestern United States -
sampled at two representative times.
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Figure 9. Density of Regularly Reported Meteorological Information
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3. Small-scale temporal variability at three locations in the
Southern United States and Northern Canada - sampled at
select periods when 3-day, 12-hour, and 4-hour time
resolution could be obtained.
4. Temporal variability at a northern-latitude station during
a case of true stratospheric warming - sampled throughout
a 27-day period.
5. Large-scale climatological variability over North America
and surrounding oceans - determined from seasonal statistics.
6. Individual temperature profiles from all over the world for
comparison with the basic body of data - total of 46 profiles
acquired from the Southern Pacific Ocean areas and
Antarctica.
Figure 10 shows the location for each of the selected sets of temperature]
pressure profiles. The total set of 1039 temperature profiles from these
study cases represents the largest collection of profiles ever assembled
systematically for horizon radiance studies.
Studies were conducted to estimate the accuracy of the temperature profiles
chosen for the study. Component errors which were analyzed included those
in the reported data, errors of grid-point interpolation from analyzed charts,
errors of subjective interpretation of data, extrapolation errors, and tabu-
lation errors.
PROFILE IDENTIFIERS
To account accurately for the implicit factors affecting the horizon radiance
profiles, a profile identification scheme based on select identifiers was
developed. Each profile embodies within it a large variety of information
relating to
1. Significant features of the vertical temperature distribution
(for example, temperature and height of the tropopause),
2. Associated meteorological conditions (for example, the
large-scale atmospheric circulation regime within which
the specific profile location occurs}, and
3. Various circumstantial factors such as location, date/time,
and topography (which help to explain why certain profile
characteristics happen to occur}.
The profile classification scheme developed provides a simple, quantified
basis for describing each profile in terms of the many implicit factors
related to profile variability.
Two classifications of identifiers were selected for the study - primary
identifiers and reserve identifiers. Tables 2 and 3 list each respective
26
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TABLE 2. - PRIMARY IDENTIFIERS
!
1. Latitude
2. Longitude
3. Date
4. Local time (day, night, polar day, polar night}
5. Topographic regime
0) Sea
1} Land< 0.5 km
2) Land 0.5 - 1.5 km
3} Land 1.5 - 2.5 km (Note: no profiles were determined at
locations whose elevations exceed 2. 5 kin}
6. Temperature at 10 mb
7. Temperature at tropopause
8. Temperature at stratopause
9. Lapse rate from 500 mb to tropopause
10. Lapse rate from tropopause to 10 mb
11. Lapse rate from 10 mb to stratopause base
12. Circulation regime - location relative to profile
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TABLE 3. - RESERVEIDENTIFIERS
1. Number of atmospheric profile
2. Season(Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter,
Arctic Summer, Arctic Winter)
3. Atmospheric anomaly index
a. Aleutian anticyclone
b. Hurricane
c. Stratospheric warming
4. Mesopausetemperature when real data
is available
5. 10-rob height
6. Tropopause height
7. Stratopause height
8. Confidence factor
a. Real data
b. Interpolated
c. Extrapolated
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identifier used. The primary identifiers are those that were considered in
this study for statistical analysis in the data requirements study. These
identifiers are the oneswhich proved to be most closely related to the temper-
ature and pressure profiles and,therefore,were most highly correlated with
the various locators used. Reserve identifiers were those which are proposed
for future analyses, or for sorting purposes. These identifiers were not used
in the statistical analysis of the total body of data.
CO 2 VARIATIONS
The concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide is of considerable importance
to the horizon definition problem. When scanning the horizon with a satellite-
mounted detector sensitive to radiation in the 14 to 16 _ CO 2 band, the
measured radiance emitted by the atmosphere is intimately related to the
concentration of carbon dioxide. Thus, the observed horizon radiance profile
would be affected by large variations in the concentration of carbon dioxide.
Present knowledge was reviewed regarding the concentration of atmospheric
carbon dioxide and its variation with time and space.
From analyses of CO2 concentration observations on a diurnal, monthly,
and annual basis, as well as variations occurring in altitude and latitude, a
standard vertical profile of CO 2 concentration from earthls surface to 90-kin
altitude was obtained. Briefly, these observations indicate that the average
concentration of carbon dioxide is about 0. 0314-percent volume, i.e., 314
parts per million (ppm), above a height of one kilometer; the average devia-
tions about the mean concentration is at all levels less than ±3 percent, and
the concentration generally decreases slightly with height in the atmosphere.
Estimates of the average deviation of CO2 concentration about the mean
values are indicated in Figure fla. These results provide the basis for cal-
culating the effects of CO2 concentration and variability upon the horizon
radiance profiles.
In order to investigate the effects of CO 2 variation upon horizon radiance
profiles, a series of studies were performed in which radiance profiles
were computed for various profiles of CO 2 concentration. First, a com-
parison was made between radiance profiles computed on the basis of (a)
the mean CO 2 concentration profile, and (b) an assumed, average concen-
tration of 314 ppm throughout the 0to 90 km layer. No detectable differences
between the two radiance profiles could be observed. Next, a series of CO 2
concentration profiles, based upon ± 2 percent, ±I0 percent (see Figure llb),
and ±20 percent variations from the mean profile, were used to compute the
corresponding horizon radiance profiles.
Sensitivity analyses of radiance profiles based upon ±2 percent and ±10 per-
cent variations in the CO 2 concentration show an insignificant effect. Since
a ±3 percent variation is shown by this study to be a representative value be-
tween 0 and 90 kin, CO 2 variability may be safely neglected. A standard
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CO 2 concentration of 314 ppm throughout the entire 0 to 90 km layer was,
therefore, used as an explicit factor in the mathematical model, and no fur-
ther attention was directed toward CO 2 variability as an implicit factor.
CLOUD EFFECTS
Cloud effects were studied to provide a body of background information
relating to cloud characteristics and frequencies of occurrence and to eval-
uate the effect of cloudiness upon the determination of horizon radiance pro-
files.
The highest clouds, as observed by radar, occur in severe thunderstorm sit-
uations in mid-latitudes, in the intertropical convergence zone in the tropics,
and in the heavy monsoon cloud build-ups over Southeast Asia. Although
these high cloud conditions are somewhat exceptional, they provide a means
for assessing the effects of severe conditions on the temperature profiles
and, hence, the radiance profiles. Similar observations have been made
using radiometric devices on satellites. For example, Tiros III window
measurements have been used to deduce high cloud cover from the observa-
tion of very low temperatures over certain areas. The Nimbus I and II satel-
lites also provided powerful tools for studies of cloud-top heights from black-
body temperature measurements in the atmospheric window.
Clouds may affect 15-micron horizon sensors in two ways: (1) by acting as
cold radiation sources, and (2) by cutting out the CO 2 radiation emitted
from below cloud-top level. Both these factors serve to reduce the radiance
measured from a satellite. Higher and, hence, colder clouds (i. e., colder
up to the tropopause temperature minimum) are expected to have the greatest
effect in terms of radiance reduction. To determine the effects of clouds on
radiance profiles as a function of nadir angles, a parametric study was car-
ried out for six sample cases, based upon climatological profiles for January
and July at 20, 45, and 70 ° N, consistent with the results of cloud-cover
analyses.
The effects of clouds upon radiance profiles strongly depend upon the nadir
angle. For nadir angles above 71.8 degrees (corresponding to tangent heights
greater than -30 km), the percentage deviations in radiance do not exceed
five percent for a typical case. Radiance due to cloud effect is shown to de-
crease from five to zero percent over the -30 to +20 km tangent-height range;
at higher tangent heights there is no cloud effect at all. The results also in-
dicate that the 16-km cloud-top altitude is the most significant level, below
and above which lesser percentage deviations in radiance levels occur due to
cloud effects.
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS AND PROFILE SYNTHESIS
Conversion of the temperature-pressure profiles, accumulated from meteor-
ological soundings as discussed previously, represents the next task in the
sequence of defining data requirements for a horizon definition program. It
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was pointed out that prior work in calculating radiance profiles was restricted
to a fpw average temperature I)rofiles dueto this lack of a sufficient body of data.
The meteorological data forms the basis for synthesizing horizon radiance
profiles. Temperature profiles may be transformed into radiance profiles;
however, analysis of the physics of the upper atmosphere must be conducted
prior to application of the radiative transfer equation. In addition, certain
numerical techniques must be examined before developing the comprehensive
computer model for synthesizing profiles. Applying the meteorological data
to the computational model, as modified by basic atmospheric physics,
results in the formation of a vast set of horizon radiance profiles from which
requirements for measuring the earthts infrared horizon may be determined.
Atmospheric Physics
An accurate mathematical representation of the earthls horizon radiance pro-
file requires very detailed analyses of the physics of the upper atmosphere
and an examination of the basic radiation equation for transfer of energy
through the earthts atmosphere.
Radiation equation. -- The radiant energy emitted by the earth and atmos-
phere in the carbon dioxide band is expressed by equation (la).
The integrand of this equation consists of two primary quantities, the source
function and the transmittance function, each of which are functions of key
atmospheric variables.
Source function; In thermodynamic equilibrium, the source function
in the radiative transfer equation depends upon the atmospheric temperature
and the frequency of the radiation. Thermodynamic equilibrium prevails in
the atmosphere when the vibrational (and rotational} energy levels of the gas
molecule remain populated according to a Boltzmann distribution determined
by the local kinetic temperature. This is possible only if collisions are fre-
quent enough to maintain such a distribution in spite of the radiative processes.
The time required to establish a Boltzmann distribution by collisions is called
the relaxation time and is inversely proportional to atmospheric pressure.
If the relaxation time is short compared with the average lifetime of the
excited levels, as in the lower atmosphere, a Boltzmann distribution can be
maintained and thermodynamic equilibrium prevails. If the relaxation time
is long, as in the upper atmosphere where collisions are less frequent because
of low pressures, a Boltzmann distribution cannot be maintained. Under these
conditions when a photon is absorbed by a molecule, it will be re-emitted
(scattered) without passing into the kinetic energy of translation, and a state
of absence of local thermodynamic equilibrium prevails. At these levels the
source function must be calculated from considerations of molecular collisions
and radiative transitions.
At low altitudes the molecular collision rate maintains a Boltzmann distrib-
ution of molecules in vibrational states in local thermodynamic equilibrium
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with the rotational andtranslational energy. Here the source function must
be the Planck function B (T), by application of Kirchoff's Law.
Curtis andGoody (ref. 3) showedthat the appropriate source function for the
combined effect of collisional and radiative excitation has the form
0 k
= +-- F (3)J_ O+k By O+k v
where
F
%)
dc d%) nk I%) %) (4)
where F v is the source function for incoherent scattering, n is the CO 2
number density at the considered altitude, k v is the absorption coefficient
per molecule, and de is a small incremental solid angle. That is, the
energy absorbed at the scattering point is related to the integral of the inci-
dent intensity I over the fine structure of the band and the whole sphere of
• . V
incident directions.
The current state of knowledge concerning experimental and theoretical
values of k, the vibrational relaxation time, and the consequent nonequil-
ibrium source functions does not permit a conclusive result regarding the
magnitude of the effects of absence of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE}.
The value adopted for the vibrational relaxation time k is one which leads
to an equilibrium source function of the form
The value of K(STP)
thus taken as
0
J_ 0 + k B%) (5)
at standard conditions of temperature and pressure is
-6
k(STP) = 1.0 x 10 sec
even though the experimental values of ),(STP) for CO2 - N 2 collisions are as
large as 1.0 x 10-o second. The value of k then becomes
with
1/2
2 Po {Ti + Ti+l )
k(TiP i) = X(STP)
(Pi + Pi+l) 2 T O (6)
Po = 1 arm and T O 273°K
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The consequences of this choice on the horizon profile calculated from the
1962 Standard Atmosphere is depicted in Figure 12.
Transmittance function: Atmospheric transmittance is a complicated
function of three integrated variables over the path of the radiation beam, i.e.,
optical depth, pressure, and temperature. The pertinent results of several
CO2 transmittance studies, as described immediately following, were assem-
bled and fitted with an analytic function suitable for use in calculation of hor-
izon radiance profiles.
Within the 15_ CO 2 band, transmittance varies with wavelength as a function
of CO2 concentration and atmospheric temperature and pressure. Pressure
and temperature dependence is caused by the effects of pressure and temper-
ature on the widths of the CO 2 absorption lines. Calculation of the shape of
the absorption lines employs two theories of line broadening - Lorentz or
collision broadening and Doppler broadening. At lower tangent heights the
Lorentz line shape alone is applicable; in the upper atmosphere Doppler
broadening must also be considered.
In the absence of broadening processes of any kind, the absorption and
emission spectra of molecular species would consist of discrete lines of
wave numbers in the electromagnetic spectrum. This would be the case
since absorption and emission in an isolated molecule is the quantized
energy difference between various vibrational and rotational states of the
molecule or between excited states of the electrons. Only photons which
add or subtract the right amount of energy to move the molecule from one
discrete energy level to another are absorbed and emitted. However, a
number of physical processes operate to perturb these energy levels, thus
giving the lines a definable shape and permitting reaction with a range of
photons whose wave numbers are close to the unperturbed discrete line.
The Doppler width depends on the velocity of the emitter or absorber and thus,
by kinetic theory, on the temperature, and the effect is independent of pres-
sure.
The method selected for computing the Doppler correction to the Lorentz
transmittance of carbon dioxide applies a multiplicative correction factor
calculated from theoretical results. The numerical values of the carbon
dioxide properties required for this calculation are taken from the data of
Stull, Wyatt, and Plass (ref. 4).
The form of the corrected Doppler transmittance is
Tvcor = T (1 - "SUMY") (7)
In this expression T v is the spectral transmittance based on the Lorentz
.... c shape ..... Th_ correction factor (i "SUM Y") is a function of the
spectral interval, the optical path, and the temperature.
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Figure 12. Percentage Effect of the Absence of LTE on the
1962 Standard Atmospheric Horizon Profile
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During the period of development of the computer capability for synthesizing
horizon profiles corrected for the effect of Doppler broadening, experiments
conducted included comparison of horizon profiles with and without the Doppler
correction. Typical of these results is the comparison between two such
curves for the 1962 Standard Atmosphere shown m Figure 13.
In this study, transmittance tables resulting from previous studies were
consulted to obtain transmittance values. The combined data, tabulated for
homogeneous paths and for nonhomogeneous atmospheric paths, provided a
range of variables suitable for use in this study, although either source alone
was insufficient.
The 15 micron CO2 band was divided into i0 spectral intervals to permit
accurate evaluation of the relative value of the regions of different absorption
properties within the total range selected. Interval sizes were based on the
shape of CO 2 transmittance versus wave-number curves and the spectral
resolution available in the tabulated data. Figure 14 shows the 15_ CO2
band and the absorptivity as a function of wave number for different amounts
of CO2. The band is centered around the strongly absorbing region of the Q
branch at about 667.5 cm- 1 Adjacent to the band center at lower and higher
wave numbers are the P and R branches, respectively. The total spectral
range considered for horizon profile studies extends from 600 to 725 em -I
The total spectral range is subdivided into i0 smaller spectral intervals by
requiring that the absorption properties within each interval be similar.
These i0 spectral intervals are listed in Table 4.
TABLE 4. - SPECTRAL DIVISION OF THE CO 2 BAND
-1
Subinterval no. Spectral interval, cm
5
6
7
8
9
10
600 - 615
615 - 625
625 - 635
635 - 645
645 - 665
665 - 670
670 - 690
69O - 705
705 - 715
715 - 725
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Before making a final decision as to the spectral division of the CO2 band,
possible sources of transmittance data that are suitable for horizon radiance
calculations must be considered. One pecularity of the problem is that
rather large optical path lengths of CO 2 occur at rather low pressures.
This is due to the slant angle at which the atmosphere is viewed. Any trans-
mittance tables must include this combination of large path lengths and low
pressures to be suitable.
The data available from Stull, Wyatt, and Plass are preferred for horizon
profile applications. The spectral resolution available here was suitable for
evaluation of the optimum spectral range in the vicinity of 15 microns for
horizon sensing purposes; no other source offers comparable resolution.
The ranges of pressure, temperature, and optical path for which transmit-
tance data are provided are sufficient to eliminate the necessity for extra-
polation in optical path and pressure which would be required with the use of
other sources when calculating horizon radiance.
The latter of these benefits is realized because two types of data are used in
the curve-fitting procedure. Data is tabulated giving the transmittance of
path lengths homogeneous with respect to temperature and pressure and of
slant paths through the 1962 Standard Atmosphere. The slant-path data was
applied to advantage by computing the effective temperature, pressure, and
optical path to which the tabulated slant-path transmittance applied. These
values filled a void existing in the homogeneous path data and all other sources
of data by specifying the transmittance for low pressures and small optical
paths. The necessary range of temperature, however, is found only in the
homogeneous path data.
Refraction. -- In computing the radiance for a given tangent height h, the
effect of atmospheric refraction is considered. Inclusion of this effect causes
the path of a beam of radiant energy to deflect from a straight line s, the
path for a refractionless atmosphere (see Figure 15), to the path s_, thereby
changing the transmittance of the path from _ (s) to T(s _ ).
To compute the exact path for a refracted beam of radiant energy, the index
of refraction of air _, which is a function of temperature and pressure,
would have to be given in analytic form. However, knowledge of the pressure
and temperature in the atmosphere is restricted to a finite array of points
(Pi, Ti) at the altitudes z i as shown in Figure 15, and thus an approximate
method for computation of s _ is used.
The atmosphere is divided into a set of n concentric spheres at the altitudes
z i whose pressures and temperatures are Pi and Ti, respectively; the
pressure and temperature at the surface are Pn+l and Tn+ 1 ,respectively.
Within the shell bounded by two adjacent spheres (e.g., the ith shell), the
index of refraction of air _ changes from _ (Pi, Ti) to _(Pi+l, Ti+l)"
where
cP i
_(Pi' Ti) = 1 + T-"_"
and I
c = 77. 526 x 10 -6 °K-rob -1
4O
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This change is negligible compared to the overall change in _ from 90 kin,
z i , to the surface of the earth. Thus, for theith shell (i = 1, 2 .... , n) the
index of refraction is assumed to be constant and equal to
--I + --
Ti+l
The path s' thus consists of the set of elemental segments As t " (i = 1, 2,i
%, j} as shown in Figure 15. The path s _ can either completely traverse
a'saell as the elemental segment As . (i = 1, 2, .... j-l) or partially1
traverse a shell as the elemental segment Z_st.
3
Profile Synthesis
Reduction of the complex mathematical descriptions of the atmosphere to a
numerical model for the synthesis of radiance profiles required conduction
of many auxiliary analyses. The closed-form integral description of the
radiative transfer equation had to be rewritten in a form suitable for numer-
ical computation. Attendant studies to define an atmospheric model compat-
ible with numerical techniques and studies to determine the accuracy of these
techniques were performed.
A secondary consideration was the numerical computation time required to
convert a temperature-altitude profile into an equivalent horizon radiance-alti-
tude profile. Analysis was performed to determine an accurate representation
of the physics involved consistent with computational efficiency. In all cases,
accuracy of the physical representation took precedence over any consider-
ation of computational efficiency.
The studies consisted of determining the numerical integration form of the
radiative transfer equation, numerical evaluation of the weighting function,
atmospheric temperature-altitude model, tangent-height resolution, and
numerical integration stop criterion.
Numerical evaluation of the radiation equation. -- To compute the radiance
at each tangent height, a numerical analog to the mathematical model must
be selected. The geometrical path length s is measured along a scan line.
Three functions of s, the CO2 optical depth u(s), the effective pressure
_(s), and the effective temperature T(s), are computed using the following:
S
u(s) = fo c(s) p (_) _T° ds
Po T(s)
(9)
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p(s) =!
Po
u(s)
L p(u) du
u (S)du
(10)
u(s)
1 £ T (u) du
T (s) "
PO £u (S)du
(11)
where c(s) is the mixing ratio of CO 2, Po and T O are the pressure and
temperature at STP, and p(s) and T(s) are the pressure and temperature
of each value of s.
Numerical evaluation of weighting functions. -- Given a tangent height,
the value of the weighting function for the ith shell and kth spectral subinter-
val is
= (AT vk)i (12)
Wik z - z
i i+l
where (AVvk) i is the change in Ty k across the ith shell. The average
weighting function for the ith shei1 for the complete spectral interval is
__ Wik A _k
k=l
W. = (13)1 4',
A _k
k=l
Shell structure studies. -- The number of shells used in radiance pro-
file caiculations was minimized without sacrificing computational accuracy
while providing efficient computer utilization. Based on the results of the
shell structure studies, approximately 65 atmospheric shells were used in
the radiance profile calculations, the exact number being dependent on the
altitude of the 10-mblevel. The result is based on radiance profiIe calcu-
lations using atmospheric modeIs of 29, 58, 116, and 203 shells. As the
temperature data was supplied to the horizon profile synthesis task, it
consisted of temperatures at the altitude of the 850, 700, 500, 300, 200, i00,
50, 30, and l0 rob-levels and, thereafter, at 3-km intervals beginning at the
first integral multipIe of three above the altitude of the 10-mb Ievel.
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Tangent-height resolution. -- As with the atmospheric shell model, the
number of tangent heights at which radiance is calculated must be selected to
prevent suppression of any perturbation in the profile caused by atmospheric
phenomena or anomalies. Care was taken in selecting the atmospheric shell
model to be certain that the calculation was capable of providing adequate
resolution to the input data; this is the parallel step to be certain that the
same resolution is given to the output data. A secondary criterion in the
selection of tangent-height resolution was to minimize the number of tangent
heights while maintaining the required resolution. This criterion was im-
posed to allow efficient use of the computer in the calculation of the 1085
radiance profiles.
The study was conducted by constructing temperature profiles containing an-
omalies of larger magnitude than expected in the actual input data and then
determining the smallest tangent-height resolution required to demonstrate
the effects of those anomalies on the radiance profile. Results showed that
anomalies in the input produced significant perturbations in the radiance ro-
file over a tangent-height range of from about 10 km to below 40 km and _hat
a resolution of one km is required to produce and display the perturbations.
Consequently, to bracket this region of tangent heights, a resolution of one km
over a range of tangent heights from 0 km to 50 km was selected. Outside
this range,input anomalies caused less severe perturbations; thus, a larger
resolution could be used as shown in the table below.
Tangent-height range, km Resolution, km
-30 to -10 5
- 10 to 0 2
0 to 50 1
50 to 60 2
60 to 80 5
Integration stop criterion. -- The final experiment in numerical analysis
was the selection of a suitable criterion for terminating the integration of the
radiative transfer equation as the contributions to the total radiance become
negligible. Since the contribution of any shell, or integration step, is pro-
portional to the change in transmittance over the interval on the path of in-
tegration, a criterion was developed based on the value of the transmittance.
The transmittance can only decrease along the path of integration, and its
minimum value is zero. Consequently, when the value of the transmittance
becomes sufficiently close to zero, the integration may be terminated without
changing the results.
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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS STUDIES
The objective of the 15_ CO 2 band spectral interval study was to determine
those spectral intervals within the 600 to 725 cm -l band that enhance horizon
definition and those that cause a deterioration in horizon definition. An anal-
ysis of selected climatological horizon radiance profiles, combined with in-
strument signal-to-noise considerations, leads to the selection of an optimum
integrated band for horizon definition.
Following the specification of the total carbon dioxide spectral region to be
considered and the recommendation for division of this region, extensive
analyses were conducted to determine the variations in each of the spectral
interval radiance profiles caused by the space and time variations over the
surface of the earth. Analysis of these variations lead to a complete under-
standing of the profile variations for the total spectral interval and to the
final selection of a spectral band on which to base requirements.
The basic data used in these studies consisted of twenty climatological pro-
files reflecting seasonal and latitudinal changes of atmospheric character-
istics and the 1962 Standard Atmosphere in the case of the weighting func-
tions.
These twenty profiles selected for the spectral analysis studies represent
the typical space and time variations within the total body of data. The pro-
files are representative of January, April, July, and October at north lati-
tudes of 20 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 °, and 75 °.
The studies completed to determine the horizon variability within any given
spectral interval and the total spectral region included the calculation of
horizon radiance profiles, weighting functions, and analysis of the effects
of water vapor and ozone for each of the ten basic spectral intervals.
Based on these results, the radiance profiles for individual spectral intervals
were summed in the combinations suggested to develop a final recommenda-
tion for the total range of spectral integration of the 15-micron horizon radi-
ance profile. The effects of clouds were compared for the recommended
spectral range and the total range considered.
The aforementioned studies led to the recommendation to utilize the 615 to
715 cm- 1 band as optimum in increasing the energy available while decreas-
ing the variations in the profiles. The wave number intervals studied and
deleted are illustrated in Figure 16 where absorption in these wave bands is
plotted as a function of wave number for two different partial pressures.
SUMMARY
The output of the horizon profile synthesis computer program consists of the
radiance in each of the i0 spectral intervals from 600 to 725 cm -I for the
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The objective of the 15fJ- CO2 band spectral interval study was to determine 
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entire body of data analyzed. This includes all profiles of the synoptic, time
cross section, space cross section, climatological, and auxiliary data; each
case is numerically coded and stored on magnetic tape.
The eight center spectral intervals were summed to find the horizon radiance
profile from 615 to 715 cm -1. The result of this summation is also recorded
on tape in a format suitable for analysis in subsequent study tasks. A line
printer was used for visual display of this data; a digital listing and a printer
plot of the 615 to 715 cm-1 profile is provided for each case. Input tempera-
ture and pressure data and the resulting output radiance profiles have been
prepared for a total of 1085 cases.
During the studies related to the accumulation of the data base, the develop-
ment of a computational model, and the profile synthesizer studies, a number
of significant contributions to the state of the art were developed. These con-
tributions include the development of a large body of empirical temperature
and pressure data over the altitude range of 0 to 90 km and over a wide range
of climatological, synoptic, spatial, and temporal conditions over the North
American continent. Table 5 summarizes the synthesizer studies conducted
and identifies their significance while Table 6 summarizes the characteris-
tics of the resulting computational program.
The flexibility of the computational program is illustrated in Table 7.
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TABLE 5. - SUMMARYOF PROFILE SYNTHESIZERSTUDIES
Refraction
Doppler broadening
Thermal nonequilibrium
Weighting function study
Spectral interval studyCloud effects
Reference profiles
Water vapor
Ozone
Climatological profiles
Synoptic profile statistics
Weighting functions
Shell number study
Tangent-height resolution
Lapse rate
Spectral plots
Cloud studies
Integration stop
Azimuth
CO 2 variations
Cloud studies
Include effects of atmospheric
refraction. Integral is along
refracted path.
Inclusion of molecular line
absorption model for low
pressures.
Compensate blackbody function
for effect of insufficient mole-
cular collisions at low pressure.
Determination of radiance distribution
as a function of altitude for a given
tangent height.
Determine spectral interval
giving maximum ratio of
radiance/instability.
Minimize computer time by
reducing number of shells.
Minimize computer time by
reducing numbers of tangent
heights.
Minimize computer time by
preventing computation of
negligible radiance.
Determine effects of viewing
azimuth (determines validity
of assuming constant atmo-
sphere around data point ).
Determine effect on profile
of extreme variations in
upper atmospheric CO 2.
Determine effect of clouds
on the radiance profile.
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TABLE 6. - SUMMARY OF COMPUTATIONAL MODEL RESULTS
Parameter
Tangent-height lira it
Tangent-height resolution
Wave band
Wave-no. resolution
Shell number
Transmissivity model
Molecular absorption model
Thermodynamic nonequilibriu m
Atmospheric refraction
Clouds
Initial Pre sent
60 km
5 km
-1
625 to 725 cm
(13. 8 to 16.0 _)
25 cm -1 (0.55 _)
2OO
V_Tark
Lorentz
No
Yes
No
80 km
5,2, lkm
-1
615 to 715 cm
(14.0 to 16.3 _t)
5 to 20 cm-1 (0. 1 to 0.5 _)
65
Plass/House
Doppler / Lorentz
Yes
Yes
Yes
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TABLE 7. - AVAILABLE COMBINATIONS OF COMPUTATIONAL
OPTIONS
_%_ x - available
• o - not available
Clouds
Transmissivity gate,
Refraction
Azimuth
Thermal equilibriurr
Doppler broadenin.g
CO 2 - Plass
CO 2 - Elsasser
H20 - Elsasser
03 - Elsasser
We ighting functions
Filters
x  ov,
0 X X / __
X X X X X 0 0 q
x x x x x o V" .8
X X X X X 0 X X X ,
0 X X 0 X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X X X X "_
5Nfln 
BLE  - VAILABLE INATIONS  PUTATIONAL 
IONS 
x - available 
0 - ot v ilable 
louds 
ransmissivity gate. 
efraction 
zimuth 
hermal quilibriu X X X 
o ple r roadening X X X X 
CO  - Plass X X X X X 
CO  - Elsasser       
H20 - Elsasser X X X X X 0 X 
03 - Elsasser         
eighting functions 
° 
        
ilters           
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RADIANCE PROFILE ANALYSIS
Once the horizon radiance profiles are synthesized, two procedures are
available for analysis of the profiles in preparation of establishing data
requirements. The first technique uses a procedure called locator process-
ing wherein the profile functions are reduced to a series of numbers, rather
than a series of functions. The second technique, profile analysis, considers
the entire profile for analysis. This involves a statistical analysis of the
profile means and standard deviations for various input conditions.
Although profile analysis represents a valuable tool in understanding profile
variations and potentially deriving radiance profiles, it is considered to be
less useful than the locator concept for defining data requirements for hori-
zon definition. Three major reasons account for this conclusion: computer
numerical analysis of entire profiles is a complex and inefficient process;
such analysis tends to suppress actual profile variations; and there is little
relationship between this technique and methods for actual horizon profile
measurement.
The locator concept was therefore adopted as the more useful analytical tool
for analyzing profile variations leading to data requirements definition. Since
locator processing is a simplified analysis technique, profile analysis is
considered necessary to assure that proper locator operations are considered.
LOCATOR CONCEPT
In the locator processing technique, a "locator" was an operation performed
on the horizon profile function to yield a number defined as the "indicated
altitude". The primary purpose of these studies was to provide a means of
statistically analyzing the body of radiance profiles which were synthesized
during the program.' Each locator was an analytical function which simulated
the operation which may be carried out by some conceivable horizon sensor;
however, the locator does not necessarily consider the actual mechanization
of the sensor. Examples of locators are the altitudes at which 50 percent of
the peak radiance occurs and the radiance at the inflection point in the pro-
file. A large number of potential locators were identified, and the total set
of synthesized profiles operated on these locators. The result gives a
technique which allows analysis of the means and standard deviations of each
locator to show the relative accuracy of each locator technique. Those
locator techniques were selected which show the most promise of providing
reasonable values for time series analysis.
There was an additional significant fallout from adopting the locator concept,
i.e., conversion of the profile into numbers; various horizon sensor
detection techniques operate in this manner to determine or define the radi-
ance profile in terms of its different characteristics by operating on the
profile with various rules to determine an indicated altitude. Also, the
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uncertainity in the horizon for various horizon sensor techniques was deter-
mined. An extrapolation of this procedure would provide for a complete
definition of horizon-sensor accuracy, including horizon-sensor uncertainity.
Numerous locators were identified and mathematically defined for use as a
technique in statistical analysis of horizon-profile variations.
Three techniques were utilized in identifying locators: (i) a search of the
literature was made to determine locators already identified at the beginning
of the study; (2) new locators were identified by studying radiance profile
characteristics; and (3) Barnes Engineering Company, a major horizon senso_
supplier, was subcontracted to conduct an independent study to determine
existing locators and to identify new locators.
The only constraint on identifying locators is that the particular character-
istic used be determined from knowledge of only the radiance profile shape
and amplitude and not of its position with respect to the mean sea level
horizon. Where applicable, these characteristics also apply to normalized
radiance, that is, to each radiance profile normalized to its peak value of
radiance. Table 8 is a total list of locators defined for this study. Figure 17
is an example of a locator concept which uses a fixed radiance threshold to
define the located horizon h_.
To determine the behavior of the located horizon with various input threshold
constants in those locators which operate with input constants and to obtain
estimates of the located horizon stability for those locators not requiring
input constants, alllocators on the master locator list which were not pre-
viously rejected were exercised in the locator processor on a subset of
horizon profiles selected to give coverage over one year for latitudes from
the equator to the North Pole. Twenty-three locators were used. Within
those locators requiring threshold constants, 53 extra constants (or sets)
were used, so that for each radiance profile processed 76 located horizons
or the equivalent were calculated. In addition, means, variances, and
maximum and minimum were calculated for each of the 76 different locators
(or threshold constants).
Results of the locator experiments show that:
• Locators requiring input constants obtain the most stable horizon
when input constants associated with higher tangent heights are
used.
• Locators dependent on the altitude at which peak radiance occurs are
not useful since the radiance profiles exhibit both limb brightening
and limb darkening which causes a large variation in altitude of
peak radiance; these locators are L9 to LI2, LI4, and LI5.
• Locators based on derivatives of radiance are less stable than
locators based on radiance or integrated radiance (including
normalized radiance).
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• Locators requiring input constants obtain the ost stable horizon 
when input constants associated with higher tangent heights are 
s . 
• Locators dependent on the altitude at which peak radiance occurs are 
not useful since the radiance profiles exhibit both limb brightening 
and limb darkening which causes a large variation in altitude of 
peak radiance; these locators are L9 to L12, L14, and L15. 
• cators b sed o  rivatives of r diance e l s st ble t an 
locators based on radiance or integrated radiance (including 
normalized radiance). 
TABLE 8. - MASTER LOCATOR LIST
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
.L6
L7
L8
Locator
Fixed radiance
Normalized radiance
Integrated radiance
Integrated normalized
radiance
Slope
Slope of normalized
radiance
Slope extrapolation
Slope extrapolation,
normalized radiance
Inputs
N(h), C 1
N{h), C 2
N(h), C 3
N(h), C 4
N(h), C 5
N{h), C 6
N(h), C 7, C7a
Function defining h$ (h£ = located horizon)
C 1 = N(hl)
N(h_.)
C2 N
m
C 3 = J N(h) dh
h_
C4 = _mm N(h) dh
dN
h i -- largest h<h (N = 0) at which C 5 = d'-'h
h i = largest h<h (N = 0) at which
1 dN
N dh = C6
m
CTa h (C 7) - C 7 h (C7a)
h i = _ C 7C7 a
N(h), C 8, Csa
C8a h (C 8) - (C 8) h (C8a)
h i. - C 8: C8 a
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N
 
l tegrated adiance N(h). C 3 C  
,. r 
h t 
N(h) dh 
---~---
ntegrated ormalized N(h)' C 4 C 4 = 
1 roo N(h) dh N 
adiance m 
t 
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 h 
lope f ormalized N(h). C 6 h t  largest h< h (N = 0) at which 
adiance 
  
6 N dh  
 
--
lope xtrap lation N(h). C 7, C 7a h t = 
C 7a h (C 7) - C 7 h (C 7a) 
7a - ~7 
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N(h). C
a
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aa 
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C
aa 
h (C
a
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TABLE 8. - MASTER LOCATOR LIST - Continued
Locator Inputs Function defining h_ (h_,= located horizon)
L9 Average radiance N(h) h£
LIO
L11
LI2
* h(_);
1
-I N(h) dh;
= h(0) - h(N m)
h(N m)
Average normalized
radiance
Radiance centroid
Centroid of normalized
radiance
N(h)
N(h)
N(h)
h(0)
N m h(O) - h(1.0)
h( I. 0)
N dh
N m
Radiance centroid = Ncg
h£ ffih(Ncg)
N
cg
iNmi-j N h (N) dN
0
=
N m
f h(N) dN
0
h£ = h
N
W---=
In
cg
fl _ (___) Nh dN--"
rn rn
0
1
f (&m)h d N""_
o
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'" I N ..  N(h) dh; h(O) - h( m ) 
h(N ) 
~ 
l0 verage ormalized (h) h " h({) iance t 
O) 
N 1 J 2L dh N  = h(O) - h( 1. 0) m 
( 1.  
 1 adiance ntroid (h) Radiance centroid = N cg 
h = t h(Ncg) 
fNm N h (N) dN 
Ncg = 
 fN  h(N) dN 
 
12 entroid f rmalized ( ) h t  ~) i nce NmCg 
/1 -R h (2L) -R N N N 
I  m m m  -N-- = 
I 
m 
/1 h (NN) d NN 
 
0 m m 
 
TABLE 8.
- MASTER LOCATOR LIST - Continued
[.13
1.14
1.15
L, 1_;
L17
L18
Locator
Mean between two slopes
Mean hetween slopes,
normalized radiance
A_erage altitude
Attitude centroid
Inputs
N(b), C13
N(h)
N(h)
N(h)
Function defining ¢ (h( = located horizon)
l
h_, = _ (h 1 + h 2)
dN
h 1 = largest h<h(0) at which _ = Cl3
dN
h 2 = largest h<h 1 at which _ = C13
1
hr. = _ (h I + h 2)
hi = largesth<h(0) atwhich_n (_m) = C
h 2 = largest h<h 1 at which _nn = C14
h(0)
hi. = h (N m) + _m / N(h) "lh
h{N m)
N h(0) h N(h) dh
m )
h_. = h(0)
f N(h) dh
h(Nn?
Inflection point N(h) h L = largest h<h(0) at which --d2N = 0
(In 2
Two-color difference N(h, A_,I), N(h, AX 2) h_ = h at which N I - N 2 is maximum
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TABLE 8. - MASTER LOCATOR LIST - Continued
Locator Inputs Functim_ deflninf _ (h_ • located horl=on)
Ll9 Normalized integral
L20
B2
B3
Radiance compensated integra!
B ! Signal harmonics
N(h). C19
N(h}, C20 a, C20 b
f" N(h_ d_
C 19 " he
" N(h) dh
h(N m)
h_ = h I -h 2
h2: C20a =_m f N(h) dh
h 2
hi: C20 b " N(h I)
Defined in reference 5
[h(N_) - h(N 2) ]
• h(N I) + N 3
"'2
Three-point slope extrapolation N(h). N I, N 2, N 3 h_. N 1
h(N_) - h(N 2) (Np)]Corrected slope extrapolation N(h), N 1, N 2, N 3 h_, • h(N 1) + 1_2 N3 [N 1 ) lr
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TABLE 8. - MASTER LOCATOR LIST - Continued 
Locator Inputs Function definlDlt (lit· located lIorlzon) 
LI9 Normalized integral Nih)' C 19 /- Nlh~db 
C I9 · 
hi f- Nih) dh 
hlN
m
) 
--
L20 Radiance compenaated integral Nih), C 20a, C 20b h(. • hi - h2 
h 2: C 20 
a 
• N~ j- N(h) dh 
h2 
hi: C 20 b 
• Nlh l ) 
BI Signal :larmonics Defined in reference 5 
62 Three-point slope extrapolation Nih), N I , N2, N3 h(. · 
[h(NrI' - heN 2)) 
NI hIN I) + -N 2 3 
B3 Corrected slope extrapolation Nih). N I , N2, N3 h(. • hINI) + 
hIN~) - h1N 2) 
N2 - N3 
[N I " r INp)] 
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TABLE 8. - .MASTER LOCATOR LIST - Concluded
Locator Inputs Function defining h_. (h L = located horizon)
B4 Modified normalized radiance
B5 Modified inflection point
B6
B7
B8
N N
N(h), N ' N
m I m 2
hl = I (hl + h2)
B9
N(h)
h--_-N
hi= (Nml)
h 2 _ h(_m2 )
hi . 1 (h I + h2 )
N'(h I ) dN'
hi:--N, m • -0.5 and_h < 0
N' (h 2) dN'
h2: _ = -0. Sand-_h > 0
where N' •
dN
and IN'ml • maximum magnitude of
N(h, Akl)
N(h, Ak 2)
d3N d2N
Minimum curvature N(h) h i - largest h at which _-_ = 0 and _ < 0
d3N d2N
Maximum curvature N(h) h i = la'rgest h at which -_ = 0 and --dh2 • 0
Midpoint between maximum N(h) hi ffi 1(hi + h2); hl = h_ from B6
and minimum curvature
h 2 • h_. from B7
Two- color normalized
difference
Modified two-color
normahzed difference
N(h, Ak I )
N(h, Ak 2)
h_ = altitude at which _h N = 0
N m (h, Ak I)
AN(h) • N(h, Ak I) -N(h, Ak 2)
h I + h 2
hi = 2
= h at which AN = 0.5 AN m and -_ • 0h 1
= h at which AN = 0. 5 AN m and _h N < 0h 2
where
AN m • peak value of AN
--aN(h) = defmed under B_
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The smallest located horizon standard deviation, based on current
state-of-the-art thresholds, is 1. 20 km (0.025 ° from 300 n. mi.,
560 km orbit) and is obtained using a fixed value of integrated
normalized radiance of 2.5. Best stability obtainable witha factor
of five improvement in state of the art is a standard deviation of
0.9 km, for several locators.
Based on experimental results and the previously discussed locator selection
criteria, locators and input constants to be operated on by the statistical
analyzers were selected to ensure that the horizon definition experiment
collected data which could be used to determine capabilities of currently
operational horizon sensors; locators reflecting mechanizations of these
sensors were selected for time series analysis. Those locators which fit
into this category are LI, L2, L3, L4, L5, and LT.
PROFILE ANALYSIS
This portion of the study was designed to establish the effects of all factors
which cause significant changes in the magnitude and shape of the profile
and thereby assure that the proper iocators are used to represent profile
variations.
The mathematical model used for such profile analysis was developed to
display variations in the radiance profile over the entire tangent-height
range. Two approaches were used: (i) statistical analysis, and (2) curve
fitting employing both empirical and phenomenological methods.
The statistical analysis approach was enlarged to include the calculation
and display of statistics not only of radiance as a function of tangent height
but also of several radiance profile characteristics common to two or more
locators as defined in the previous section. Input data available was analyzed
to determine the effects of the various temporal, spatial, and atmospheric
identifiers. A total of 839 different radiance profiles were arranged into
99 different sets and subsets, the resultant output being the tabulation and
printer plots of statistics of six radiance profile characteristics for each.
The curve-fitting approach was used to determine a closed-form function
which adequately fits the radiance profiles calculated by the profile synthe-
sizer; coefficients and exponents of the closed-form function could then be
analyzed to determine their spatial and temporal variations. Two methods
were used in this effort.
In the first, the objective was to determine empirically a closed-form
function of only one independent variable, tangent height. Functions were
selected based on standard curve-fitting techniques, e.g., various
polynomial forms, on experience from knowledge of different functional
forms which result in curves resembling a radiance profile, and on a
suggested technique of plotting particular characteristics of radiance versus
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tangent height by transformation of variables until a recognizable form was
obtained. Two functions representing the best compromise between simpli-
city and accuracy of fitwere fitted to 20 climatological radiance profiles
representing five latitudes and four seasons, and the coefficients were exam-
ined to determine their variation.
The objective of the other approach was to determine those few key atmo-
spheric parameters having the strongest influence on radiance and develop a
closed-form function, with the key atmospheric parameters being the inde-
pendent variables, for calculating radiance profiles. A selected set of condi-
tions was then used to calculate several radiance profiles by both the closed-
form phenomenological function and by the profile synthesizer to obtain esti-
mates of the accuracy of the closed form over a variety of conditions.
Diurnal Effects
The term diurnal is applied to the daily component of variation in radiance
profiles. Studies of the diurnal variation resulted in the following signifi-
cant results: (I) the maximum value of diurnal temperature amplitude is
approximately 7°C, occurring throughout the year near 55 km in the
equatorial region; (2) mean diurnal temperature amplitude at 45 ° N is 0.5 °
to i. 5°C less than that at the equator; (3) diurnal temperature amplitude at
75 ° N is considerably less than at lower latitudes with large seasonal changes
from relative minima at the solstices to relative maxima at the equinoxes;
and (4) the smallest diurnal temperature variations occurs in the polar
regions at the solstices, where the peak variation probably does not exceed
I°C. Figure 18 illustrates the variation of the diurnal temperature during a
24-hour period.
Only a small sample of profiles was available which reflected these diurnal
variations. Due to the extremely small sample size available, no conclu-
sive results could be obtained regarding the diurnal variability. The above
diurnal temperature variations study suggests, however, that diurnal effects
in the radiance profile data should be deterministic from a sufficiently
large sample. Table 9 shows the effects of the diurnal temperature variation
on a typical low-latitude, summer radiance profile.
Seasonal Effects
The high-resolution Cape Kennedy and Fort Churchill profiles were used to
obtain seasonal estimates at fixed latitudes and longitudes. Synoptic pro-
files were grouped by latitude bands to obtain estimates of the effect of
latitude on seasonal variations. The following groupings were used:
Seasonal, low latitude effects, longitude fixed.
Seasonal, high latitude effects, longitude fixed.
Seasonal, high and low latitudes combined.
Seasonal, low latitudes, latitude and longitude varying.
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l\J 
Temperature 
error 
identifier 
Profile 943: 
20 , 0-30 km 
60 , 0-30 km 
_6 0 , 0-30 km 
40 , 30-60 km 
12~ 30-60 km 
-12~ 30-60 km 
7~ 60-90 km 
21~ 60-90 km 
-21~ 60-90 km 
Profile 883: 
10~ 60-90 km 
30~ 60-90 km 
-30~ 60-90 km 
TABLE 9. - PERCENT RADIANCE DEVIATION PER 1°C 
TEMPERATURE ERROR VERSUS TANGENT HEIGHT 
Tangent height, km 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
1. 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.04 - - - -
1. 2 1. 2 1. 2 1.2 1. 1 1. 1 0.07 - - - -
-1. 0 -1. 0 -1. 0 -1. 0 -1. 0 -0.9 -0. 03 - - - -
O. 7 0.7 O. 8 O. 8 O. 9 1.0 1.8 1.7 1.6 O. 5 -
O. 8 O. 8 O. 8 O. 9 0.9 1.0 1.9 1.8 1.7 o 5 -
-0. 7 -0. 8 -0. 8 -0. 8 -9. 9 -1. 0 -1. 9 -1. 5 -1. 4 -0.4 -
0.01 O. 01 0.01 O. 01 O. 01 0.01 O. 02 O. 03 O. 1 1.5 3. 0 
O. 02 0.02 o 02 O. 02 0.02 O. 02 O. 02 0.04 O. 2 1.6 3. 2 
-0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 02 -0. 09 -1. 2 -2. 0 
O. 02 O. 02 O. 02 O. 02 O. 02 o 03 0.04 0.09 O. 2 1. 5 2. 8 
O. 02 0.02 {). 02 0.03 O. 03 O. 03 O. 04 0.1 O. 3 1.7 2.3 
-0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 01 -0. 01 -0.02 -0. 02 -0. 05 -0. 1 -1. 3 -1. 9 
80 
-
-
-
-
-
-
5. 1 
6. 7 
-3. 1 
3. 1 
3. 1 
-2. 0 
- -
When all latitudes and longitudes were averaged by season it is noted that
radiance is highest in summer and lowest in winter, as expected, but that
in spring radiance is higher than in autumn, as shown in Figure 19. The
difference between the spring and summer means is greater than the differ-
ence between the fall and winter means. The standard deviation is signifi-
cantly greater in winter than in other seasons, which do not exhibit consistent
differences. At low tangent heights the standard deviation is lowest in autumn
and increases in this order: summer, spring, and winter. At higher tangent
heights, the standard deviation progressively increases from a low in spring
to a high in winter.
Seasonal Effects With Latitude
Synoptic data were grouped into seasonal and latitudinal sets, averaged over
longitude. From a listing of profiles by latitude, histograms for various
latitude bands were determined. Latitude bands of 30 degrees were necessary
to obtain a significant sample size. Seasonal differences are greater at
higher latitudes. Lower latitudes do not exhibit the normal tendency for
radiance to be higher in summer than in spring; radiance decreases in this
order: spring, summer, fall, and winter. Radiance at lower latitudes is,
in every season, greater than the overall average. Lower latitudes also do
not exhibit the same variation in standard deviation as the total population;
summer, rather than winter, exhibits the largest standard deviation. Middle
and upper latitudes behave similarly to the total population.
Latitudinal Effects
Certain of the latitudinal effects were obtained with the aforementioned sub-
sets. To estimate an overall latitudinal effect, synoptic profiles were
grouped by latitude in 15-degree bands.
For all tangent heights, radiance decreases with higher latitudes. Above
about 30 km the profiles in each latitude band are uniformly separated; below
30 km radiance in the polar region is significantly below radiance in any of
the other latitude bands, where the difference is small. There is a definite
trend for the standard deviation to increase with increasing latitude.
Longitudinal Effects
The synoptic radiance profiles were divided into longitude groupings by
season in a manner similar to that by which latitude groupings were derived.
Although the differences are relatively small, there is a trend for radiance
to decrease with eastward longitudinal displacement over the North American
grid area. This longitudinal variation is more difficult to explain, in terms
of a definite physical basis, than the latitudinal variation, which reflects a
fundamental relationship in terms of the pole-equator distribution of incident
solar radiant energy. Near the earth's surface and in the lower troposphere,
significant longitudinal variations in temperature and other atmospheric
parameters are a common occurrence, especially over large continents and
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Figure 19, Mean Radiance versus Tangent Height. Seasonal Subsets 
adjacent ocean areas. Vestigial indications of systematic longitudinal varia-
tions at stratospheric levels are entirely feasible and have been, in fact,
noted in various meterological studies. Although the general sparseness of
upper air data above 20 to 30 km makes close delineation of the longitudinal
variation difficult, it is reasonable to conclude that itis a real effect, but
relatively weak with respect to the latitudinal variation.
Atmospheric Identifier Effects
Atmospheric identifier effects were studied in terms of the following identi-
fiers: i0 mb, tropopause,and stratopause temperatures; and temperature
lapse rates from 500 mb to the tropopause, from the tropopause to i0 rob,
from i0 mb to the stratopause.
Results indicate that radiance does not exhibit systematic behavior with
tropopause temperature, but standard deviation does show a definite trend to
increase with increasing tropopause temperature. There appears to be a
pronounced systematic effect with respect to the 10-rob temperature. Near
peak radiance, radiance is almost linearly related tc temperature at this
level. A similar relationship exists at other tangent heights. The 10-mb
temperature is closely associated with limb brightening. At 210°K neither
brightening nor darkening exists. Below that temperature limb darkening
occurs; above that temperature limb brightening becomes more pronounced
with increasing temperatures. Standard deviation behaves erratically with
10-mb temperature.
There is a suggestion, although not conclusive, of a possible trend of
increasing radiance with increasing stratopause temperature. Standard
deviation does not exhibit systematic behavior with stratopause temperature.
Radiance may be nonlinearly related to the 500 mb/tropopause lapse rate
and the I0 mb/stratopauselapse rate. Radiance changes from one lapse
rate to the next in successively larger increments. No systematic variation
of radiance with tropopause/10 mb lapse rate was found. Only tropopause/
i0 mb lapse rate was found to affect radiance standard deviation, the stan-
dard deviation decreasing in decreasing increments as lapse rate increases.
Land/Sea Effects (Topographical)
All input data were identified as belonging to one of three land/sea categories
or subsets-one being sea, the other two being land of varying surface height.
The results show that profile shape and magnitude is not significantly
affected by either sea mass or land mass. Obviously, then, land masses of
varying heights are not significant in either profile shape or magnitude.
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CLOSED-FORM FUNCTIONAL I_EPI_ESENTATION
OF RADIANCE PROFILES
The objective of this study was to identify and evaluate closed-form mathe-
matical functions which could be used for generalized representation of
14 to 16 micron radiance profiles. A large number of different functions were
considere_J in the study; a complete description of the study and its results
is contained in the Part I study report (ref. 6). Of the techniques considered
the most basic was a phenomenological function which served to relate the
horizon radiance profiles to a limited number of input data for key atmo-
spheric variables, e.g., temperature at select levels. Coefficients and
exponents of this function could then, hopefully, be analyzed to determine
their spatial and temporal variations and thereby provide another valuable
tool for the study of radiance variation factors. Once such a relationship
was established, it could be used to estimate horizon radiance profiles for
various atmospheric conditions based upon input values of select atmospheric
variables. Advantages of such a technique are: (i) the equation of radiative
transfer would not have to be integrated to calculate each radiance profile
from the complete vertical profile; (2) insight is gained on the physical rela-
tionships between radiance and atmospheric variables; and (3) the inverse of
such a technique would allow inferences about atmospheric structure to be
made from observations of the horizon profile.
The general approach used was to derive an approximate form of the basic
radiative transfer equation that applies to horizon radiance calculations.
With the approximate equation and with the standard atmosphere structure
and radiance profile as a reference, simple computations may be used to
estimate the horizon radiance profile for any atmospheric struc%Jre.
The equation that forms the basis for estimating the horizon radiance profile
for any atmospheric structure can be expressed as
1N(h : Ns(h x x  7r] (14)
fi (i
where B is the Planck function integrated over the 15_ CO 9 band, _ is
the transmissivity of the band, T is temperature, Ts(h) i_" the trans-
missivity of the entire path that is tangent to the earth's atmosphere at
height h, subscript s refers to standard atmosphere values, and h'
is a function of tangent height h. This equation can be further simplified
for very approximate calculations of horizon radiance by assuming that h
does not vary from atmosphere to atmosphere (an assumption that is fairly
valid for a uniformly mixed gas like carbon dioxide) and that the ratio of
the Planck functions for the 15_ band is equal to the ratio of the tempera-
tures raised to the fourth power. The effective emitting heights h'(h)
can be determined once and for all from centroids of the weighting functions
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computed for the standard atmosphere at various tangent heights. The
standard atmosphere temperature at the effective emitting height h' is
known, and the horizon radiance of the standard atmosphere Ns(h) can
also be established. Thus, the only variable input necessary to estimate
the horizon radiance at the tangent height h for any atmosphere is the
temperature at effective emitting height h'. The number of input tempera-
tures required to specify a complete horizon radiance profile depends upon
the tangent-height resolution desired and the variation of h' with tangent
height. For example, h'(h) is essentially constant for low tangent heights
(< 20 km), thus allowing the specification of the part of the profile below
20 km tangent heighf with the use of a single input temperature. This tech-
nique was tested against a horizon radiance profile calculated by the profile
synthesizer program, and agreement between the two profiles is remarkably
good.
For more accurate estimates of horizon radiance the basic equation becomes
B__[T(h')] [_1- Ts(h - Ah)] (15)
N(h) = Ns(h) B [Ts(h') ] [ I- Ts(h) ]
The above technique was tested on an extreme temperature profile, and based
on the results the radiance profile for an atmosphere can be reliably esti-
mated at +5 percent of peak radiance. The test used as input data nine values
of temperature between 20 km and 60 krn and the value of the departure of
the 10-rob height from that of the standard atmosphere. A good approximation
to a radiance profile may be obtained with less input data. In particular,
only four values of temperature (at 25, 30, 40, and 50 kin) plus the 10-mb
height departure should yield a reasonably accurate estimate of the complete
horizon radiance profile.
The use of closed-form functions with phenomenological coefficients provides
a promising means for conveniently representing horizon radiance profiles.
However, for determing experiment data requirements, this method was
adjudged to be inadequate, at least without further study and development.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Analysis of the variations in horizon radiance profiles as a function of
several variables is simplified by analyzing the variations of a set of numbers
which represents some characteristic of the set of profiles (locators). Dis-
cussed here are the analytical techniques used to analyze the altitude varia-
tions at which the defined locators exists; also presented are the results of
these analyses. These analysis techniques comprise the Time Series
Analyzer _....i_i_ muu_e^_,,1.....Thp TSA module is a functional block within the
mathematical model of the HDS (refer to Figure 6).
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The analysis objectives of the TSA module are to establish the significant
and statistical variations of indicated altitudes for a variety of locators so
that data requirements can be specified for a data measurement program.
The analysis approach used to isolate the systematic spatial and temporal
variations from the nonsystematic or random variations is illustrated in
Figure 20. Analysis philosophy leading to this particular approach was
based on the need to establish qualitatively the relative significance of the
effects of factors (latitude, longitude, time, etc.) on indicated altitudes and
subsequently to determine quantitatively the significant systematic and ran-
dom variations in space and time. The overall analysis approach and pro-
cedure used on the body of data (sets of indicated altitude and identifiers) can
best be described in terms of a preliminary analysis, temporal variations
analysis, and a spatial variations analysis.
Preliminary Analysis
The preliminary analysis consists of those techniques required to establish
qualitative relationships between indicated altitudes and identifiers. The
techniques include statistical parameter computations, correlation analysis,
and analysis of variance. The temporal analysis consisted of curve fitting
to variations in time and of statistical analysis of the residuals. Residual
analysis was oriented toward determining significant spectral components
not harmonically related to a fundamental one-year period. The analysis
was accomplished by autocorrelation and power spectrum analysis techniques.
Spatial analysis consisted of analysis techniques similar to those used in the
tern poral analysis.
The sample means and sample standard deviations of the synoptic sets of
data are presented in Table i0. The locators and identifiers for which the
analysis was performed are listed as 30 variables in the first column. In
general, the results indicate that the mean values vary in season as would
be expected and that the standard deviations are largest in the winter months.
The simple correlation coefficient between pairs of variables was computed
for the complete set of data (profiles i to 839), and the variables identified
in Table i0. This analysis identified significant correlation between each
pair oflocators and several identifiers. The results are tabulated in matrix
form in Table ii.
A preliminary examination of the data for significant factors was performed.
Analysis of variance was used to determine the relative effects of factors on
indicated altitudes and selected identifiers. Interactions between factors
were also determined. A review of the list of identifiers indicated that a
preliminary analysis of variance would be a three-way cross classification,
the classes (factors) being those of latitude, longitude, and synoptic dates.
Results indicate that longitudinal variations are less significant than lati-
tudinal and synoptic temporal variations by an order of magnitude. Also
indicated is the fact that latitudinal and synoptic temporal variations have
relatively strong interactions, which is also true for longitudinal and synop-
tic temporal variations. These results imply that it is reasonable to seek
(;8
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Figure 20. Analysis Approach Flow Chart
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the deterministic variations of season first, latitude second, and longitude
third if it can be determined that there is a deterministic trend in longitude.
Because of the interactions, seasonal corrections must be determined sepa-
rately for each latitude.
Temporal Analysis
A temporal analysis was then conducted on the Cape Kennedy one-year se-
quence and the White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) high-resolution time
sequence. Trigonometric functions (sine and cosine) were selected based on
the a priori knowledge of seasonal and diurnal periodicities. A fundamental
period of one year was selected. Due to the equally spaced data values, the
curve-fit technique was considerably simplified. Terms of the series are
independent of each other, and thus, the series can be truncated after calcu-
lation of as many coefficients as desired without affecting the values of the
coefficients. Therefore, those coefficients were calculated out to the 122nd
term (every data point was fit)for the Cape Kennedy sequence, and then a
test of significance was applied to the first 21 terms. The test of signifi-
cance produces an F value which can be compared to a value obtained from a
cumulative F distribution table. If the F value calculated is greater than the
table value, then the coefficient is regarded as significant. On this basis,
the trigonometric series was terminated at the point where the last significant
term appears.
In cases where a large number of insignificant terms appear between signifi-
cant terms, the last term is seldom included unless it very significantly
reduces the mean-square error about the curve fit. The test of significance
(99-percent confidence level) on the coefficients indicated that, as a general
rule, coefficients of terms beyond the 13th term were of little significance.
A further consideration used to select the number of terms to retain in the
trigonometric series was to consider the mean-square residual after fitting
to each term. The numerical value of the mean-square residual is an esti-
mate of the inherent statisticnalvariance _ 2 of the data about the fitted curve.
For terms beyond the 13th,, _ decreased very little, which indicated that
higher-order terms do not significantly contribute to determination of time
variations.
v
The conclusion is that little can be gained in terms of reducing the mean-
square error term by including more than the first 13 terms of the trigonom-
etric series; that is, all the significant variation is contained in these first
13 terms. To confirm this observation, a power spectrum analysis was
performed on the residuals of the sixth-harmonic curve fits to establish the
strength of higher harmonics and frequency components not harmonically
related to the basic one-year period. Results of this analysis confirmed
that the residual contained low levels of frequency components above the 13th
term of the curve fit. Correlation time associated with the residuals was
noted to be approximately one week and thus corresponds closely to short-term
random weather patterns.
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Spatial Analysis
The spatial analysis consisted of curve fitting to determine significant varia-
tions in latitude and longitude of the synoptic time data and the WSMR-to-
Antigua space series. The mathematical techniques are essentially the same
as those used in the temporal analysis. Two curve fits were made to latitude
variation. The first was a trigonometric series fit to the indicated altitudes
as a function of latitude on the 90th meridian for each synoptic case. The
secondwas a trigonometric series fit to the coefficients of the synoptic tem-
poral variations of each grid point as a function of latitude along the 90th
meridian. A trigonometric series was selected for the fit basedon physical
intuition and as a result of reviewing latitudinal plots along with the 90th
meridian. Both of these curve fits used the nonuniform sampling, least-
squares curve-fitting technique. The significant result of this analysis was
that goodfits could be made to the latitudinal variations of the time-fit coeffi-
cients with small uncertainty. This situation indicates that in a surface fit(time and latitude) the majority of the uncertainty can be allotted to the time-
fit uncertainty. This allows the time statistics obtained at CapeKennedy to be
extrapolated in space since the space-fit uncertainty is small in comparison.
This is the technique used to obtain better estimates of uncertainties at loca-
tions other than CapeKennedywhendetermining sampling requirements.
The longitudinal variations are not as significant as those of time or latitude,
as was seen in the preliminary analysis. However, reviewing the isopleths
of indicated altitude lines indicates that there are longitudinal variations in
the upper latitudes which appear relatively strong in the winter months. The
precise form of these deterministic longitudinal variations cannot be deter-
mined; however, the relaxation of isopleths of indicated altitude lines in the
upper latitudes during the summer months indicates a deterministic trend in
time. On this basis, the data sampling requirements analysis takes thisfactor into consideration.
The trend of the indicated altitudes betweenWSMRand Antigua is primarily
due to the changein latitude. The magnitude of changein indicated altitude
for this space series is comparable to the latitudinal variation along the 90th
meridian for the same latitude changeand month. Since the changein lati-
tude is small, a second-order polynomial curve fit was used to remove thetrend.
After removing the mean and trend terms from the data, the residual was
subjected to an autocorrelation and power spectrum analysis. The significant
results are that the residuals are small, and, therefore, detection of any
deterministic variations in this series, other than the latitudinal trend, would
not significantly reduce uncertainty in the observed data. This further indi-
cates that small-scale land-sea effects are negligible.
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DATA SAMPLING REQUIREMENTS
Based on analysis of the synthesized data, an estimate was made of the spa-
tial and temporal variations for a set of locators. These variations, and the
uncertainty in the corrected indicated altitudes, are then the criteria on
which data sampling requirements are based. The approach to obtaining data
requirements from the results of the data analysis for a given locator is out-
lined in Figure 21. Space and time cells are obtained as a direct result from
the estimate of the deterministic variations, and the estimate of the uncertainty
associated with a space-time cell was used to determine how many samples
are required in the cell. The uncertainty value assigned to a space-time cell
was obtained by extrapolation of a best estimate of uncertainty calculated from
a large body of data. The best estimate is that obtained at Cape Kennedy for
the one-year time series. Extrapolation of the statistics of Cape Kennedy
data to other locations was based on the trends of the less accurate estimates
associated with the synoptic temporal variations.
The criteria used to establish how many samples are required in a space-
time cell was to establish a 95-percent confidence interval for the uncertainty
due to nature. The estimate of this uncertainty _ is obtained from the
residual analysis, as noted earlier, and is used in establishing the confidence
interval. It is _ which is extrapolated from Cape Kennedy to other lati-
tudes and thus provides the means of extrapolating statistical sampling
requirements to other latitudes.
Consideration was then given to the sets of data sampling requirements which
correspond to the sets of locators used in the analysis. A final data sampling
requirement was selected which will provide the most information without
imposing impractical constraints on the mission.
After the spatial, temporal, and statistical sampling requirements had been
established for the area covered by the data source map, considerations were
given to the effects of azimuth and widening of the basic spectral interval on
these requirements. The space-time cells identified were then extrapolated
to the rest of the world. Stratospheric charts, Tiros data, and isopleths of
indicated altitude were used as aids in the extrapolation.
Temporal and Spatial Cells
The time series analysis of the Cape Kennedy one-year sequence provided an
estimate of the seasonal variations. Seasonal variations exceeding the sixth
harmonic of the fundamental one-year period were found to be insignificant.
Based on this determination and to satisfy frequency sampling requirements,
the time cells were broken into 13 time intervals divided equally throughout
the year. Further noted was that the correlation time associated with the
Cape Kennedy sequence, after the deterministic adjustment, was on the order
of one week. This result indicates that data sampling within time cells of
28 days should be spread throughout the interval to preclude excessive redun-
dant samples being accumulated within a period of a few days. The diurnal
data analysis did not provide sufficient conclusive results for determination
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Figure 21. Data Sampling Requirements Analysis Procedure 
of sample requirements. However, to assure that diurnal variations are inclu-
ded in the data and yet preclude excessive redundancy, two samples per cell
per day, on the average, was utilized in configuring the total data requirements.
This will provide some control over the diurnal effect, and better estimates of
diurnal effects will be obtained.
Determination of spatial cells is based on the spatial analysis results. Lati-
tude has a significant deterministic trend; however, longitudinal variations
are for the most part nondeterministic. There are indications of longitudinal
trends; however, the form of the fit could not be determined.
The criteria used to establish latitudinal cell resolution was interrelated with
two factors:
• Number of coefficients required to fit to latitude
• Observation of seasonal variations as a function of latitude
A lower bound on the number of latitude intervals was selected on the basis
of the number of coefficients required to determine a good fit to latitude.
This assumed a priori that the data to be gathered will vary in latitude such
that trigonometric functions can be fit with small error. If. in fact, the flight
data cannot be fit as assumed, then there is the chance that it wasn't sampled
with sufficient resolution in latitude to determine a new form of fit. There-
fore, it was decided to determine the seasonal variations as a function of
latitude and select latitude intervals based on amplitude quantization levels of
indicated altitude. The level of amplitude quantization was selected to be
smaller than the statistical temooral uncertainty. A basic latitudinal resolu-
tion of i0 ° was used for the study.
Statistical Sampling Requirements
The value of _' obtained from the Cape Kennedy one-year sequence analysis
is a good estimate of the uncertainty associated with temporal variations.
This estimate was extrapolated to other latitudes, using the residual statis-
tics of the synoptic time curve fits as a guide. This extrapolation is illustra-
ted in Figure 22. Locator L4 (2. 5) was selected since it represented upper
bounds of interest in the areas of state-of-the-art locators. Assuming that
could be extrapolated uniformly in longitude (this assumption implied that a
curve fit in latitude could be made equally good for all longitudes), then all
space-time cells have an uncertainty % upon which a confidence interval
could be set. From Figure 22, it is shown that _ values of 0.5 and i. 0
km cover the range of uncertainties.
The 95-percent confidence interval on _" , I c, based on Chebyshev's
inequality was found to be the following approximate expression:
e
(7
(16)
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where N is the number of samples required per space/time cell (28-day
time cell is assumed). A value of 0.5 km was determined as a reasonable
upper bound of Ic.
A total of 12 locators was used to analyze, in detail, the sampling require-
ments for each space]time cell. Table 12 shows the number of samples N
required as a function of latitude for each of the locators.
The results in Table 12 show
1. Cell sample size requirements for locators L4(0. 5) and
L2(0.95) are completely subsumed by those for locator
L4(2. 5),
2. Sample sizes required for the other locators are, in
varying degrees, considerably larger than for L4(2. 5), and
3. Data requirement for locator LI7 stands out by itself as
extrem ely large.
From a horizon sensing mechanization standpoint, use of the locator LI7 has
proven from past experience to be extremely unstable which results in the
anamolous data requirements. In view of this, locator LI7 was eliminated
from any further consideration. Interpolation of space-cell requirements was
based upon the numbers determined for locators L4(2. 5) and LI(3.0). These
numbers represent the opposite extremes for the ii locators being considered.
The next step in the analysis was to determine, for the various locators, the
increases in cell sample size AN needed to compensate for the effects of
random radiometer errors in order to maintain a given level of confidence in
the time series analysis of HDS data. This provides a series of graphs for
the various locators relating a given size radiance error to an equivalent
tangent-height error which, in turn, can be used to compute AN. In this
analysis, a value of 0. 003 W/m2-sr was used for the error standard deviation
in radiance oN. This value reflects a 3oN value of 0. 01 W/m2-sr required
to resolve radiance profile variations and differences to the altitude resolution
of 0.5 km ascertained above.
The computation of AN's was based primarily upon the oN versus
_e (equivalent error standard deviation in tangent height) graph for the
mean profile case. However, a detailed analysis was also made for the
minimum profile (worst) case to determine the additional cell samples which
would be required for special error compensation at high latitudes (i. e., 50
to 90 °) in the winter season (i. e., the four 28-day time cells spanning the
months December through February). It was shown that relatively small
additional samples were required, in the case of all locators, to compensate
for random radiometer error effects in low radiance profiles at higher lati-
tudes in winter.
A further step in the analysis was to consider the additional samples required
to compensate for data losses resulting from telemetry gaps, garbled trans-
missions, and other forms of operational degradation. The best available
estimate is that such losses will be approximately five percent of the total
data sample. Table 13 lists the data sampling requirements for the various
locators which result when errors and losses are both taken into account.
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TABLE 12. - CELL SAMPLE SIZE (N) FOR VARIOUS LOCATORS 
Locator 
L1 (1. 0) L1 (2.0) L1 (3.0) L2 (0.06) L2 (0.3) L2 (0.5) L2 (0.95) L4 (0.5) L4 (2.5) L7 L17 
20 16 17 16 16 16 16 16 16 32 156 
20 16 18 16 16 19 16 16 16 32 163 
18 20 25 16 16 29 16 16 16 21 346 
19 28 31 16 18 37 16 16 16 20 270 
19 28 31 16 19 37 16 16 16 25 252 
19 25 21 16 20 34 16 16 16 25 166 i 
32 27 34 16 20 32 16 16 16 29 240 
32 27 37 16 20 27 16 16 16 33 261 
34 31 54 16 17 21 16 16 16 33 377 
52 45 77 16 18 20 16 16 16 28 440 , 
I 
121 96 131 27 41 31 24 17 27 67 431 
131 121 137 44 57 51 33 27 38 90 485 
118 116 93 48 59 52 33 31 42 129 453 
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TABLE 13. - DATA SAMPLING REQUIREMENTS FOR RECOMMENDED LOCATORS. 
COMPENSA TED FOR ERRORS AND LOSSESa 
Latitude 
interval, deg L4 (0.5) L2 (0.95) L4 (2.5) L2 (0.06) L2 (0.3) Ll (0.2) L2 (0.5) L7 Ll (1.0) L1 (2.0) L1 (3.0) 
0-10 287 327 286 397 298 291 291 574 357 286 304 
10-20 287 327 286 397 298 309 345 574 357 286 321 
20-30 303 346 302 514 446 436 917 649 544 857 1 235 
30-40 607 692 605 888 811 670 1 442 1 002 758 1 113 1 147 
40-50 607 692 605 888 919 763 1 388 1 570 1 546 1 418 2 237 
50-60 607 692 605 888 804 1 033 964 1 545 2 078 1 995 4 127 
60-70 322 519 510 907 1346 1 519 1 061 2 757 4449 4 537 8 255 
70-80 512 713 718 1 478 1871 1 860 1 7~ 3 703 4 817 5 718 8 633 
80-82.6 216 317 353 701 904 834 834 2 450 1 859 2 680 2 539 
Totals: 
Northern 
Hemisphere ... 3 793 4 625 4 270 7 058 7 697 7715 8 987 14824 16 765 18 890 28 798 
1 time cell 
Globe - 7 586 9 250 8540 14 116 15 394 15430 17 974 29 648 33530 37 780 57 596 
1 time cell 
Globe - 98 618 120 250 111 020 83 508 200 122 200 590 233 662 385 424 435 890 491 140 748 748 
13 time cells 
aBased upon a 95-percent confidence level 
-
~ 
- --
A further analysis had as its objective the development of a recommended
data sampling methodology which would be operationally simple and readily
implem entable.
The starting point for this study was an examination of the profile acquisition
rates (profiles/rain) needed to satisfy the error- and loss-compensated set
of data sampling requirements. Table 14 lists these rates for the Ii locators
in terms of i0° latitude intervals. These rates cover a range from 0. 127 to
3. 473 profiles/rain. A single, passive radiometer operating only in the
down-scanning mode cannot completely satisfy the LI(3. 0) data sampling
requirement between 60 to 90° latitude at the desired 95-percent level of
confidence unless provisions for horizon scanning at this rate are provided.
The implications of very low data acquisition rates must also be carefully
examined to avoid too large a space interval between successive samples.
At a rate of 0. 127 profile/rain, the satellite, with its ground speed of slightly
more than 4° latitude/rain, would traverse a distance of 32° latitude between
profile acquisitions. The separation distance should probably not exceed i0°
latitude; otherwise, there would not be a satisfactory basis for studying
small-scale time/space correlations between successive radiance profiles
and for making detailed error analyses along individual orbits. For this
reason, a minimum profile acquisition rate of 0. 375 profile/min was adopted,
even though this rate does provide 28-day data samples in low-latitude cells
which are considerably in excess of the stipulated requirements for Fourier
time series analysis at the 95-percent confidence level.
Further analysis of the sampling methodology problem was based upon an
examination of the sensitivity of the 95-percent confidence level to changes
in the number of profiles acquired for the various spaee-cell distributions.
It can be shown (ref. 7) that the confidence interval on _ (the measure of
uncertainty in the statistical analysis of a cell sample) is given by
m (N-l) (I-P/IO0) - - m (N-l) (I-P/IO0) !e
where I c is the confidence interval, _ the sample estimate of
(the true standard deviation), m the number of time cells, N the number
of samples per cell, and P the percent level of confidence. Obviously,
for a given value of Ic, P decreases as (N-I) decreases. If, for
example, the value of (N-I) associated withP = 95 percent decreases to
(N-i) , then P decreases to 90 percent (for a constant I ). The following
--f-- c
table lists some representative multiples of (N-I) versus percent confidence
levels:
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TABLE 14. PROFILE ACQUISITION RATES. PROFILES/MIN. NEEDED TO 
SATISFY COMPENSATED DATA SAMPLING REQUIREMENTSa 
Locator 
Latitude 
interval. deg LA (0.5) L2 (0.95) L4 (2.5) L2 (0.06) L2 (0.3) L1 (0.2) L2 (0.5) L7 L1 (1.0) L1 (2.0) 
0-10 0.128 O. 145 0.127 0.177 0.133 0.129 O. 129 0.255 0.159 0.127 
10-20 O. 127 0.145 0.127 O. 176 0.132 0.137 0.153 0.254 0.158 0.127 
20-30 0.133 0.152 O. 133 0.226 0.196 0.192 0.403 0.285 0.239 0.377 
30-40 0.265 0.302 0.264 0.388 0.354 0.292 0.629 0.437 0.331 0.486 
40-50 0.263 0.300 0.262 0.385 0.398 0.331 0.601 0.680 0.670 0.614 
50-60 0.263 0.296 0.259 0.380 0.344 0.422 0.413 0.662 0.890 0.855 
60-70 0.135 0.218 0.215 0.382 0.566 0.639 0.446 1.160 1. 872 1. 909 
70-80 0.197 0.274 0.276 0.568 0.720 0.715 0.671 1. 424 1. 853 2.199 
80- 90 0.177 0.215 0.239 I 0.475 0.612 0.565 0.565 1.660 1.259 
1. 816 
--
a Based upon a 95-percert confidence level. 
----
..::.-;;:0. 
-
L1 (3.0) 
I 
O. 135 i 
0.142 
0.543 
0.501 
0.969 
1. 786 
3.473 
3.320 
1.720 
. ........ .-. 
(N-l) multiple Percent level of confidence
5 99
2 97.5
1 95
O. 67 92. 5
0.5 90
O. 33 85
O. 25 80
Apparently, from these values, the cell sample can be considerably reduced
and a useful level of confidence will still be obtained. A 95-percent level of
confidence is generally regarded as very good (and is the level adopted in the
statistical design of many experiments), a 90-percent level can be regarded
as good, 85 percent as fair, and 80 percent (or even lower) as stilluseful.
At the 95-percent level of confidence, the odds of being correct regarding
the statistical properties of an individual time/space cell are 19 to l; at 90
percent, 9 to i; at 80 percent, 4 to I; at 50 percent, i to i, or even odds.
At this point, the problem changes from one of statistical definition to one
of decision making regarding the acceptance of given levels of calculated
risk for the many hundreds of time/space cells which constitute the basic
experiment. (In a subsequent section of this report, radiometer error con-
siderations are described which lead to choosing a confidence level of 90
percent.
The sampling problem was re-examined, therefore, in terms of providing a
reasonable compromise which would attain a 95-percent level of confidence
for most locators but which could be releaxed in a relatively few instances to
values of 90- and 85-percent confidence. Results of this analysis, which was
necessarily conducted on a qualitative basis, led to the formulation of the
recommended sampling methodology outlined in Table 15. Three data acqui-
sition rates were selected: 0.429 profile/rain from 0 to 30 ° latitude, 0.750
profile/min from 30 to 60 ° , and 1.00 profile/min from 60 to 90 °" The
total one-year data sample collectable at these rates amounts to 378 508
profiles, a value which includes an overall loss allowance factor of five
percent. The useful sample then would constitute 360 484 profiles.
The levels of confidence attainable in analyzing the cell samples with the
recommended methodology are shown in Table 16 as a function of i0° latitude
intervals. These results indicate that a confidence level of at least 98 per-
cent can be achieved for three locators, at least 95 percent for seven locators,
at least 89 percent for i0 locators, and at least 82 percent for all ii locators.
Over the latitude range 0 to 50°, the confidence levels for all locators exceed
93 percent. These results are regarded as quite satisfactory, overall, since
the El(3. 0) locator has a very demanding set of data sampling requirements
when considered exclusively at the 95-percent confidence level. The average
number of profile samples acquired per orbit with the recommended sampling
methodology is 67.88.
The results of the various studies described above represent a preliminary
attempt to size the experiment in such terms as to provide a reasonable
basis for potential application to a large number of horizon locators. For
convenience, attention has been limited to ii locators; however, the data
sample will, of course, be generally applicable to the study of various other
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TABLE 15. - NUMBER OF DATA SAMPLES OBTAINABLE WITH 
RECOMMENDED VARIABLE RATE SAMPLING METHODOLOGY 
Latitude interval, deg Data acquisition rate, profile/min 
0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60-70 
70-80 
80- 90 
Totals: 
Northern _ 1 time cell -
Hemisphere 14 558 
Globe - 1 tim e cell 
- 29 116 
Globe - 13 time cells - 378 508 
0.429 
0.429 
0.429 
0.750 
0.750 
0.750 
1. 00 
1. 00 
1. 00 
Number of data samples I 
963 
967 
975 
1718 
1731 
I 
1751 
2377 
2600 
1476 
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Latitude 
interval, deg 
0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
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TABLE 16. - LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE, PERCENT, IN DATA SAMPLES 
OBTAINED WITH RECOMMENDED SAMPLING METHODOLOGY 
Locator 
L4 (0.5) L2 (0.95) L4 (2.5) L2 (0.06) L2 (0.3) Ll (0.2) L2 (0.5) L7 Ll (1.0) L1 (2.0) L1 (3.0) 
98.5 98.3 98.5 97.9 98.5 98.5 98.5 97.0 98.1 98.5 98.4 
98.5 98.3 98.5 97.9 98.5 98.4 98.3 97.0 98.2 98.5 98.3 
98.4 98.2 98.5 97.4 97.2 97.8 95.3 96.7 97.2 95.6 ~ 
98.2 98.0 98.2 97.4 97.6 98.0 95.8 97.1 97.8 96.8 96.7 
98.2 98.0 98.3 97.4 97.3 97.8 96.0 95.5 95.5 95.9 !U:2 
98.3 98.0 98.3 97.5 97.7 97.0 97.2 95.6 94.1 ~ 88.2 
99.3 98.9 98.9 98.1 97.2 96.8 97.8 94.2 90.6 ~ 82.6 
99.0 98.6 98.6 97.2 96.4 96.4 96.6 92.9 MJ 89.0 83.4 
99.1 98.9 98.8 97.6 96.9 97.2 97.2 ~ ~ ~ ~.1._d 
----
locators whose statistical properties are such that their sampling require-
ments lie within the wide range covered between the L4(2. 5) and Ll(3.0)
locators. For example, the recommended sampling methodology should
provide an adequate basis for Fourier time series analysis of other locators
such as L3(7. 5) and of locators in the L1, L2, and L4 families with other
values of the integral of normalized radiance, such as L2(0.9), L4(7. 5),
and L4(1. 0). Figure 23 shows the sampling requirements for the limiting
locators, Ll(3. 0) and L4(2. 5), and the recommended sampling rate for the
HDS experiment.
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Figure 23. Sampling Requirements for Limiting Locator Cases 
FLIGHT TECHNIQUE EVALUATION
Having defined the data sampling requirements for a global coverage horizon
definition program, study emphasis was directed toward assessing the rela-
tive merits of various techniques for gathering the required data. For this
purpose, a "flight techniques evaluation" was conducted.
A flight technique is defined as a vehicle configuration or series of configu-
rations which has a specific horizon radiance profile data-gathering capability
when placed into a particular orbit or series of flight paths. The flight
technique analyses provide sufficient data for an initial selection of missions
and configurations which are suitable for obtaining the data required to define
adequately the earth's 15_ infrared horizon. Reliability, cost, and mission
success probability are integral parts of the models used to examine the
various techniques.
The nature of the data sampling requirements is such that the choice of feasi-
ble mission concepts must be directed toward measuring systems which can
provide comprehensive global coverage over a one-year period. Otherwise,
it will not be possible to determine with a high degree of statistical confidence
the spatial and temporal variations in radiance profiles and indicated horizon
altitudes. In particular, the results of the data sampling requirements study
have shown the importance of latitudinal and seasonal variations in radiance
profiles; these variations would be extremely difficult to evaluate adequately
on the basis of fragmentary data samples where extensive interpolation and
extrapolation would be necessary.
An operational system of three or more earth-equatorial-orbit satellites,
although capable of providing continuous coverage of tropical and mid-
latitude regions, would nevertheless fail to provide sampling data in polar
regions where measurements of radiance profile variability are especially
critical. An extensive series of ballistic probes, although launched from
various locations at different times of the year, would still provide too coarse
a statistical "sieve" for detecting important, smaller-scale variations in the
earth's radiance profile. Attention was necessarily directed, therefore,
towards low-level, near-polar orbiting satellites as the primary means for
obtaining the required sampling data, since they can readily provide complete
global coverage (all cells) with sufficient time resolution to study the signi-
ficant temporal variability within each cell.
Thus, in the analysis of mission concepts and flight techniques, emphasis was
placed upon near-polar orbiting satellites. Ballistic probes were also con-
sidered as a possible alternative to compare their effectiveness and cost with
satellite techniques.
The ultimate objective of this study was to define and evaluate, on a quanti-
tative cost]effectiveness basis, the various alternative flight techniques and
configurations which could conceivably be used to perform the horizon defini-
tion experiment. A general outline of the study approach which was used is
presented in Figure 24.
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A key element in the study approach was the development of the Mission Suc-
cess Evaluation Routine (MISER) computer model for evaluating satellite
flight techniques (the ballistic probe evaluation method was, by comparison,
quite simple and straightforward; therefore, this evaluation did not involve
computer analysis). The MISER model was used for two important purposes:
lo To perform a series of parametric variability studies which,
together with the data telemetry analysis and engineering data
analysis, served to define the satellite flight techniques
deserving further consideration, and
, To perform the mission success analysis which, together with
the cost analysis, provided the overall cost]effectiveness basis
for evaluating each selected satellite flight technique.
The MISER model, as supplemented by the ballistic probe evaluation method,
provided the basis for performing the mission success analysis in terms of
its two integral components: value analysis and reliability analysis. Value
analysis was used to determine the effectiveness with which a flight technique
with perfect reliability can fulfill the basic data sampling requirements as
specified in the preceding section. Reliability analysis provided the means
whereby the actual reliability of each flight technique can be factored into
the determination of an overall value of mission success. Then, on the
basis of cost estimates for each selected flight technique, a final determina-
tion can be made of the combined mission success ]cost factors which apply
to each technique.
I
I
f
1
1
MISSION AND CONFIGURATION SELECTION
On the basis of analytical studies, it was possible to select 10 candidate
flight techniques for gathering the data required for the horizon definition
experiment. The flight techniques defined in this section were then subjected
to mission success and cost analyses to determine their relative cost effec-
tiveness.
Three baste flight technique concepts have been identified:
1. Two or more orbital vehicles with payload limitation,
2. A single orbital vehicle to accomplish the mission
regardless of payload weight, and
3. A series of ballistic probes.
The basic concepts are further defined by the parameters that are required
inputs to the cost and mission success models. The principal parameters
are spacecraft configuration, number of flights, standby flights, orbit
parameters, scan yaw angles, scan frequency, and booster type.
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The actual techniques defined within the framework of the above parameters
were :
• Seven orbital techniques with standby units,
• A long-term orbital mission with on-board redundancy, and
• Two ballistic probe techniques.
The flight technique spacecraft configurations were defined by the following
subsystems :
• Experiment package (containing the primary mission sensors}.
• Telemetry, tracking, and command communications.
• Data management.
• Attitude control.
• Power.
• Structure.
The experiment package contains attitude determination hardware and the
infrared measurement package. The attitude determination utilizes a star-
mapper, star tracker, or any other sensor and associated signal shaping
and functional electronics as required. The infrared package contains the
radiometer(s} and associated electronics.
Telemetry, tracking, and command communications consist of the beacon,
antennas, spacecraft command logic, and diagnostic data handling functions.
Data management comprises the equipment to store and manage the experi-
ment package data. This includes the storage (core or tape recorder), trans-
mitters, and associated electronics.
Attitude control is to be self-contained and provide the required orientation
for the defined configuration. The attitude control consists of an attitude
sensor, attitude control devices, and the necessary control electronics. A
configuration is defined by momentum storage, gravity gradient, pneumatic,
or magnetic attitude control mechanizations. The power subsystem contains
solar cells, power storage, power regulation, and associated logic circuitry
for power control.
The structure is the spacecraft' s main frame. It supports all subsystems and
provides rigid mounting.
The flight techniques and configuration selections are listed in Tables 17 and
18 where:
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TABLE 17. - FLIGHT TECHNIQUE PARAMETERS 
Spacecraft Number of Standby Orbit Orbit Number of Yaw a 
configuration flights flights altitude inclination yaw angles angles 
n. mi./km 
1 1 2 250/460 90· 2 O· 
180· 
1 1 3 250/460 90· 2 O· 
180· 
2 1 3 250/460 90· 2 -20· 
+50· 
3 1 3 250/460 90· 4 -20" 
-160" 
+50" 
+130" 
4 1 3 250/460 90· 4 -20" 
-160" 
+50" 
+ 130" 
5 1 2 250/460 90· 4 - 20" 
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+50" 
+ 130" 
5 1 3 250/460 90· 4 -20" 
-160" 
+50" 
+130" 
6 1 
\ 
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+50" 
+ 130" 
7 10 0 500/92C All 
7 100 0 All 
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TABLE 18. - SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS 
Experiment 
1) Radiometer Te lemetry. tracking. and Data management Attitude control 
;4) Attitude determination command communication. 
3) Electronics 
I) Single. passive Same as Tiros Core storage Wheel magnetic 
2) Starmapper and pneumatic 
3' Electronics 
1) Single. active Between Tiros Core storage Earth stabilized 
2) Star tracker and Nimbus gravity gradient 
3) Electronics 
1) Double. passive Same as Nimbus Tape recorder Wheel magnetic 
2) Starmapper and pneumatic 
:n Electronics 
1) Double. active Same as Nimbus Tape recorder Earth stabilized 
2) Star tracKer gravity gradient 
3) Electronics 
1) Double. passive Same as Tiros Core storage Wheel maanetic 
2) Starmapper and pneumaU c 
3) Electronics 
Redundant Tril!le redundant Redundant Tri2le redundant 
\) Double. passive Same as i iros Core storage Wheel magnetic 
and pneumatic 
2) Starmapper 
3) Electronics 
t) Single. active Same as Scanner None Same a8 Scanner 
2) Starmapper 
3) Electronics 
-
.... 
--
....... 
--
Power StructurE" 
Body mounted Same as Tiros 
solar panels 
Body mounted Same as Nimhus 
solar panels 
Body mounted Same as Taros 
solar panel. 
I 
Body mounted Same as Nimbus 
Bolar panel. 
Body mounted Same as Tiro8 
Bolar panelB 
Redundant Same as Tiro& I 
B dy mounted + 30 percent I 
solar panels 
I 
I 
I 
Batteries Same .s Scanrwr 
Number of flights -- The number of flights refers to the number of
satellites that are programmed for the mission.
Standby flights -- Standby flights are complete vehicles prepared to
be launched only in the event of failure of the operating vehicle.
Depending on the required mission reliability, the number of standby
flights is selected to acquire a specific reliability.
Orbit parameters -- The orbit parameters are altitude and inclina-
tion. These parameters affect the mission success computation and
the launch site and, consequently, must be defined for each technique.
Yaw angle -- The yaw angle is the azimuth angle of the radiometric
scanner(s) line of sight measured from the spacecraft velocity vector.
The angle is defined as positive to the right and negative to the left.
Multiple "scanners" does not necessarily imply multiple radiometers;
it can be a single radiometer scanning at more than one yaw angle.
Scan frequenc_f -- The scan frequency refers to the total quantity of
horizon profiles per minute of all the scanners on the spacecraft.
All radiometric scanners on a given spacecraft are assumed to have
the same frequency.
Booster type -- The booster type will be determined by the thrust
required to lift the package into orbit. This requirement is dictated
by the weight of the spacecraft and the orbit altitude.
COST MODEL
A cost model was developed to assess the relative cost value of the flight
techniques. The model was based on a statistical analysis of historical cost
and engineering data of past and concurrent unmanned space programs. This
data provided sufficient information to guide the cost effectiveness analysis.
The command and support costs were neglected because the data requirements
for the Horizon Definition Study will govern the extent of these costs. Since
data requirements are the same for all techniques, the command and support
costs will be a constant.
EVALUATION RESULTS
The results of cost, reliability, and mission success analyses were merged
into a single tabulation of data for the specific techniques selected. Graphic
displays of the success versus cost data are shown in Figure 25. Technique
M10 (100 ballistic probes) is not shown because of the extreme cost level.
The data shown does not indicate a trend of increasing success with increas-
ing cost. This is due to the limited selection of techniques involved. If the
techniques were optimized for each cost level, the resulting optimum locus
would necessarily follow a monotonic trend of success with cost.
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Number of flights -- The number of flights refers to the number of 
satelhtes that are programmed for the mission. 
Standby flights - - Standby flights are complete vehicles prepared to 
be launched only in the event of failure of the operating vehicle. 
Depending on the required mission reliability, the number of standby 
flights is selected to acquire a specific reliability. 
Orbit parameters -- The orbit parameters are altitude and inclina-
tion. These parameters affect the mission success computation and 
the launch site and, consequently, must be defined for each technique. 
Yaw angle -- The yaw angle is the azimuth angle of the radiometric 
scanner{s) line of sight measured from the spacecraft velocity vector. 
The angle is defined as positive to the right and negative to the left. 
Multiple "scanners" does not necessarily imply multiple radiometers; 
it can be a single radiometer scanning at more than one yaw angle. 
Scan frequency -- The scan frequency refers to the total quantity of 
horizon prohles per minute of all the scanners on the spacecraft. 
All radiometric scanners on a given spacecraft are assumed to have 
the same frequency. 
Booster type -- The booster type will be determined by the thrust 
reqUlred to lift the package into orbit. This requirement is dictated 
by the weight of the spacecraft and the orbit altitude. 
COST MODEL 
A cost model was developed to assess the relative cost value of the flight 
techniques. The model was based on a statistical analysis of historical cost 
and engineering data of past and concurrent unmanned space programs. This 
data provided sufficient information to guide the cost effectiveness analysis. 
The command and support costs were neglected because the data requirements 
for the Horizon Definition Study will govern the extent of these costs. Since 
data requirements are the same for all techniques, the command and support 
costs will be a constant. 
EVALUATION RE UL'fS 
The results of cost, reliability, and mission success analyses were merged 
into a single tabulation of data for the specific techniques selected. Graphic 
displays of the success versus cost data are shown in Figure 25, Technique 
MlO (100 ballistic probes) is not shown because of the extreme cost level. 
The data shown does not indicate a trend of increasing success with increas-
ing cost. This is due to the limited selection of techniques involved. If the 
techniques were optimized for each cost level, the resulting optimum locus 
would necessarily follow a monotonic trend of success with cost. 
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Although the specific techniques shownin Figure 25 are limited in number,
certain things are evident. First, the level of mission success obtainable with
ballistic probes is very low, even with liberal allowances made in their favor.
Second, a fairly high mission success level may be obtained at a normalized
program cost of 60 to 70. On the basis of the total flight techniques evaluation
study, a passively controlled, rolling-wheel spacecraft concept was selected
as the most cost-effective method of obtaining the experiment data.
This method provides the most reliable spacecraft by eliminating the necessity
for an active, on-board control and stabilization subsystem and for active
scanning elements in the radiometer and starmapper subsystems. Inherent in
the choice of a passively controlled, rolling-wheel spacecraft are the concepts
of utilization of a core storage memory and solar cell power. Elimination of
the requirements for active, on-board elements increases the probability of
mission success and simultaneously reduces the mission cost.
In the remaining elements of the study, these concepts were the only restric-
tions placed on the conceptual design since no configuration requirements
directly are inferred. The design concept for the spacecraft to be utilized
in the Horizon Definition Study mission fulfill these requirements.
1.0, (,-)M2
M7 O M3
M1 () O0 0
'M6 M4
.8
M80M5 C
(/3
'- .6
u_ .4
.2 F
M9(A)
i Mg(B) _ I
0 20 4'0 60 80 100
Normalized, M5 : 100, program cost
Notes: M!O is omitted because of extremecost
M9(A): no data constraint
M9(B): data constraint
Figure 25. Mission Success Versus Program Cost
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EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS
Analysis of the body of data, the data requirements, and the results of the
flight techniques evaluation determined the experiment requirements. A con-
ceptual designwas then configured to evaluate the feasibility of meeting the
experiment requirements. The salient features of the experiment require-
ments are as follows.
RADIOMETRIC
The radiometric requirements define
phenomenonwhich is to be observed.
the quantity and global distribution is
subdivided into the spectral interval,
REQUIREMENTS
the approximate nature of the earth' s
The accuracy of each observation and
established. These requirements are
profile accuracy, and data requirements.
Spectral Interval
The objective here was to utilize the maximum energy possible (broadest
spectral interval) which still resulted in a horizon profile which was invari-
ant to atmospheric and geomorphological effects.
-iThe spectral interval is selected as the 615to 715 cm (14.0to 16.28 M)
carbon dioxide absorption band. This bandhas been established as being
capable of providing the most stable horizon profiles.
Profile Accuracy
The accuracy of the radiance profile refers to the variation of the measured
radiation from the absolute radiation. Measurement instruments must be
designedto accommodateall these requirements expressed in terms of radi-
ance characteristics and resolution. The basic requirements for horizon
profile positional accuracy relates to both the horizontal position and the
altitude at which radiometric readings are taken. The basic requirement
for horizontal resolution is _ 25 km with the altitude or tangent-height resol-
ution requirement being +0.25 km over the complete altitude interval of +80
to -30 kin.
These radiance profile measurement requirements are summarized below.
-1
• Spectral interval. 615 to 715 cm (14.0 to 16.28_)
• Profile accuracy
Tangent height range: +80 km to -30 km
_. Instantaneous value of radiance measured must be assignable
to a tangent-height value to within +0.25 km.
b. Radiance characteristics and resolution:
,q6
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Maximum peak radiance = 7.0 W/m2 - sr.
Minimun= 2eak radiance = 3.0 W/m2 - sr.
Maximum slope = 0.6 W/m2 - sr - km.
Minimum slope = 0.02 W/m2 - sr - kin.
Maximum slope change= 0. 15W/m 2 - sr - km2.
Radiance magnitude resolution = 0.01 W/m2 - sr.
Horizontal resolution: 25km
Data Requirements
Data requirements for the Horizon Definition Study (HDS)experiment, as re-
fined during the study, are as follows:
• One-year continuous coverage
• Maximum of 10 ° latitude separation between successive samples
• 13 time cells (28 days/cell)
• 588 space cells
Latitude (30°S to 30°N) 128
Latitude (30°N to 60°N) 134
Latitude (60°N to 90°N) 96
Latitude (30°S to 60°S) 134
Latitude (60°S to 90°S) 96
• Average number of samples per cell
Latitude (30°S to 30°N) 45
Latitude (30°N to 60°N) 39
Latitude (60°N to 90°N) 67
Latitude (30°S to 6C°S) 39
Latitude (60°S to 90°S) 67
• Total samples (one year) 378 508
SYST EM REQUIREMENT S
The system requirements derived from the basic data and the flight techniques
evaluation are as follows.
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Mission Profile
Nominal circular, polar orbit of approximately 500-kin altitude.
T rac king and Data Acquisition
Limited to the existing Satellite Tracking And Data Acquisition Network
(STADAN) with minimum modification.
Experiment Package
• Passive radiometric and attitude measurements with redundancy
(more than one unit) in the experiment package for the radiometer
and attitude determination device.
• Minimum scan rate > 0.5 scans/rain average.
• Maximum scan angle with respect to orbit plane _ 5° .
Spac ec raft
Rolling-wheel configuration (spin axis normal to the orbit plane)
Weight in less than 800-pound class mandatory.
State of the Art
Proven subsystems shall be employed wherever possible.
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MISSIONSTUDIES
The mission profile study dealt with the evaluation of orbit and orbit-related
parameters pertinent to the experiment effectiveness, system design, or
mission operations planning. Computerized mathematical modeling was used
to a great extent in performing this analysis. This automation (i) enabled a
more precise analysis to be made, (2) greatly extended the number of param-
eters and range of parameter variations possible, and (3) made generalized
models available for rapid study of new orbits and/or parameters which were
needed as the system study progressed. Accurate trajectory simulations
were neither required nor performed in this study; rather, the emphasis was
on parametric evaluation of the variables pertinent to the mission planning
and systems design. Although there was considerable overlap and reiteration,
the mission profile study was essentially conducted in two phases:
i.
.
Parametric investigations. Objective was to examine the
orbits feasible from an experiment point of view in order
to assess the effects on the system and mission. During
this phase, no attempt was made to narrow the selection
of possible profiles.
Orbit selection and analysis. Those orbits which appeared
to best meet the mission goals and yield possible solutions
to system design problems were examined in more detail.
Analysis of deviations from nominal orbits and their effects
were made. Then, a detailed analysis of a selected orbit was
conducted which included a fairly exhaustive evaluation of
sun-angle geometry, tracking/telemetry coverage, drag
decay, etc.
PARAMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS
The mission profile investigation was guided by the following basic require-
ments:
• Orbit altitude will be above 150 km.
• Orbit will be chosen with consideration of STADAN system
coverage.
• Orbit will be compatible with launch site and launch vehicle.
• Orbit will be near-polar.
• Orbit duration will be at least a year.
The first three requirements are fundamental; the last two result from the
data requirements studies.
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Although the minimum orbit altitude is explicit, in reality the orbit altitude
is primarily determined by the one-year duration requirement, as will be
seenlater.
STADANutilization is imposed on the mission profile analysis as a general
requirement. Coverage with the STADAN system, assuming circular orbits,
is primarily a function of orbit altitude and inclination.
The launch site and launch vehicle requirement relates to launch site and
booster limitations. In conjunction with requirement for a near-polar orbit,
the launch site requirement dictates a choice of Vandenberg/WTR for the
launch site if heavy payload penalties are to beavoided. Compatibility of the
orbit with the launch vehicle consists primarily of payload-weight/orbit-param
eter constraints and orbital injection-error tolerances which are suitable.
The near-polar requirement stems from the needfor global coverage. The
term "near-polar" is used since the polar regions can be seen by a satellite
in orbits which are "near enough" to polar.
The orbit duration requirement reflects the needfor data coverage over a
complete range of seasons. Primarily, this requirement affects the orbit-
altitude choice, since orbital altitude determines the orbital decay rate.
In addition to these basic requirements, the needfor consideration of diurnal
variation data was imposed on the study. This aspect has influenced the
selection of alternate orbits and was a prime factor in the selection of the
orbit discussed later.
With the mission requirements as a guide, an analysis of several areas inclu-
ding atmospheric effects, solar illumination, telemetry/tracking coverage,
and launch site and booster constraints, was undertaken.
Atmospheric Effects on Missions
In spite of the extremely low atmospheric densities encountered at orbital
altitudes, the effects of the atmosphere are still measurable and possibly
significant below 600 kilometers altitude. The two primary effects are
reflected in orbit lifetime and orbit determination accuracy. This section
will deal oniy with orbital lifetime effects.
The problem of determining orbit lifetime for elliptic orbits is somewhat
invoived and has received considerable treatment in the past. A circular
orbit can be assumed at this stage of the study, since no ellipticity require-
ment has as yet been found. Figure 26 shows the circular orbit decay pro-
file. This result is based on M/CDA of 100 kg/m2 (about 20 pounds per
square foot) which is an estimated value for the spacecraft. Itere, M is the
spacecraft mass, C D is the effective drag coefficient, and A is the effective
frontal area. For a different M/CDA, merely multiply all time values on
the graph by 0.01 times M/CDA in-kilograms per square meter
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Orbit lifetime can be read from Figure 26 directly (from altitude at left to
curve, down to lifetime in days). Note that for M/CDA = i00 kg/m 2, a one-
year life means a minimum of 440-kin altitude. Because of injection errors,
atmospheric variations, and orbit determination requirements, this minimum
altitude would not be adequate.
For current purposes, a 500-km altitude has been selected. Allowing for an
injection error of 60 km in semimajor axis (400-kin altitude), this still allows
a one-year life, assuming M/CDA = 100 kg/m2.
Solar Illumination Profiles
Evaluation of solar-illumination and sun-angle profiles were made using a
computer simulation. With inputs consisting primarily of orbit altitude,
inclination, initiaI node location, and date of launch and assuming circular
orbits, the program yields a time history of (1) fraction of orbit in earth's
shadow, (2) angle from sun line to orbit perpendicular and (3) local sun time
at ascending node. The analysis took into account the orbital motion of the
earth, including first- and second-order eccentricity terms and the first-order
nodal precession of the spacecraft orbit itself.
Figures 27 and 28 are sample plots showing the shadow fraction and sun angle
for 6 p.m. launches for a sun-synchronous and a polar orbit, respectively.
Angles plotted in Figure 28 are restricted to the range 0 to 90 degrees. For
polar orbits, in reality, the sun moves from one side of the orbit plane to the
other. This would be obvious if the sun line and orbit normal were taken as
vectors rather than merely lines, in which case the angles would be from 0
to 180 degrees.
Dozens of parameter combinations were tested, and certain generalizations
became obvious as the data was evaluated. The polar orbit always exhibits
a sun-shadow profile and a sun-angle profile which places severe demands on
a "no-moving-parts" spacecraft regardless of launch date or initial nodal
location. The sun-synchronous orbit, on the other hand, possesses clear-cut
advantages from the same viewpoint.
A comparison of Figures 27 and 28 readily illuminates the advantages of a
sun-synchronous orbit. If solar-cell power is to be used on the spacecraft,
a relatively constant solar aspect angle with the sun-synchronous orbit is
highly desirable. Also, the time position and magnitude of the shadow portion
of the sun-synchronous orbit may be controlled by selection of the launch
date and initial nodal location.
Telemetry/ Tracking C overage
To assure compatibility of the mission profiIe with the STADAN (Satellite
Tracking And Data Acquisition Network), computer programs were developed
to determine visibility times for seiected stations as a function of orbit
parameters. The primary inputs to these programs were orbit altitude,
orbit inclination, ascending node location, minimum station elevation angles
for acquisition, and minimum visibility time over each station.
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Orbit lifetime can be read from Figure 26 directly (from altitude at left to 
curve, down to lifetime in days). Note that for M/CnA = 100 kg/m 2, a one-
year life means a minimum of 440-km altitude. Because of injection errors, 
atmospheric variations, and orbit determination requirements, this minimum 
altitude would not be adequate. 
For current purposes, a 500-km altitude has been selected. Allowing for an 
injection error of 60 km in semimajor axis (400-km altitude), this still allows 
a one-year life, assuming M/CDA = 100 kg/m2. 
Solar illumination Profiles 
Evaluation of solar-illumination and sun-angle profiles were made using a 
computer simulation. With inputs consisting primarily of orbit altitude, 
inclination, initial node location, and date of launch and assuming circular 
orbits, the program yields a time history of (1) fraction of orbit in earth's 
shadow, (2) angle from sun line to orbit perpendicular and (3) local sun time 
at ascending node. The analysis took into account the orbital motion of the 
earth, including first- and second-order eccentricity term s and the first-order 
nodal precession of the spacecraft orbit itself. 
Figures 27 and 28 are sample plots showing the shadow fraction and sun angle 
for 6 p. m. launches for a sun-synchronous and a polar orbit, respectively. 
Angles plotted in Figure 28 are restricted to the range 0 to 90 degrees. For 
polar orbits, in reality, the sun moves from one side of the orbit plane to the 
other. This would be obvious if the sun line and orbit normal were taken as 
vectors rather than merely lines, in which case the angles would be from 0 
to 180 degrees. 
Dozens of parameter combinations were tested, and certain generalizations 
became obvious as the data was evaluated. The polar orbit always exhibits 
a sun-shadow profile and a sun-angle profile which places severe demands on 
a "no-moving-parts" spacecraft regardless of launch date or initial nodal 
location. The sun-synchronous orbit, on the other hand, possesses clear-cut 
advantages from the same viewpoint. 
A comparison of Figures 27 and 28 readily illuminates the advantages of a 
sun-synchronous orbit. If solar-cell power is to be used on the spacecraft, 
a relatively constant solar aspect angle with the sun-synchronous orbit is 
highly desirable. Also,the time position and magnitude of the shadow portion 
of the sun-synchronous orbit may be controlled by selection of the launch 
date and initial nodal location. 
Telemetry/ Tracking Coverage 
To assure compatibility of the mission profile with the STADAN (Satellite 
Tracking And Data Acquisition Network), computer programs were developed 
to determine visibility times for selected stations as a function of orbit 
parameters. The primary inputs to these programs were orbit altitude, 
orbit inclination, ascending node location, minimum station elevation angles 
for acquisition, and minimum visibility time over each station. 
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Studies of near-polar orbits using the STADAN system do not show drastic
variations in coverage with the various orbits. Figure 29 shows coverage
for a 500-km, sun-synchronous orbit. The stations used were the STADAN
sites equipped for range/range-rate tracking (Alaska, Carnarvon, Rosman,
Santiago, and Tananarive). Note that the total coverage (per orbit) and
maximum single-station time (per orbit) are both plotted. Minimum elevation
is i0 degrees. Use of the total STADAN system tends to reduce the differ-
ences in coverage caused by different orbit parameters. Since the differences
between coverage on the orbits under serious consideration were not great,
tracking/telemetry coverage was not a significant orbit-choice tradeoff
parameter. A slight advantage in coverage was obtained using a polar orbit
rather than a sun-synchronous one, but this is outweighted by sun-angle con-
siderations.
Launch Site, Booster Constraints
For near-polar orbits, the Western Test Range (WTR) is clearly the most
advantageous site for launching. Severe range-safety constraints in the form
of ascent trajectory "dog-legging" or plane-changing would be imposed on an
Eastern Test Range (ETR) launch. Thus, for all foreseeable HDS orbital
launches, the WTR will be considered for use.
Potential booster capabilities were analyzed by assuming a nominally polar,
500-km circular orbit. The approximate payload capability of some feasible
launch vehicles from WTR for this orbit are as follows:
• Scout (1966) 260
• Scout (study) 390
• DSV-3G Delta (2-stage, direct injection) 420
• DSV-3G Delta (2-stage, Hohmann traasfer) 670
• DSV-3L Delta (2-stage, direct injection) 790
• DSV-3E/X-258 Delta 1050
• DSV-3L Delta (2-stage, Hohmann transfer) 1210
• DSV-3L]FW-4 Delta 1970
Ibs
The use of 2-stage versions of the Delta results in a particular advantage -
increased injection accuracy. While this is not extremely important for all
missions, it is crucial for atainment of sun-synchronous orbits such as the
selected orbit. Based on approximate vehicle weight, an initial recommenda-
tion of the DSV-3G or DSV-3L (2-stage) Delta vehicle for the HDS mission
was made. Estimated injection errors for the 2-stage Delta (from Delta
Payload Planner's Guide, Douglas Aircraft Co. ) are approximately:
i (inclination) 0.06 deg, 1 sigma
a (semi-major axis) i0 n. mi. = 18.5 kin, 1 sigma
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Converting this data to an equivalent total 3-sigma error in inclination (in
terms of effect on nodal precession rate) for a 500-km, sun-synchronous
orbit gives
Z_i3a = 0.266 deg
This value was used in predicting possible drift of the "sun synchronous" orbit
relative to the sun. Effects of this orbital drift error will be discussed more
fully in the analysis of the selected orbit.
ORBIT SELECTION AND ANALYSIS
Potential orbital profiles were subjected to analysis and comparison. The
primary areas affected were (i) solar power acquisition, (2) thermal control,
(3) experiment package, and (4) polar and diurnal data coverage. For solar
power production, a relatively constant solar/spacecraft aspect angle is
desired which leads to consideration of sun-synchronous orbits. This concept
also provides for radiative thermal control by knowledge of the relative solar
position at all times. By maintaining the relatively constant solar aspect
angle, the baffling requirements for all optical instruments on-board is also
less stringent. These tradeoffs and considerations of the diurnal tempera-
ture variations (Figure 18) led to the selection of a "3 o' clock" sun-synchro-
nous orbit. In fact, this orbit appears to be the best from the standpoint of
polar and diurnal data coverage. Considering the power subsystem, this
orbit is satisfactory, although a nodal time nearer to 6 o' clock would be
preferaole.
Figures 30 through 32 illustrate the sun-earth-orbit geometry as a function of
time for the 3 o'clock orbit. A 28 October launch date is used although this
is not a requisite; this date is representative of the effects of other launch
dates. In each case, curves for 3-sigma fast and 3-sigma slow precession
are included with the nominal curve. These 3-sigma curves are based on the
0. 266-degree, 3-sigma inclination error corresponding to use of a two-stage
Delta launch vehicle.
Figure 30 shows the orbital shadow fraction variation. As the curves indicate,
a fairly constant percentage of sun time is available with this profile.
Figure 31 shows the variation in sun-line/orbit-normal angle. Allowing for
3-sigma variations, angles from 31 to 65 degrees are possible, although
the nominal orbit varies only from 44 to 57 degrees. These variations have
great impact on the power subsystem problems.
Figure 32 shows the local solar time at the ascending node versus time from
launch. The nominal orbit holds within 30 minutes of 3 o'clock, while the
3-sigma curves give variations of up to 50 minutes from 3 o'clock.
The complement of the orbit-normal/sun-line angle is the minimum radiom-
eter scan-line/sun-line angle if the radiometer scans in the orbit plane.
Figure 33 shows the variation of the forward-scan/sun-line angle (at the
time of "scan-intercept-earth") with latitude of the scan point for the "worst
case" 28 October, 3-sigma slow-precession orbit.
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analyses conducted in the mission profile study together with the
various system experiment definition investigations, the following conclusions
were reached:
i. A nominally circular, 500-kin altitude, sun-synchronous orbit
(97.38 degrees inclination) with initial ascending node at 3:00
p.m. local time and launch date of 28 October meets experiment
and system requirements for the mission.
2. The WTR should be used for the launch site, and a 2-stage
Improved Delta vehicle should be used to achieve adequate
injection accuracy.
3. A 30-minute launch window, in conjunction with the latest
Douglas estimates of 2-stage Delta, 3-sigma injection errors,
results in possible sun-line/orbit-normal angles between 29
and 65 degrees by the end of a one-year mission. The orbital
shadow fraction can vary from 0. 221 to 0. 364 and the nodal
crossing local time can vary from 2:00 to 4:04.
4. Orbit altitude may be increased somewhat should this become
necessary to increase orbit-prediction accuracy or to insure
minimal orbit decay during the mission.
5. The possibility remains to change or place specific constraints
on launch date, to reduce allowable launch window, to bias
launch window centering, to compensate for launch delay with
appropriate precession-effecting guidance corrections, or to
change the nominal launch time. These actions may be desirable
or necessary during the development program either (a) because
of experiment requirements or (b) because of sun-angle con-
siderations in the system design.
6. Tracking and telemetry coverage obtainable with the 500-kin sun-
synchronous orbit and the STADAN system is adequate. Once-
per-orbit coverage is available in all but a very small range of
the possible orbit nodal conditions. Use of a polar orbit could
eliminate the few one-orbit "holes" but only at great expense in
terms of yearly sun-angle variation and consequent system
design problems.
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SPACECRAFT STRUCTURALDESIGNAND
SUBSYSTEMINTEGRATION
A spacecraft structural design and subsystem integration study was conducted
to determine feasibility of a totally integrated spacecraft system to fulfill the
experiment requirements. The spacecraft system considered consists of two
basic elements:
I. A highly sophisticated scientific experiment package, and
2. The subsystems necessary to collect the scientific data and
relay it to the ground stations in support of the scientific
experiment package.
The structural subsystem is the uniting point where all the subsystems and
components must be married into an integrated system and, as such, serves
as the focal point for this portion of the study. However, since the structural
subsystem must support the experiment package, it must be compatible with
and must not place restrictions on the experiment package.
The design constraints applied to the structural design and subsystem inte-
gration study efforts, as derived from the basicHDS system requirements,
were as follows:
• Utilize a near-polar orbit at about 500 km-altitude
• Utilize proven state-of-the-art subsystems wherever
possible
• Keep the spacecraft weight in the under 800-1b (Improved
Delta) or less class
• Utilize a totally passive system if possible (with redundancy
as needed)
• Provide a very stable platform from which to make scientific
measurements
The spacecraft structural subsystem in its central coordinating role must
serve to support and enclose the subsystems, provide subsystem alignment
and body rigidity, protect the subsystems from the external environment,
support the interconnecting networks, maintain a proper operating environ-
ment, and provide spacecraft/booster interface. Each of these requirements
is directly connected to the requirements of the individual subsystems.
A review of the system and subsystem requirements discussed above suggestc _
that a spin-stabilized spacecraft, spinning about an axis normal to the orbit
plane, in a nominal 3 p.m./3 a.m., sun-synchronous orbit, would best meet
the requirements. This was the baseline approach used in the conceptual
design study effort.
The system and subsystem requirements suggested a "rolling wheel" config-
uration compatible with an Improved Delta launch vehicle, i.e., less than 57
inches in diameter and under 800 Ibs. The baseline spacecraft system was
then apportioned into six subsystems, each of which was individually exam-
ined and conceptually configured during the study. The subsystems were:
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The experiment package, consisting of the radiance measure-
ment instrument, the attitude determination equipment, and
their supporting electronics. This is the primary subsystem
in the total spacecraft, and all other subsystems must support
it.
The attitude control subsystem, consisting of the equipment
necessary to maintain proper spacecraft orientation and
stabilization.
The data handling subsystem, consisting of the equipment
necessary to process and store data between transmission
periods.
The communications subsystem, consisting of the equipment
necessary to provide up and down communication links and
to provide spacecraft location information.
The power subsystem, consisting of the equipment necessary
to provide and distribute power for all spacecraft needs.
The structural subsystem, consisting of the hardware necessary
to support, enclose, and protect an integrated spacecraft system
and to provide the mechanisms necessary to fulfill the system
deployment and positioning requirements.
By anticipating what might be desirable properties in the spacecraft to meet
the requirements of each of the subsystems, a spacecraft configuration matrix
was generated.
Such properties as experiment package compatibility, structural strength,
component mounting volume, flat surface availability, booster interface, etc.,
were assigned weighting factors for different cross-sectional cylinders
ranging from triangular through round. This numerical approach, combined
with a practical viewpoint inspection, suggested that a cylinder with hexagonal
cross section would best meet the needs of this spacecraft and was adapted as
the baseline configuration. Salient features of this configuration are:
• Experiment package compatibility
• Spacecraft symmetry
• Simple construction
• Flat surfaces for mounting solar ceils
• Flat surfaces for fold-out panels
• Flat internal surfaces for component mounting
• Satisfactory booster/fairing interface
To demonstrate feasibility of a spacecraft system concept to incorporate the
necessary subsystems, three areas were considered to be of major import-
ance and were studied in detail.
i. Abalance calculation method was developed, computerized, and
exercised to determine the dynamic properties of the conceptual
s pac ec raft
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exerciseel to determine the dynamic properties of the conceptual 
spacecraft 
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3.
Analyses were conducted to assure that the thermal design
was feasible
A conceptual spacecraft was configured, demonstrating
compatibility of all the subsystems with the total system
as well as with each other.
Other areas which do not have a direct affect on the feasibility of the concept
were inherently covered in the study. These included items such as struc-
tural-electrical interfaces, launch and orbital environment considerations,
and booster interfaces.
EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
The conceptual design of an instrument system which collects data for horizon
definition in the carbon dioxide absorption band has been studied here for appli-
cation in future horizon sensor design. To obtain data useful for instrument
design, precise radiance profile data accurately referenced toa geocentric
coordinate system is required. Reference to a geocentric system requires
knowledge of the instantaneous attitude and position of the vehicle. Position
information is obtained from ground tracking stations and is external to the
experiment package. Instantaneous attitude must be derived from measure-
ments made in the spacecraft proper and requires some form of attitude refer-
ence system tied directly to a radiometer.
In addition to measurement requirements, constraints on the design were
developed from a flight techniques evaluation in the same study. Initial
constraints on the design included a rolling-wheel spacecraft concept (no
active radiometer scanning) and the use of a passive attitude determination
subsystem. Size constraints were developed from the Thor-Delta, particu-
larly a length constraint of approximately 48 inches. Orbital parameters
derived from the basic data requirements dictated a radiometer line of sight
essentially normal to the spin axis and a closest approach of the sun to the
radiometer line of sight of approximately 26 degrees. A basic general re-
quirement of full redundancy in the attitude determination and radiometer
subsystems was also established.
A passive starmapper with slit reticle and photomultiplier detector was
selected as the basic attitude determination system as a starting point for
instrument design. However, a study of the baffling requirements for the
starmapper led to the selection of a starmapper-sun sensor combination for
attitude determination. Use of sun sensors during daylight operation elimi-
nates the necessity for trying to operate a sensitive starmapper exposed to
sunlight. Although feasible the design, fabrication, and testing of a baffle
with l0 12 attenuation are extr em ely difficult problem s.
The experiment package subsystem interactions, the design of each of the
elements, and the attitude determination process are discussed in the follow-
ing sections.
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Radiometer- Starmapper Relationship
The error in measuring tangent height can be attributed to three basic geo-
metrical errors. Two of these, altitude and in-track errors, are related to
vehicle position. The third, angular orientation error, is related to the
attitude determination problem. The total error in tangent height can be
expressed (to first order) as
_ht _ht _ht
Aht = _--h- Ah + _---_ AS+ b--T A¢ (18)
where
Bh t =
h =
s =
e =
tangent height
spacecraft altitude
horizontal coordinate along scan azimuth
angular orientation of scan axis in a vertical plane
The altitude and in-track errors are due primarily to:
. Tracking error (instrument error)
a. Position measurement
b. Timing error
. Orbit prediction error
a. Gravitational
b. Geodetic/station location
c. Drag uncertainty
while the angular orientation error is due primarily to:
1. Radiometer/starmapper/sun sensor misalignment
2. Starmapper/sun-sensor measurement error (instrument)
3. Internal timing and data-handling errors
4. Attitude determination model errors
5. Star ephemeris errors
bh t _h t _h t
The three error coefficients B---h ' bs ' and _- are functions of altitude.
Also, the errors Ah and As are functions due to practical considerations
in the orbit determination process. Expansion of equation (18) into constitu-
ent errors thus results in a tangent-height parametric equation which can be
used in system tradeoffs.
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Manipulation of the error equation with reasonable estimates of orbit deter-
mination accuracies gives an immediate indication of measurement system
error as a function of orbital altitude. For a given set of radiometer/star-
mapper parameters, timing error level, attitude determination model errors,
and star ephemeris errors (usually negligible), a "minimum tangent-height-
error" altitude will usually exist. By the same type of analysis, for given
orbit determination accuracy (orbit altitude), timing error level, and star
ephemeris error, tangent-height error level will approach an asymptotic
level with increased radiometer/starmapper system accuracy and attitude
determination model accuracy.
The measurement system error analysis was conducted on an iterative basis.
From an initial estimate of the error breakdown, or "budget", the error
levels were reallocated as the study progressed. For example, star ephem-
eris (star position) error was found to be of the order of 0. i arc second
(about i. 2 meters in tangent height) which is negligible. STADAN system
timing error of about two milliseconds converts to about 6 meters in tangent
height, which is also very small. It is anticipated that spacecraft internal
timing error, corresponding to on-board clock stability over one (or a few)
spacecraft rotation, can be held to a level which gives negligibly small
tangent-height error. The same is true for the digitizing of sensor data and
other data-handling functions. This leaves four major sources of error:
1. Lumped-parameter position determination error
2. Radiometer/starmapper/sun sensor alignment error
3. Starmapper/sun-sensor measurement error
4. Attitude determination model error
In practice, separation of the latter two error sources is difficult. There-
fore, position determination, instrument alignment, and instrument/model
errors are the principal sources of tangent-height error in the overall
measurement system. Since position determination is an operational pro-
blem involving fairly fixed levels of capability, the only means left to the
HDS system designer for holding (or increasing) the measurement accuracy
lies in the alignment and instrument/model areas.
Radiometer System Requirements
The basic HDS program objectives have been stated in terms of the functional
relationship between radiance and tangent height, the variability thereof, and
the total data required. To accomplish these objectives, they must be trans-
lated into radiometric requirements. These requirements are in terms of
sensitivity, resolution, accuracy, and the conditions under which such require-
ments apply.
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Specifically, the quantities which define radiometric performance are-
• Sensitivity - expressed as Noise-Equivalent Radiance(NER) or that input signal level required to produce a
signal equal to the noise level at the radiometer output.
• Resolution or transfer function - the relationship between
input and output expressed as a function of the spatial fre-
quencycontent of the input.
• Radiometric accuracy - expressed in terms of signal-
level-dependent (scale) and signal-level-independent (bias)
componentsand distinction betweenconstant, slowly vary-
ing, and rapidly varying contributors.
In addition, entities that define the conditions under which these three basic
performance criteria must exist are
Dynamic range - range of input radiance levels over which
the requirements apply.
Spectral interval.
Mission constraints - determination of the relationship
betweentime and spatial frequencies as well as definition
of thermal, volume, and weight constraints.
Quantitative derivation of the aboverequirements and constraints from the
experimental objectives determines the performance desired of the radiom-
eter and becomesthe grounds for the first-order assessment of feasibility.
The methodused was to synthesize the phenomenato be measured and the
characteristics of the measurement instrument and to evaluate the resultant
simulated measurement with respect to the degree to which the program
objectives were achieved.
Requirements and constraints. -- The basic radiometric objective is to
obtain data upon the ea'rth infrared horizon of sufficient quality for two appli-
cations: to determine the ultimate, obtainable horizon sensor performance
as limited by the characteristics of the horizon itself, and to further develop
understanding of the physics involved in the emission of the earth atmosphere.
For horizon sensor applications, the desire is to determine the horizon
variability that is random or effectively nondeterminisiic as opposed to that
which can be explained, predicted, and, hence, corrected. Synthesization of
the infrared horizon radiance versus tangent-height profiles was performed
for a wide variety of conditions and as a function of spectral interval. The
latter quantity was chosen to provide the most stable horizon, and the
expected deterministic and nondeterministic variabilities were estimated and
may be summarized as:
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• Maximum peak radiance = 7. 0W/m 2 sr
• Minimum peak radiance = 3. 0W/m 2 sr
• Maximum slope = 0.6 W/m 2 -sr-km
• Minimum slope = 0.02 W/m 2 -sr-km
• Maximum rate of changeof slope = 0. 15W/m 2 -sr-km 2
These requirements are summarized in Table 19 together with the affected
radiometer characteristics. These requirements ensure that the earth' s
horizon profile will be reproduced accurately under all measurable conditions.
By meeting these requirements, systematic variations in the horizon radi-
ance profile over all time and space canbe determined to the 0. 5 km resolu-
tion ascertained in the data requirements study. Table 19 illustrates the
point that no one of the parameters (sensitivity, resolution, or accuracy)
that are neededto define a radiometer is singly dependentupon a given mea-
surement requirement, which is why simuIation of the measurement process
has been usedto define the requirement parameters.
The constraints that the mission places uponthe radiometer design chiefly
derive from two factors: the spacecraft is a spin-stabilized, rolling-wheel
configuration and is nominally in a 3 p. m., sun-synchronous orbit (Figure
34). The following considerations then apply:
Passive scanning is available.
Thermal control and choice of operational temperatures
can utilize the fact that one side of the spacecraft is never
illuminated by the sun.
The angle betweenthe sun line and radiometer Iine of sight
canbe as small as 26 degrees.
Orbital altitude is 500 km which implies a conversion factor
of 0. 02°/km tangent height.
Spin rate is three rpm which implies a scan rate of 18°/
secondor 800 km tangent height/second.
Profile]radiometer synthesis studies. -- Two types of studies were
performed:
i. To determine the effects of all the possible types of
radiometric error upon horizon-detection capability
versus the magnitudes of those errors;
2. To quantify the errors attributable to system resolution
or frequency response.
Radiometer accuracy: Effects of radiometer errors on the data measure-
ment requirements were determined by analyzing a set of 120 synthesized
radiance profiles with the expected types and magnitudes of radiometer errors
and ea!eu!ating the error in the located horizon which would be obtained by
various horizon- detection techniques.
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TABLE 19. - PROGRAM MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
Requirement 
1. Spectral interval: 14.0 to 10.28 fJ. 
2. Resolve radiance signals s: 0.01 W/m 2 -sr 
at spatial frequencies ·up to 1.0 cycle/ km 
3. Conform to (2) over the range of absolute 
radiance: 0.01 to 7.0 W /m2 -sr 
4. Measured radiance assignable to tangent-
height accuracy of ±O. 25 km from -30 km 
to + 80 km 
5. Meet all requirements for one-year life 
in orbit 
6. Azimuth resolution s: 25 km 
- -
Affected parameters 
Type of optics and detector 
operating temperatures 
System transfer function (optics, 
detector, and electronics) 
Sensitivity (NER) 
Radiometric accuracy 
Dynamic range 
Sensitivity (NER) 
Radiometric accuracy 
Attitude determination accuracy 
Transfer function 
Sensitivity 
Radiometric accuracy 
Applicable technology and hard-
ware operating temperatures 
Sensitivity 
- - - - - - -
= 3 rpm (18" / sec)
h = 500 km
A¢ = 0o02"/km tangent height
I
I
i
I
i
I
I
i
I
I
i
I
Figure 34. System Constraints
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Each of these profiles was perturbed by four values of six different types of
radiometer error. Radiometer errors were divided into two basic errors -
scale and bias. These two kinds of errors affect radiance measurements in
three different ways.
The first type of error is one that is constant in time, such as a calibration
error. Whena given radiometer is calibrated, all of the instrument errors(e. g. , nonlinearity, offset, etc. ) can be assumedto be calibrated out, but
a residual calibration uncertainty remains becauseof the uncertainty of the
radiance input itself. By analysis and test, the maximum values of the
uncertainty can be bracketed, but within this tolerance range the actual value
of the error is not known. However, the error that existed at the time of
calibration remains fixed for a given instrument. That is, if the calibration
radiance No is known towithin _:l percent, then for a given calibration the
input radiance lies between0.99 NO and 1.01 No. If the input radiance is
assumedto be 0.995 No, then a fixed calibration error of 0.5 percent exists
for the instrument for all time. These fixed errors appear to have no effect
on local vertical becauseall profiles are affected in the same direction, and
the errors subtract out when differences are taken to find local vertical.
However, they do affect located horizons since they propagate into located
horizon errors as a function of profile shapeand magnitude. Unless hori-
zons 180degrees apart are identical, an error in local vertical will be
obtained.
Errors that vary over the operation of the devices are generally termed preci-
sion, or repeatability, error within an instrument. In-flight calibration will
be available for the radiometer, so this class of errors will be discussed
further. Sincerepeated calibration is to be done, the stability of the calibra-
tion is critical; this stability includes that of the calibration source and of the
radiometer response.
Instabilities are of two kinds - those that fluctuate rapidly, e.g., detector or
electronics noise, and those that fluctuate slowly, e. g., temperature-caused
drift. For the HDS radiometer application, a slowly varying error is assumed
to be one which has a constant magnitude over a single profile measurement
but which varies from profile to profile. A rapidly varying error is one which
changes in magnitude from point to point on each profile being measured.
Both of these errors were assumed to be normally distributed.
The body of data operated on by different horizon detection techniques to
determine horizon error consisted of 24 different sets of 120 radiance pro-
files in each set. Each of these sets of profiles was operated on by four
different threshold techniques with two threshold values used for each tech-
nique as summarized in Table 20.
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Each of these profiles was perturbed by four values of six different types of 
radiometer error. Radiometer errors were divided into two basic errors -
scale and bias. These two kinds of errors affect radiance measurements in 
three different ways. 
The first type of error is one that is constant in time, such as a calibration 
error. When a given radiometer is calibrated, all of the instrument errors 
(e. g., nonlinearity, offset, etc.) can be assumed to be calibrated out, but 
a residual calibration uncertainty remains because of the uncertainty of the 
radiance input itself. By analysis and test, the maximum values of the 
uncertainty can be bracketed, but within this tolerance range the actual value 
of the error is not known. However, the error that existed at the time of 
calibration remains fixed for a given instrument. That is, if the calibration 
radiance No is known to within ±1 percent, then for a given calibration the 
input radiance lies between 0.99 No and 1.01 No. If the input radiance is 
assumed to be O. 995 No, then a fixed calibration error of O. 5 percent exists 
for the instrument for all time. These fixed errors appear to have no effect 
on local vertical because all profiles are affected in the same direction, and 
the errors subtract out when differences are taken to find local vertical. 
However, they do affect located horizons since they propagate into located 
horizon errors as a function of profile shape and magnitude. Unless hori-
zons 180 degrees apart are identical, an error in local vertical will be 
obtained. 
Errors that vary over the operation of the devices are generally termed preci-
sion, or repeatability, error within an instrument. In-flight calibration will 
be available for the radiometer, so this class of errors will be discussed 
further. Since repeated calibration is to be done, the stability of the calibra-
tion is critical; this stability includes that of the calibration source and of the 
radiometer response. 
Instabilities are of two kinds - those that fluctuate rapidly, e. g., detector or 
electronics noise, and those that fluctuate slowly, e. g., temperature-caused 
drift. For the HDS radiometer application, a slowly varying error is assumed 
to be one which has a constant magnitude over a single profile measurement 
but which varies from profile to profile. A rapidly varying error is one which 
changes in magnitude from point to point on each profile being measured. 
Both of these errors were assumed to be normally distributed. 
The body of data operated on by different horizon detection techniques to 
determine horizon error consisted of 24 different sets of 120 radiance pro-
fi.les in each set. Each of these sets of profiles was operated on by four 
dIfferent threshold techniques with two threshold values used for each tech-
nique as summarized in Table 20. 
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TABLE 20. HORIZONDETECTION TECHNIQUES
Threshold technique Threshold values
Radiance magnitude, (LI)
Normalized radiance magnitude,
2.0, 3.0 W/m 2 - sr
0.15, 0.90 (15_, 904)
(L2), of peak radiance
Integral of radiance, (L3)
Integral of normalized radiance,
(L4)
4.5, 20.0 W-km/m 2-
sr
2.5, 10.0 km
Sensitivity of each locator concept to attitude error was examined and pre-
sented as in Figure 35. These data were then combined to produce criteria
that would allow determination of the actual horizon error to within one-half
kilometer for the 90-percent confidence level.
Radiometer specifications derived from these analyses are
• Scale calibration: 34 (i. 0_ design goal)
• Scale drift: 0. 725
• Scale noise: 0.27_
• Bias calibration: 0.01 W/m 2 -sr
• Bias drift: 0.01 W/m 2 -sr
• Bias noise: 0.01 W/m 2 -sr
Radiometric resolution study: Radiometer resolution is a function of the
collecting aperture diameter of the optical system, the detector field of view,
and the electronics bandwidth.
To evaluate the effects of the various combinations of radiometric parameters
on the horizon measurement, the set of 120 profiles, discussed earlier, was
operated on by simulated radiometers. The resulting errors were then com-
puted in terms of .....u_=_eu_ horlzon," !oca] vertical, and the radiance tangent-
height function itself. Twenty-seven cases were evaluated employing all
combinations of the following parameters:
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ormalized adiance agnitude, O. 15, O. gO ( %, ~) 
2), f eak iance 
ntegral f adiance, ( 3) . 5, 2 0.0 -k /m -
sr 
t gral f ormalized i nce, . 5, 0.0 m 
4) 
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adiometer ecif cations erived rom ese nalyses re 
• ale alibration: ~ 1. % sign al) 
• cale rift: .72% 
• cale oise: .27% 
• ias alibration: .01 /m2 r 
• ias rift: .01 /m
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• ias ise: .01 /m
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Figure 35. Located Horizon Error Standard Deviation Caused 
by Instrument Calibration Bias 
-
Optics diameter: 20, 40, and 60 cm
Detector field of view: 0.005 °, 0.01 °, and 0.02 °
Electronics 3-dB bandwidth: 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz
(where 750 corresponds to i cycle/km)
The above represents a variation in system bandwidth of from 1/3 to 1-1/3
cycles/km.
Other parameters used in the simulation were:
• Scan rate: 18°/sec
• Altitude: 500 km
• Radiometer focal length: 40 cm
Output of the electronics was obtained by assuming that the detector time out-
put is linear from point to point as the horizon profile is scanned in finite time
increments. The electronics transfer function was assumed to be given by a
single-order, low-pass filter. Output of the low-pass filter to each input was
calculated and summed to give the electronics output.
Maximum mean errors obtained from this simulation are in the range 0.2 to
0. 3 km and appear to be relatively independent of variation in aperture size
or detector field. More thorough examination of the results indicated this
error to be almost totally due to the low-frequency phase shift of the assumed
linear, first-order electronics filter. It is, therefore, correctable to within
its standard deviation and does not exhibit a significant dependence upon
electronic bandwidth.
Radiometer sensitivity. -- The foregoing discussions have implied that
the one remaimng parameter NER would naturally emerge from the error
analysis. This parameter is, in fact, one of the contributors to noise bias
errors and, as such, should be maintained at no greater than i/3 the total
error allotment, i.e., 0.003W/m 2 -sr. This is also consistent with the
program measurement requirements of detecting a minimum absolute radi-
ance of 0.01 W/m 2 -st as well as measuring fluctuations of the same amount
regardless of absolute radiance level.
Radiometric sensitivity is
4 f/no.
NER = -- (i 9)TT
D* D c 6 _f_ fl
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Optics diameter: 20, 40, and 60 cm 
Detector field of view: 0.0050, 0.010, and 0.02° 
Electronics 3-dB bandwidth: 750, 1500, and 3000 Hz 
(where 750 corresponds to 1 cycle/km) 
The above represents a variation in system bandwidth of from 1/3 to 1-1/3 
cycles/km. 
Other parameters used in the simulation were: 
• 
• 
Scan rate: 18 ° / sec 
Altitude: 500 km 
• Radiometer focal length: 40 c  
Output of the electronics was obtained by assuming that the detector time out-
put is linear from point to point as the horizon profile is scanned in finite tim e 
increments. The electronics transfer function was assumed to be given by a 
single-order, low-pass filter. Output of the low-pass filter to each input was 
calculated and summed to give the electronics output. 
Maximum mean errors obtained from this simulation are in the range 0.2 to 
0.3 km and appear to be relatively independent of variation in aperture size 
or detector field. More thorough examination of the results indicated this 
error to be almost totally due to the low-frequency phase shift of the assumed 
linear, first-order electronics filter. It is, therefore, correctable to within 
its standard deviation and does not exhibit a significant dependence upon 
electronic bandwidth. 
Radiometer sensitivity. -- The foregoing discussions have implied that 
the one remaining parameter NER would naturally emerge from the error 
analYSis. This parameter is, in fact, one of the contributors to noise bias 
errors and, as such, should be maintained at no greater than 1/3 the total 
error allotment, i. e., O. 003W /m 2 -sr. This is also consistent with the 
program measurement requirements of detecting a minimum absolute radi-
ance of 0.01 W /m 2 -sr as well as measuring fluctuations of the same amount 
regardless of absolute radiance level. 
Radiometric sensitivity is 
4 NER = 
n 
f/ no. -vz;;y (19) 
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where
f/no. =
Af =
D =
c
D;:" =
5 =
Since
where
k =
optics effective f number,
post-detection noise equivalent bandwidth,
aperture diameter,
detector detectivity normalized to unity area and bandwidth,
detector field of view,
A 0 (oz) x A ¢ (e_), and
system efficiency,
-i •
Af = k (&¢) ¢
scan rate, and
constant of proportionality of electronics cutoff in terms of
resolution elements/sec,
then an alternate form exists:
NER : 4 f/no. _ (19a)
D* D c A¢ 5"_A O
Now 6 = 5 5 where 6 and 6 are the efficiencies of the optics
o e o e
and electronics, respectively,
and_ _ constant ± 5 percent, 1/2 <k< 2;
e
therefore, any k in that range and the corresponding 6 e can be used for
the purpose of computing NER. (Note, there are other factors involving the
choice of sampling rate, memory size, etc., that enter into the actual choice
of k.) In particular, k can be taken as one, and 6 e computed for the
specific electronic operations utilized.
The quantity f/no. can reasonably be taken to be one for the purpose of this
analysis; ¢, the scan rate, is 18°/sec.
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The azimuthal resolution Ae can be as great as 25 km (_ i0 mr). However,
since the elevation resolution will lie between 0.25 and i. 0 km and since
aspect ratios on the detector of greater than 5 to i0 will be difficult to achieve,
Ae will be taken as equivalent to 2 km, 0.8 mr. Owing to the required low
frequency response, the system will undoubtedly employ a chopper implying
a 50-percent energy load/resolution element. Further losses lie in the spec-
tral filter (N40 percent) and the optics (_ 40 percent), which taken with 6 e
(_ 0.80) yield a system efficiency in the range i0 to 15 percent. Using 0. 15
yields the following relation
with D* in cm - Hz
i. 7 x 102
NER = D* D A¢ W/cm2 -sr
c
I/2 /W, D in cm, and A ¢ in radians.
c
This quantity is plotted Figure 36 for a range of D;:-" corresponding to the
applicable technology in detectors and coolers. Note that to get a room-
temperature system onto the same graph required giving it a 25-km azimuthal
resolution, so that the difference between it and the other two temperature
regimes is quite real. Such is not the case between the lower two bands
which can be made to converge by means of increasing the aspect ratio some-
what.
Radiometer Design
Development of the actual design of the radiometer must include determina-
tion of the following elements: type of detector, operating temperatures,
optical system, and the calibration techniques used to produce the accuracy
required of the radiometer system.
Detector selection. -- Primary detector parameters are:
I
I
i
I
1. Detectivity - the capability of the detector acting as an irradiance-
voltage transducer expressed in W -1 -cm -Hz 1/2.
2. Noise characteristics - the spectrum of the noise relative to the
signal spectrum defines the information processing system char-
acteristics.
3. Cooling requirements - since most long-wavelength infrared
detectors require some form of cooling and this is a long-life
mission, the cooling requirements clearly play a strong part
in the design selection.
The detector field was surveyed and four detectors with response in the
required wavelength region were found. These are:
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The azimuthal resolution b.e can be as great as 25 km ( ...... 10 mr). However, 
since the elevation resolution ill lie between 0.25 and 1. 0 k  and since 
aspect ratios on the detector of greater than 5 to 10 will be difficult to achieve, 
b. e will be taken as equivalent to 2 km, 0.8 mr. Owing to the required low 
frequency response, the system will undoubtedly employ a chopper implying 
a 50-percent energy load/resolution element. Further losses lie in the spec-
tral filter (....40 percent) and the optics (- 40 percent). which taken with Oe 
(- O. 80) yield a system efficiency in the range 10 to 15 percent. Using O. 1 S 
yields the following relation 
NER 1. 7 x 10
2 
W/cm 2 -sr 
':'  b.  
c 
with D':' in c  - Hz 1/2 / , c i  c , and b. ¢ i  radians. 
This quantity is plotted Figure 36 for a range of D':' corresponding to the 
applicable technology in detectors and coolers. Note that to get a room-
temperature system onto the same graph required giving it a 25-km azimuthal 
resolution, so that the difference between it and the other two temperature 
regimes is quite real. Such is not the case between the lower two bands 
which can be made to converge by means of increasing the aspect ratio some-
hat. 
Radiometer Design 
Development of the actual design of the radiometer must include determina-
tion of the following elements: type of detector, operating temperatures, 
optical system, and the calibration techniques used to produce the accuracy 
required of the radiometer system. 
Detector selection. -- Primary detector parameters are: 
1. 
. 
3. 
Detectivity - the capability of the detector acting as an irradiance-
. -1 1/2 
voltage transducer expressed 10  -cm -Hz 
Noise characteristics - the spectrum of the noise relative to the 
signal spectrum defines the information processing system char-
cteristics. 
Cooling requirements - since most l~mg-wavel.en?th infrare.d 
detectors require some form of coollng and thIS IS a long-lIfe 
mission, the cooling requirements clearly playa strong part 
in the design selection. 
The detector field was surveyed and four detectors with response in the 
required wavelength region were found. These are: 
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i. Thermistor bolometers
2. Copper-doped germanium
3. Cadmium-doped germanium
4. Mercury cadmium telhride (theoretical only)
The detectivity requirements obtained from the radiance measurement require-
ments immediately eliminated the thermister bolometer from consideration.
Copper-doped germanium, while extremely sensitive, requires cooling to
liquid-helium temperatures for safe operation and was eliminated for this
reason. Cadmium-doped germanium requires cooling to the region of 15 to
20°K and has reasonable detectivity. Mercury cadmium telluride is in the
developmental stages but requires cooling only to 60 to 70°K. Because of
the developmental nature of mercury cadmium telluride, the only other accept-
able candidate, cadmium-doped germanium, was chosento develop a con-
ceptual design.
As soon as the type of detector is chosen, virtually all of the remaining
characteristics can be determined (see Figure 36). With the choice of
Ge:Cd, the following parameters may then be defined:
Detector type: Ge: Cd
Detector temperature: 15 to 20°K
D*I5_' 1500' I: m 1 x l0II cm - Hzl/2/W
Aperture diameter: 40 cm
f/no.: f/1.0
Detector field of view: 0.2 x 0.8 (mr) 2
Electronic bandwidth: 1600 Hz
(0. 1 to 1600 Hz post detection)
(fc i 1600 Hz predetection where fc
= chopping frequency)
Actually the requirement upon aperture size is sufficiently loose, considerin
Do
o
resolution, and since the radiometer NER is really proportional to f-_.,
u_-uan *_*-, should be specified as whole rather than in ternns of itsthe latter
requirement of 0. 003 W/m2 -sr, with the D'_
components. To meet the NER
Do
_ must be e 25 era.
and other parameters defined as above, f/no.
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Ino.: /1.0 
etector ield f iew: .2  .8 r)  
lectronic andwidth: 0 z 
.   0 z st etection) 
(f ± 1600 z predetection here f 
c c 
 o ping requency) 
ctually e equirement on erture ize  ficiently ose, nsiderin 
o 
resolution, and since the radiometer ER is really proportional to f/ n~. ' 
the latter qua tity ould e ecified  ole ther t an  erm~  s _, 
components.  et e R quirement  .0   1m 2 r, Ith e -I 
o 
and other param eters defined as above, ~ must be ~ 25 cm. 
1  
Operating temperature. -- In a 10ng-wavelength radiometer sucn as tnts
is, thermal emission within the instrument can produce signals greater than
that due to the horizon itself. Figure 37 illustrates the various effects of this
thermal emission upon the radiometer. These spurious signals are effectively
constant in time and can be subtracted from the data and hence produce, theo-
retically, no error. However, gradients (either time or space) in the emis-
sion will produce unknown signal components and, therefore, errors. For the
purpose of feasibility demonstration, the operating temperature of the radiom-
eter will be set as low as is practical for the spacecraft.
Only active refrigeration and passive cooling with a subliming cryogen, of the
cooling systems investigated, are applicable for the temperature ranges re-
quired and for the long-life requirement. Active refrigerators, however,
have not yet demonstrated the lifetime requirements, are inefficient power
consumers, and would require redundancy. Thus, passive cooling with a
subliming cryogen was chosen. There are internal tradeoffs in the design of
the passive cooler involving the temperature of the cooler surroundings, the
use of a two-stage cooler, and the choice of cooling, medium. The re-
sultant conceptual design is a two-stage cooler, wlth surrounding environ-
ment held to approximately 200°K, using solid methane and solid neon as
refrigerants.
Table 21 shows the elements used to design the detector cooler, and Figure 38
shows a schematic of the cooler.
The requirement for 200°K on the cooler environment is met by using the
spacecraft baseplate as a radiator. The entire experiment package is ther-
mally isolated from the spacecraft and connected directly to the baseplate.
Optical system. -- The general classes of optical systems investigated
were:
a. Off-axis Herschelian
b. Classical Newtonian
c. Cassegrainian
Primary optical requirements are stated in terms of clear aperture, effective
focal length, and resolution which yields f/no. and resolution as fixed param-
eters. In addition to these primary requirements the secondary requirements
of balance and inertia requirements for the spacecraft, cooler placement, and
requirements for baffling against the earth were imposed. Using these
requirements a folded Newtonian optical system imaging on detectors on the
spacecraft spin axis was developed as the conceptual design. Ray-trace
studies were used to verify performance of this system.
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TABLE 21. - PRELIMINARY SIZING OF A i0 mW, 15°K REFRIGERATOR a
Sensor requirements
T, °K 15 to 20
Duration, years 1
Total heat load, mW 6.4
Refrigerator requirements
Refrigerants 3
density, g/crn
Neon
1.495
latent heat, joules/g 105.2
Containers 3
volume, em 2200
Methane
0.49
615
3600
dimensions, cm ll.2o.d, x 22.4 high 14.9 i.d. x 20. 1 o.d.
x 25 high
mass, grams
refrigerants 3000 1600
Heat rates, milliwatts
Heat exchanger lines < 0.6 < 0.3
Insulation < -- < 8.0
Radiation < 1.0 < 2.8
Supports < 2.0 < 14.0
Detector < 6.4 < --
<10.0 < 2 _. 1
Estimated weight
Neon and methane 11. 1 lbs
Vacuum container 8.0
Insulation 2.0
Containers 2.5
Ileat exchanger 0.5
Support O. 5
Miscellaneous 2.0
Total weight 26.6 lbs
aTotal heat load is 10 mW on neon; actual tot;,1 detector heat load is 6.4 m\V includin_ provision Ic_r 5 m\\
of deh.ctor bias current heating.
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Figure 38.
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improved heat transfer
Supporting threads
Schematic of Neon-l_ethane Refrigerator
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Calibration techniques. -- Calibration of the radiometer against an abso-
lute standard to the accuracy required is an advance in the state of the art.
Although there are significant problems in other areas, the major problem is
the present lack of a source in the wavelength region of interest. Two avenues
of investigation have been pursued: the development of a precision attenuator
for use with already developed sources and the development of a new standard
source. Results indicate that both systems are feasible, and development of
both approaches has been recommended.
For the feasibility demonstration of the HDS radiometer, the approach to
primary calibration is shown in the block diagram of Figure 39 and has the
following features :
Calibration sources :
Spectral calibration:
One fixed radiance, fixed temperature-
Hg freezing point
One adjustable temperature
One fixed temperature (Sn freezing
point), adjustable radiance
Sn freezing point (NBS) source and
m onoehromator
Thermal control is required to accurately position and vary the radiometer
temperature and to maintain the source surroundings and optical elements
near liquid-nitrogen temperatures to avoid errors due to their emission.
The expected absolute radiometric measurement accuracy is as tabulated in
Table 22. Note that although the noise bias and drift scale errors slightly
exceed specification, they are more than compensated by the degree to which
the other types of errors are below their specified value. As was noted
before, these errors may, to a degree, be traded against one another.
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Calibration techniques. -- Calibration of the radiometer against an abso-
lu e standard to the accuracy required is an advance in the state of the art
. 
Although there are significant problems in other areas, the major problem is 
the present lack of a source in the wavelength region of interest. Two av
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source. Results indicate that both systems are feasible, and development
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both approaches has been recommended. 
For the feasibility demonstration of the HDS radiometer, the approach to 
primary calibration is shown in the block diagram of Figure 39 and has the
 
following features: 
• Calibrati n sources: One fixed radiance, fixed temperature-
• 
Hg freezing point 
One adjustable temperature 
One fixed temperature (Sn freezing 
point), adjustable radiance 
Spectral calibration: Sn freezing point (NBS) source and 
monochromator 
Thermal control is required to accurately position and vary the radiomete
r 
temperature and to maintain the source surroundings and optical elements
 
near liquid-nitrogen temperatures to avoid errors due to their emission. 
The expected absolute radiometric measurement accuracy is as tabulated 
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Figure 39. Primary Calibration Schematic Block Diagram 
TABLE 22. - ABSOLUTE RADIOMETRIC MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
Error source
i. Primary calibration
2. In'flight calibration
3. Primary optics
Magnitude
Scale, 6 Bias,W/m 2
- sr
4. Chopper
5. Spectral filter
6. Detector/cooler
7. Detector bias
8. Signal conditioning
electronics
9. System transfer function
10. Sensitivity
0.2
0. i
<<0. 1
0. i
<<0. I
0. I
<0. 1
N. A°
0.0006
<0. 001
0.0015
N.A.
N.A.
0. 0015
0. 0003
O. 0015
0. 003
0. 003
Error type:
Noise N
Drift D
Cal C
C
D
D
D
N
D
D
D
D
D
N
N
N
D
N
N
Some of the error sources should be further clarified:
• Primary optics: scale is primarily nonuniform; reflectivity
variation bias is stray light
• Chopper: synchronization and amplitude variations
• Detector/cooler: temperature versus responsivity effects
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TABLE 2. - BSOLUTE ADIOMETRIC EASUREMENT A CURACY 
rror type: 
agnitude oise  
rror source 2 rift  cale. ~ ias,W/m - sr al  
1. rimary alibration O. 5 . 006 C 
2. In-flight alibration 0.4 D 
0.   
. rimary ptics .2  
. 015 N 
. hopper .1 .A.  
. Spectral filter « .1 .A. D 
. etect r / cooler O. 1  
. 5  
. tector ias « .1  
.0 03  
. ignal onditioning .1  
lectronics 0.0 15 N 
9. ystem transfer function 0.1  
.0 3  
. ensitivit  . . .0 3 N 
me  e ror urces ould  rther larified: 
 rimary tics: ale  rimarily nuniform; flectivity 
ariation ias  s ray l ht 
• opper: nchronization d plitude riations 
• etect r/cooler: t pe ature r us sponsivity fects 
1  
Spectral calibration will be performed at the radiometer system level using
the 500°K, NBS, tin-freezing-point blackbody and a monochromator. Between
the 10-percent points of the system spectral band, the relative response will
be measured with a spectral resolution of 0.02 _ (i/i00 of the total band) and
a relative accuracy of _ 5 percent per wavelength increment.
During spectral calibration the out-of-band resolution will be degraded pro-
portionately to the filter attenuation to maintain a signal-to-noise level at
which out-of-band suppression can be established.
Design analyses. -- Many other detail analyses were conducted to assure
feasibility of the radiometer design. Major areas of design receiving special
emphasis were:
Thermal control
Radiation chopping (how performed without spurious signal
production)
Detector bias power (minimized D* degradation)
Stray radiation suppression (baffling required to suppress
radiation from earth beyond instantaneous field)
In-flight calibration (stability, non-interference with
m easur em ent)
Redundancy (how achieved at no compromise in performance)
Primary calibration (source/technique/facilities required)
Detector cooling
All but the last two items were demonstrably feasible in terms of both analy-
sis and comparison to similar hardware applications. In the areas of primary
calibration and detector cooling the design approaches involved the use of
standard techniques but in new application and combinations such that feasibi-
lity was established analytically.
Radiometer design summary. -- The feasibility design concept is illus-
trated in Figure 40 and incorporates the following design features:
Type of optics system: classical Newtonian, f/l.0 (f/2.0
primary), 40-cm aperture diameter
Detector: Ge:Cd at 16°K, 0.2 x 0.8 (mr) 2 field
Cooling: solid-neon primary coolant, solid-methane
secondary coolant
Operating temperature: 200 + 20°K
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Figure 40. Radiometer Conceptual Detail Design 
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Chopper: torsional pendulum at 2500 Hz (generates 5000
"chops" / second).
In-flight calibration: three levels through entire system
(including optics), a fourth directly in front of the field stop,
coated self-measuring platinum sources.
Redundancy: calibration subsystems and chopper, detector,
electronics channels.
The radiometer subsystems and their interrelationships are as shown in the
block diagram of Figure 41. Note that all the elements inside the dotted line
denoted :'thermal control shroud" are at the radiometer operating temperature
of 200°K.
Attitude Determination Subsystem
Precise spacecraft attitude with respect to the earth's hard horizon must be
known in order to fix accurately the abscissa of the earth's horizon profile,
i.e., the tangent-height axis. Analyses of the synthesized radiance profiles
and the errors expected from the radiometer led to a requirement for 0.25 km
tangent-height accuracy for each radiometric measurement. This accuracy
must be maintained continuously for a full year in orbit.
Translation of this error to an equivalent angular error in the determination
of the inertial direction of the optical axis of the radiometer yields an angu-
lar error of 20 arc seconds. The allocation of this error among the con-
stituent elements is shown in Table 23.
TABLE 23. - ATTITUDE DETERMINATION ERROR ALLOCATION
Item
Attitude of attitude subsYstem with respect
to the celestial sphere
Orbit determination
Spacecraft data processing
Time correlation
Ground data reduction and star ephemeris
Alignment of radiometer with respect to the
attitude subsystem
Allocation, arc seconds
±14
±i0
± 3
± 3
± 3
±8.6
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• Chopper: torsional pendulum at 2500 Hz (generates 5000 
"chops" I second). 
• In-flight calibration: three levels through entire system 
(including optics), a fourth directly in front of the field stop, 
coated self-measuring platinum sources. 
• Redundancy: calibration subsystems and chopper, detector, 
electronics channels. 
The radiometer subsystems and their interrelationships are as shown in the 
block diagram of Figure 41. Note that all the elements inside the dotted line 
denoted lIthermal control shroud" are at the radiometer operating temperature 
of 200oK. 
Attitude Determination Subsystem 
Precise spacecraft attitude with respect to the earth's hard horizon must be 
known in order to fix accurately the abscissa of the earth's horizon profile, 
i. e., the tangent-height axis. Analyses of the synthesized radiance profiles 
and the errors expected from the radiometer led to a requirement for 0.25 km 
ta:1gent-height accuracy for each radiometric measurement. This accuracy 
must be maintained continuously for a full year in orbit. 
Transla tion of this error to an equivalent angular error in the determ ina tion 
of the inertial direction of the optical axis of the radiometer yields an angu-
lar error of 20 arc seconds. The allocation of this error among the con-
stituent ele ents is shown in Table 23. 
TABLE 23. - ATTITUDE DETERMINATION ERROR ALLOCATION 
Ite  
Attitude of attitude subsystem with respect 
to the celestial sphere . 
Orbit deter ination 
Spacecraft data processing 
Ti e correlation 
Ground data reduction and star ephemeris 
Alignment of radiometer with respect to the 
attitude subsystem 
Allocation, arc seconds 
± 14 
± 10 
± 3 
± 3 
± 3 
± .6 
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A rotating satellite with passive scanning implies sampling of the celestial
sphere as opposed to continuous attitude information input. With a rotating
satellite a continuous input device with passive scanning must provide an
instantaneous field-of-view with symmetry about the spin axis. In the system
being examined here, information is required regarding the radiometer axis,
which is normal to the spin axis. Clearly, ifthe field of view is confined to
the spin axis, no information is obtained regarding the radiometer axis. The
field of view must then be sufficiently wide that the normal component can
be measured within the accuracy requirements. In addition, to ensure con-
tinuous input, at least two stars must be in the field of view at all times. The
attitude error is a secant function of the spherical angle separating these two
stars, and separations less than I0 degrees lead to large errors. Previous
studies of this type led to the conclusion that they are not feasible
i. Because of the background noise admitted into the system, and
2. Since data is required regarding the axis normal to the spin axis,
an extremely wide field and high resolution is required to obtain
data sufficiently separated to obtain a solution.
For passive attitude determination to the requirements listed above, only one
conceptual system could be identified as applicable-the passive starmapper
with discontinuous input.
The impact of this discontinuous input is a strong feedback into spacecraft
dynamics, much stronger than would be implied by a tracking system. Either
stringent requirements must be placed upon spacecraft angular rates and
acceleration, or a precise model of the spacecraft motion must be available
to allow interpolation across those intervals where attitude data is unavail-
able. The error allocated to the attitude of the subsystem with respect to the
celestial sphere is then attributable to two sources: the measurement of line
of sight itself, and the error in the model of spacecraft motion.
The data requirements dictate a sun-synchronous polar orbit which places the
spacecraft in the sunlight for approximately 65 percent of the orbit. As origi-
nally configured, the attitude determination system concept consisted of two
baffled starmappers operating continuously. Baffle requirements were estab-
lished as approximately 12 orders of magnitude attenuation for daylight
operation. Although feasible, attentuations of this order present an extremely
difficult problem in design, fabrication, and testing and are difficult to fit
into the volume envelope defined by the Thor-Delta. As a consequence,
alternate techniques for obtaining attitude in daylight were investigated.
This attitude determination problem was solved by using the sun alone during
the daylight portion of the orbit. The solution clearly was dependent upon the
predictability of the spacecraft dynamics. An analytical study of the dynamics,
a modeling of the spacecraft, and a modeling of a data reduction system indi-
cated that the sun alone was adequate for solution of the attitude determination
problem if sufficient information was gained from data on the dark side.
Accordingly, a mechanization using an unbaffled starmapper and sun sensor
was selected. This mechanization satisfies the passive scanning require-
ment. The mechanization of the starmapper and sun-sensor instruments
are discussed next followed by a discussion of the mathematical process of
attitude determination from these instrument's data.
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Starmapper design. -- The basic parameters in starmapper design are
field of view, sensitivity, and resolution. Field of view and sensitivity are
directly related in defining sample rate, resolution, and sensitivity in trade-
offs with system complexity.
Sample rate: The critical parameter in starmapper design is the number
of stars required per unit time, which is the sample rate on spacecraft posi-
tion. For the general case of an untorqued spacecraft, three stellar observa-
tions are adequate for a solution. For atorqued spacecraft, where there is no
general analytical solution, the required sample rate cannot be determined
without a numerical solution. Since, for this study, the numerical investi-
gation of the equations of motion was concurrent with sensor design, the
required sample rate could not be precisely determined before proceeding
with instrument design. Accordingly, a conser#ative position was taken, fix-
ing the number of stars at four. Since each star observation yields two inde-
pendent equations, this number allows an eight-variable fix on attitude for
each spacecraft revolution. The number of variables required to fix a solution
for the torqued model is presently estimated to be 15, with several of these
variables having periods of the order of several spacecraft revolutions; hence,
with four stars per revolution the solution is over-determined, and the
excess data can be used in an error-reduction system. Simulation results
indicated that four stars per scan was the correct choice for the accuracies
desired.
Field of view and sensitivity: Having defined a requirement for four
stars per spacecraft revolution, a strongtradeoffbetween instrument field of
view and sensitivity exists. The basic mechanical parameters of an optical
system are aperture and f/number; aperture controls sensitivity and f/num-
ber controls achievable resolution and, of course, length of the system. As
field-of-view requirements increase, to obtain the required optical resolution
which to first order can be considered a constant requirement, the f/number
will increase. However, the aperture diameter required will decrease as
sensitivity requirements decrease. The parameter being traded is total
instrument size. The trade is strongly in favor of wide field of view since
the number of stars seen increases approximately quadratically with field of
view and linearly with sensitivity (aperture diameter). Visual magnitude
data is used in Figure 42 and shows the effect of aperture upon total number
of stars seen.
In general, resolution at wide field can be more simply obtained than an
increased aperture diameter. An optimum design process then will select
the widest field of view and the smallest f/number consistent with the required
resolution. The aperture diameter requirement is then fixed by the required
sample rate (number of stars) and will be a minimum for the design, yielding
the smallest instrument. For the system described below, a 20 ° field of
view was determined as a result of sky-scan studies to produce the required
number of stars per revolution. This field-of-view selection yields a minimum
detectable star at visual magnitude +3.2 for four stars per scan.
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For any aperture well beyond the diffraction limit (diffraction limit for one
minute of arc resolution at 0. 5 micron is less than l cm), the aperture
diameter is fixed by the sensitivity requirement. Using nominal character-
istics for the EMR 541N photomultiplier and a threshold-to-noise value of
i0:i for the interpolation system, a three-inch aperture is required for
detection of stars at magnitude +3.2.
Since f/number affects directly the length of the system, use of the lowest
possible value was desirable. A survey of similar systems indicated that a
value in the region of f/4 was a resonable design goal.
Detector: The stringent requirements for sensitivity in a device which
must possess the capability of detecting stars of magnitudes greater than +3
limits the possible detectors to photomultipliers and silicon photodiodes.
Photodiodes possess marginal sensitivity and, because of the small sensitive
surfaces, require complex optical and electrical designs, typically involving
a matrix of detectors. A photornultiplier has a large surface with adequate
sensitivity and yields simple optical and electrical designs. The photomulti-
plier was the only device investigated in detail for this application. The
photomultiplier has one significant disadvantage - the deterioration of perfor-
mance under high-intensity illumination. It was determined that removal of
the high-voltage bias provides adequate protection against daylight earth
inputs, the only significant input under the conditions of operation imposed by
the sun-synchronous orbit. Shoat-time-constant operation is not required
since starmapper data is not used in the daylight with this system design. Of
the photornultipliers available, the EMR 541N was selected because of its
adequate sensitivity and its ability to withstand high-intensity illumination.
The phosphor is catalogued as S-If, visible response.
Resolution: Instrument resolution was defined as the variance of the
distribution of output timing errors from a data processing system; these
time errors are referenced to an attitude error through the vehicle spin rate.
At a spin rate of three rpm, the time error equivalent to I0 arc seconds is
154 microseconds.
Resolution is directly related to sensitivity in a tradeoff involving optic blur
circle, reticle slit width, and amplifier-detector bandwidth. The linear chain
of optics, slit, and amplifier yields an output signal for point-source input
which is the impulse response of the product of the transfer characteristics
of each of the elements taken separately. To first order, the system has an
optimum in signal/noise for matched transfer characteristics (i. e. , slit
width matched to blur circle, amplifier time constant matched to slit).
Resolution is directly proportional to bandwidth.
The simplest system has a transfer characteristic such that the output pulse
has a time duration less than 154 microseconds. This system would have the
maximum bandwidth and is a limiting system from aperture diameter (requires
largest possible aperture) and optical resolution (requires largest f/number).
Itwas of interest to determine whether a more complex system offers signi-
ficant relief in these optical parameters. Examining the output pulse from
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a starmapper system, it was evident that there is a significant amount of
information in the pulse shape. In particular, if reasonable symmetry in the
output pulse is preserved, a thresholding system operating well above noise
level, with simple linear interpolation on the times of threshold crossing,
yields an effective resolution considerably better than is indicated by the
reciprocal system bandwidth, the usual criterion for resolution.
For an optics-limited system, a matched reticle and amplifier have produced,
in simulation, effective resolution approximately one ninth of the blur circle.
This gain in flexibility of system design is well worth the added complexity.
Reticle design: The basic starmapper reticle pattern is a V slit with
azimuthal information being obtained from time of crossing of the V and
elevation information from the difference between times of crossings of the
two slits forming the V.
The major problems with use of a V slit are the ambiguities in stellar identi-
fication. Pairing the correct slit crossings from two stars which are in the
V at the same time is extremely difficult. Since the optimum apex angle for
the V is of the order of 45 degrees, stars fairly well separated can be ambi-
guously identified.
A solution to the ambiguity problem is obtained if a third slit, equidistant in
angle from the two V slits, is inserted. The grouping of slit crossings for
star identification then consists of a search for equally spaced triplets. The
equal-space condition essentially eliminates ambiguities except for the uncer-
tainty in time introduced by spacecraft motion.
One of the requirements of the interpolation system is symmetry in the output
pulse. A reticle pattern in which the slits follow radial contours in the image
surface was desirable in that the most significant optical aberrations are
symmetric about a radial line. The major problem with a radially symmetric
reticle pattern is the fact that its center is coincident with the optical axis,
and means must be provided for separation of the upper set of slits from the
lower set. There are two techniques for accomplishing this separation: use
of separate optical systems and detectors, or coding of one of the sets.
The simplest coding consists of doubling the number of slits on one set. This
leads to an increase in background noise and requires approximately a 20-per-
cent increase in aperture. In addition, the processing of these data is con-
siderably more complex. The solution of using a system with twice the field
required and using the upper half only is discarded as causing too severe an
optical design problem. A system using two separate detector systems
behind the reticle was chosen as the best means of separating upper and lower
reticles.
Mounting position: The sample rate is determined by the total, swept
solid angle on the celestial sphere. With a rotating spacecraft the swept solid
angle is a sine function of angle of the starmapper optical axis from the spin
axis.
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Clearly, with no other restrictions, mounting the system with the optical
axis normal to the spin axis is an optimum solution, and this position has
been selected.
Data-processing electronics: The data-processing electronics are
required to output a time word which is an estimate of the time at which the
star is in the center of the slit. The processes involved are dc amplification,
threshold, and clock. A simplified block diagram of the processing system
is shown in Figure 43. A dc amplifier with along-time-constant feedback
loop is used for signal amplication to working level. The signal is then
passed through a linear phase, matched filter for noise filtering. The output
of this amplifier is fed to a set of four level detectors (threshold). The
output of each level detector is fed to a counter, whose function is to identify
the proper threshold for the next revolution through an overflow detector,
which, through gating logic, selects the operative level detector. An excess-
ion of the operative level detector triggers a counter on; the following ex-
cession cuts off the counter; and the time word from the counter is sent to
memory as the transit time of the star.
Photomultiplier power supply: One of the major problems with photo-
multipliers is the susceptibility of the photocathode to damage under high-
intensity light input. Under the orbital conditions of HDS during approximately
65 percent of an orbit, the starmapper is exposed to full daylight for a major
portion of each spacecraft revolution. In addition, the moonisin the fieldofview
for two days each month. As described earlier, the solution adopted for
attitude determination relies upon a sun sensor during the daylight part of
the orbit, and there are no requirements for starmapper operation during
this period; hence, there are no requirements for protection systems with
rapid recovery (i.e., of the order of seconds). Manufacturers' data indi-
cates that the triple alkali photosurfaces (e.g., EMR 541N) are not degraded
by exposure to daylight with power off. The recommended system compares
peak anode power with a preset reference to develop a switching signal. An
alternate design involving a shutter plate was rejected because of the moving
part involved.
Mechanical: _ince the system uses on-orbit alignment sensors, the
requirements for structural rigidity allow up to 30 arc-second motion of the
image relative to the alignment reference. Aluminum structure with
standard design practice can meet these requirements. The structure of the
instrument is a simple aluminum tube with a mounting flange tying the star-
mapper(s) to the radiometer. With the lengths and diameters obtained, the
system remains unfolded to the reticle, and the fiber optics/photomultiplier
substructure is folded.
Figure 44 presents a summary of the design parameters analyzed in the
conceptual development of the starmapper. The starmapper conceptual
design is shown in Figure 45.
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Sun-sensor design. -- In the design of the sun sensor, sensitivity and
resolution do not exhibit the same problems as were evident in the starmapper
design. The requirement for sun crossing under all orbital conditions defines
the basic field of view of the sun sensor when coupled with mounting of the
instrument on the spacecraft.
Mounting position: The orbital parameters have defined an orbit with
nominal 45° orientation between the orbit normal and a sun line, and an
error analysis has shown as much as 17° deviation from this nominal due to
injection errors. A continuously operating, passively scanned sun sensor
then requires mounting at 45 ° with respect to the spacecraft spin axis and a
field of view of 35° simply to be capable of viewing the sun each spacecraft
rotation under all conditions.
Detector: Clearly, sensitivity is not a problem with sun-sensor design.
There are a number of applicable detectors; selection is primarily based
upon availability and required circuit complexity. The silicon photovoltaic
sensor is an obvious candidate for this application; the primary disadvantage
of this sensor is variation of surface responsivity.
Basic system: An obvious candidate for a sun-sensor design is the
simple V-slit system used for starmappers. Emphasis was placed upon the
design of a V-slit system since two-axis information is obtained from a
single detector in this system, and the energy-balance systems require four
detectors to develop this same information.
In the V-slit system, the central problem is definition of the solar limb. A
search of the literature and analysis of the characteristics of a limb detector
indicate that the limb is well defined to less than a few seconds of arc. Fig-
ure 46 is indicative of the information obtained. In most of these data, the
solar limb is shown dropping two or three orders of magnitude in one to two
arc seconds. System requirements are approximately i0 arc seconds, and,
clearly, the system is not limited by the solar characteristics.
The effect of solar flares and sun spots upon the signal obtained from the
limb was investigated and determined to be negligible.
Optics: Aperture diameter is defined solely by resolution requirements
(diffractional effects). The system is not affected by chromatic aberration
since narrow-band operation only is required. Also, because of the sharp-
ness of the solar limb, high-resolution optics are not a requirement; the
requirement is that the output signal have rise/decay times capable of being
resolved to approximately i0 arc seconds. To avoid surface responstvity
variations and allow use of a single sensor, an integrating sphere is used to
project the reticle onto the sensor.
Reticle: Since ambiguous identification is not a problem with a sun
sensor, the simplest two-axis reticle, the V-slit, was chosen. The apex
angle of the V and the position of the apex has not been selected, since these
quantities apparently enter strongly into the use of the device in a data-reduc-
tion algorithm and final optimization will require further study. The reticle
is mounted directly on the integrating sphere.
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Electronics: A simple amplifier and level detector are used for data-
processing electronics. No cell bias is required for silicon photodiodes, one
of the reasons for recommending this sensor.
Mechanical: With the mechanical parameters of the sun sensor, the
alignment system used for the radiometer and starmapper is difficult to imple-
ment. The sun-sensor device is sufficiently small that internal structural
rigidity to the order required can be obtained if the proper materials are used.
The sun-sensor barrel will be a quartz tube with optical-quality surfaces to
receive the reticle and lens system. A flat will be ground on the outer surface
to receive a quartz, miniature autocollimator which will be optically tied to an
optical flat referenced to the radiometer.
Final design parameters for the sun sensor are summarized in Table 24, and
the conceptual design of the instrument is shown in Figure 47.
TABLE 24. -SUN-SENSOR DESIGN PARAMETERS
Aperture ........... i inch
f/no .............. 2
Field of view ......... 35 degrees
Detector ........... Silicon photodiode
Reticle slits .......... V Shape, 2 arc rain width
Filter ............ Interference band pass
5400 - 5600
Instrument Systems Integration
After examination of the interfaces between the three instrument systems, the
major interface is that of mechanical alignment. The proposed system uses
an integrating structure to tie the instruments together. Alignment testing of
the package is against optical flats, to which each supplier has referenced his
internal alignment. Thus, integrated measurements are against these flats
and do not require operation of the radiometer against critically aligned infra-
red sources during integration. An on-board alignment measurement, using
internal sources and sensors mounted on the instrument proper, is proposed.
The systems impact in terms of the data handling, particularly during in-
flight calibration, is resolved by providing separate data-handling channels
and sufficient input buffering to provide for simultaneous operation of the
attitude determination and radiometer subsystems.
Power systems are independent. The only area where an interface can exist
is in ground loops between instruments, a standard design problem.
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Attitude Determination Algorithm
Attitude determination is defined as the estimation of the attitude of the mea-
surement system with respect to the celestial coordinate system. The con-
ceptual design of the attitude measurement system consists of a set of mea-
surement devices and ground data processing. To determine feasibility of
the attitude measurement system, the instrument outputs were simulated,
and an attitude determination data reduction algorithm was formulated that
utilizes these data to estimate attitude.
The ideal measurement device provides an error-free measurement of the
spacecraft' s attitude. One set of data is sufficient for complete determina-
tion of the spacecraft state for all time. However, instrument noise and
uncertainties in the spacecraft motion model require that attitude determina-
tion of the spacecraft be treated as a stochastic process.
Since the attitude determination measurement system involves a stochastic
process, the determination of the spacecraft attitude becomes more complex
than a simple determination of initial conditions. The complexity arises
from measurement noise and uncertainty in the knowledge of the spacecraft' s
environment. Under these conditions the initiaI conditions must now be
determined by data obtained from an imperfect measurement device and
applied to equations of motion which do not describe the exact behavior of the
spacecraft. Consequently, an uncertainty in the determination of the initial
conditions of the spacecraft' s state leads to errors in attitude. A periodic
correction must then be applied in order to estimate the spacecraft' s atti-
tude, i. e., the initial conditions must be statisticaily determined, periodi-
cally corrected, and a new solution begun.
The conceptual spacecraft is a spin-stabilized disk, free of control torque
during the data collection cycle. The orientation of the spacecraft' s spin
axis is nominally normal to the orbit plane. A starmapper and sun-sensor
combination was recommended as the attitude measurement devices pro-
viding the necessary information to allow a fix of the state variables of the
attitude. The state variables were defined as Euler angles, body rates,
torque coefficient, inertia ratios, and experiment offset angles.
In the absence of actual celestial measurements, the study had to be
conducted in two phases:
1. A data generation program to simulate the spacecraft
motion and produce simulated star and sun crossings, and
2. The development of a data reduction algorithm to reduce
these data to spacecraft position, the process by which real
spacecraft attitude is determined.
Figure 48 shows the elements of this total study in a schematic form.
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Figure 48. Attitude Determination Analysis 
Data generation program. -- Input parameters to the orbital simulation
are initial conditions on the orbit, on position of t_e spacecraft in the orbit,
and on the attitude of the experiment axes. Input parameters to the space-
craft simulation are residual magnetic moment of the spacecraft, eddy-
current coefficient, principal moments of inertia of the spacecraft, and initial
rates of the spacecraft
Data output consists of the star and/or sun-sensor transit times, spacecraft
rates, attitude at transit time, inertia ratios, magnetic-torque coefficients,
and experiment mismatch angles (i. e., the angles between the experiment
package and the spacecraft). This output constitutes the state of the spacecraft at
the transit time. Data is generated for all stars whose magnitude is 3.4 or
less. The data reduction program edits the data to select the number of stars
per revolution of the spacecraft. The editing simulated the starmapper view-
ing threshold. Therefore, only the brightest stars were selected for a partic-
ular viewing threshold.
The spacecraft dynamics model consisted of the free-body equations and the
torque equations. The spacecraft' s environment imposes the following
torques:
Solar pressure
Aerodynamic
Residual magnetic moment
Eddy current
Gravity gradient
Internal
Out gas sing (spacecraft)
Meteoroid impact
Preliminary analysis showed that the most significant torques on the spacecraft
are eddy current and the residual magnetic moment. The next most signifi-
cant torques were shown to be aerodynamic and solar-pressure torques.
Only the magnetic torques were modeled in the feasibility analysis.
Sensor model and instrument noise. -- The measurement device/devices
were modeled, and capability for noise simulation was provided. The noise
introduced into the data output was white with gaussian distribution with mean
zero and variance of I0 arc seconds.
The model has the capability of simple modification of the starmapper config-
uration, the number and orientation of the viewing slits, and adding or incor-
porating the sun-sensor configuration.
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package and the spacecraft). This output constitutes the state of the spacecraft at 
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less. The data reduction program edits the data to select the number of stars 
per revolution of the spacecraft. The editing simulated the starmapper view-
ing threshold. Therefore, only the brightest stars were selected for a partic-
ular viewing threshold. 
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• Solar pressure 
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Preliminary analysis showed that the most significant torques on the spacecraft 
are eddy current and the residual magnetic moment. The next most signifi-
cant torques were shown to be aerodynamic and solar-pressure torques. 
Only the magnetic torques were modeled in the feasibility analysis. 
Sensor model and instrument noise. - The measurement device/ devices 
were modeled, and capability for noise simulation was provided. The noise 
introduced into the data output was white with gaussian distribution with mean 
zero and variance of 10 arc seconds. 
The model has the capability of simple modification of the starmapper config-
uration, the number and orientation of the viewing slits, and adding or incor-
porating the sun-sensor configuration. 
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Dynamics untePtairlties. -- Sinusoidal variations in the earth's magnetic
field were added to the data generation program to provide an uncertainty
with respect to the data-reduction algorithm; otherwise, the two systems of
equations would be identical, and no significant result would be obtained. The
residual magnetic moment is changed at the earth's twilight point because of
the changes in the spacecraft current loops.
Data reduction algorithm. -- The data reduction algorithm accepts data
from the starmapper and/or sun sensor and estimates the state of the space-
craft. The state of the spacecraft is represented by 14 variables
I I
Wxo' Wyo'Wz'o'¢°' ¢o' 0o,A" C, M x, My, M z, K', EI_ E 2,
The model of the spacecraft dynamics is the same as the data-generation model.
The data-reduction algorithm operates on the data to make a best fit for the
spacecraft's state in a mean-squared error sense over a defined period of
time, i.e., aleast-square error data match. Mission analyses yield an
accuracy requirement of 14 seconds of arc attitude error for the estimate of
the spacecraft's state.
The initial conditions of the spacecraft are chosen to be different from those
used to generate the data, i.e., initialguesses ofthe spacecraft' s state. The
tape containing the simulated star and/or sun transit time data is edited by
selecting only those star/sun transit times which meet the amplitude criteria.
Two tape records are provided. The first provides initial conditions used to
generate the star and sun-sensor data. The second tape contains the star
transittimeandthespacecraftstate vector at the transit time. These data are
used to establish differences between the estimated and the actual state of
the spacecraft. The Dr ogramtheDproceeds to set up the output for the first
output point. Another tape is read to establish the first star observation time.
The program then integrates to the first observation point. The least-squares
output section is updated and differences in the state of the spacecraft are printed
out. The next observation is read, and integration to that point is made,
followed by update of the least-square section. This process continues until
the last observation is sensed. The least-squares solution is then performed
to compute the correction to the spacecraft initial-state vector. The initial state
of the spacecraft is now corrected. The percent change in the state vector is
computed and compared to a convergence criteria. If the criteria is met the
solution has converged, giving the estimate of the initial state of the space-
craft. If the criteria is not met, the data tape is rewound, the corrected
state vector replaces the old initial conditions, and the program prepares for
another iteration. Figure 49 presents a flow diagram of the data-reduction
program for attitude determination.
Results of analysis. -- The experiment performed to determine the feasi-
bility of the sun-sensor/starmapper attitude measurement concept is a least-
_n_,_ _11,*_nn f_r the Euler ang]es (_, ¢, 0) over 1/2 of the orbit. (See
Figure 50 which shows the portion of the orbit over which star and sun data was
used. ) Only the bottom half of the orbit was used during simulation runs since
the numerical integration caused computer running time to be excessive.
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It is clear that the problem is symmetric and that results obtained hold for
the remainder of the orbit.
Computer runs start at t = 0 in the center of the dark side of the orbit
(Figure 50). The dividing point between daylight and dark is approximately
one sixth of an orbit later at about t = 940 seconds. Star data is collected
over the interval 0 < t < 880 seconds. Thus, a data gap of about one minute
is introduced in the star data to allow for earth atmospheric refraction of sun
rays and earth glow effects on the starmapper optics.
An additional time gap of one minute is allowed from the twilight point to the
first run sighting data point. This is sufficient time forthe spacecraft to rise
above the earth's atmosphere, so that refraction effects can be neglected.
Sun data is collected for the remainder of the half orbit.
Runs of the least-squares data reduction program are split into two parts,
one for the dark part and one for the sunlit part of the orbit. Thus, star data
(suitably edited) is used to determine the attitude from the center of the dark
to approximately one minute before the twilight point.
The converged condition for the star runs become the initial conditions for the
sunlit portion of the orbit. Since a complete solution of the attitude determin-
ation problem cannot be obtained from sun sightings alone, reduced state vari-
able dimensions were used for this part of the orbit.
Star-sighting results -- Three tests were run for two, four, and six star
sightings per revolution of the spacecraft. The databegan at the center of the
dark and ended at the last star data point (Figure 50), 0 < t < 880 seconds.
The parameters used to generate the star data are
M = M = M = 5. 16 x 10 -6 ft-lb/gauss
x y z
-5 2
K = 1.42 x i0 ft-lb-sec/gauss
A = C = 0.83328
Z = 01
Z = 02
Output of the least-squares program showed that all three runs converged.
Table 25 shows the extreme values of the difference in the estimated attitude
and the actual attitude of the vehicle over (0 g t _ 880 seconds) the dark side of
the orbit for the six stars per revolution sightings.
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TABLE 25. - EXTREME ERRORSIN EULER ANGLES
RELATING PRINCIPAL AXES TO INERTIAL
SPANAT STAR SIGHTINGINSTANTS
A_h, arc sec A¢, arc sec A0, arc see
Max. Min.
4.21 -5.90
Max. Min.
O. 31 -3.75
A very accurate fit is made at the data points. Figure 51 illustrates typical
results from t =300 seconds to t =450 seconds of the error in the least-
square fit for the six-star-per-revolution case. The errors are well within
the accuracy requirements.
The four-star-per-revolution case gave an adequate solution for the star
sightings; however, larger spread in the data was noticed.
The two-star-per-revolution case gave a convergent solution at the data
points but appears to be inadequate because of the small number of sightings
per revolution, although insufficient output was available to verify this
conclusion.
The pitch angle 0 in all cases was determined betterthan the _ and ¢ angles.
This is due primarily to the greater sensitivity of the starrnapper about the
spin axis. The four star configuration provides an adequate estimate. The
six-star configuration provides a better estimate of the spacecraft state.
._un-sensor results.. -- Since the sun is equivalent to one star sighting
per revolution in providing information, tests were conducted to define those
variables which could be determined from the sun data.
The rank of the least-squares solution matrix was tested and it was deter-
mined that:
• A single, two-slit sun sensor produces a least-squares matrix
with a maximum rank of 12. Thus, solutions for a 12 variable
problem are available.
• Two, two-slit sun sensors (four slits total) produces a least-
squares matrix with rank 13.
• One of the initial angles (_o' ¢o' or 0 o) can always be deleted
without reducing the rank of the matrix.
Having established the types of solutions expected for the various number of
sun-sensor slits, several runs were made to determine the feasibility of the
sun sensor for the two- and four-slit sun sensors.
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iThe four-slit sun sensor was found to give a sufficiently accurate estimate of
the spacecraft' s attitude when @o is held fixed. Itwas found in the star sighting
results that @o was determined most accurately. Consequently, the sun data
is best used to estimate the remaining 13 variables and parameters holding
e fixed. Table 26 gives the extreme values of the differences in the esti-
o
mated and the actual attitude of the spacecraft.
TABLE 26. - EXTREME ERRORS IN THE SPACECRAFT' S
ATTITUDE DETERMINED AT THE SUN
TRANSIT TIMES
Case
I
II
Variable
fixed
0
O
0
O
A_, arc sec
Max. 1Min.
A¢, arc sec
Max. I Min.
15.06 -15.05 11.17 -9.19
5.38 - 7.46 -1.79 -9.84
Ae, arc sec
Max. Min.
Case I extends halfway through the daylight part of the trajectory, whereas
Case II extends all the way. Case II results are well within the required
estimated accuracies. Also, Case I is adequate because e is the angle to
which the 14 seconds of arc applies.
Figure 52 shows the pitch angle error e for the experimental frame over a
selected time period. The dashed line bounds the error, and the solid line
is the curve connecting the points. More computation is needed between data
points to establish the upper limits; however, the limits are expected to
increase only slightly. It is seen that a sinusoidal curve fits the errors quite
well between sighting instants with little overshoot, and that errors appear to
be within the 14 arc second error bound.
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The fonr-slit sun sensor was found to give a sufficiently accurate estimate of 
the spacecraft's attitude when 8
0 
is held fixed. It was found in the star sighting 
results that 8
0 
w s det rmi ed mo t accurately. Consequently, the sun data 
is bes  used to estimate he remaining 13 variables and parameters holding 
8 fixed. Table 26 gives the extreme values of the differences in the esti-
o 
mated and the actual attitude of the spacecraft. 
Case 
I 
II 
TABLE 26. - EXTREME ERRORS IN THE SPACECRAFT'S 
ATT nUDE D TERMINED A T E UN 
TRANS T TIMES 
Variahle 1::. tJ;, arc sec 1::.1>, arc sec 1::.8, arc sec 
fixed Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. 
8 15.06 -15.05 11. 17 -9. 19 9.53 -7.26 
0 
8 5.38 - 7.46 -1. 79 -9.84 0.40 -11. 58 
0 
Case I extends halfway through the daylight part of the trajectory, whereas 
Case II extends all the way. Case II results are well within the required 
estimated accuracies. Also, Case I is adequate because e is the angle to 
which the 14 seconds of arc applies. 
Figure 52 shows the pitch angle error e for the experimental frame over a 
selected time period. The dashed line bounds the error, and the solid line 
is the curve connecting the points. More computation is needed between data 
points to establish the upper limits; however, the limits are expected to 
increase only slightly. It is seen that a sinusoidal curve fits the errors quite 
well between sighting instants with little overshoot, and that errors appear to 
be within the 14 arc second error bound. 
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Summary of Attitude Determination Subsystem Feasibility
A starmapper has been designed with the capability of viewing a minimum of
four stars each spacecraft revolution. Data processing electronics provide
a variable threshold to maintain the output data rate at a maximum of six
stars per revolution. The optics are refractive, imaging on a three- slit
reticle, with fiber optics line-to-circle scan conversion to aphotomultiplier
detector. Resolution from the system is 10 seconds of arc, obtained by
first-order interpolation of the pulse.
A sun sensor has been designed with I0 seconds of arc resolution. The optics
are refractive, imaging on atwo-slit reticle, using an integrating sphere and
silicon photo detector. Sun sensor and starmappers share a common data
processing system.
An algorithm has been developed which uses least-squares fitting to a space-
craft model to develop a continuous attitude history of the spacecraft from the
discontinuous starmapper and sun-sensor input. Simulation results indicate
that radiometer attitude is defined within eight seconds of arc in the scan
direction with four stars per revolution. The simulation further indicates
that with two sun sensors operating simultaneously (four slits) a solution to
the radiometer attitude is found with an error of 11. 58 arc seconds maximum.
An alignment system has been designed which will measure the alignment of
the starmapper and sun sensor with respect the radiometer to within four
arc seconds throughout the life of the system.
The various errors discussed are summarized below.
Item
Attitude of attitude subsystem
with respect to the celestial
sphere
Orbit determination
Spacecraft data processing
Time correlation
Ground data reduction and
star ephemeris
Alignment of radiometer with
respect to the attitude sub-
system
Allocated, arc sec
+14
Designed to,arc sec
±11. 58
±i0 ± i0
±3 ± 3
±3 ± 3
i3 ± 3
±8. 6 + 4
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Su ary of Attitude Deter ination Subs ste  Feasi ilit  
A star apper has been designed with the capability of vie ing a mini um of 
four stars each spacecraft revolution. Data processing electronics provide 
a variable thr shold to mai tain the out t data rat  at a ma imum of six 
st rs per re lution. Th  optics ar  refractive, im ing on a thr e-slit 
reticle, wit  fib r optics li -to-circle sc  co ersion to a h tomultiplier 
det ctor. Re lution fro  the sy tem is 10 sec nds of ar , obt ined by 
first-order interpolation of the pulse. 
A sun sensor has been designed with 10 seconds of arc resolution. The optics 
are refractive, imaging on a t o-slit reticle, using an integrating sphere and 
silicon photo detector. Sun sens r and starma pers share a com on data 
processi g syste . 
An alg rithm ha  be  de loped whi h use  le t-squares fitti g to a sp e-
craft model to develop a continuous attitude history of the spacecraft fro  the 
discontinuous starmapper and sun-sensor input. Si ulation results indicate 
that radiometer attitude is defined within eight seconds of arc in the scan 
direction with four stars per revolution. The si ulation further indicates 
th t wit  tw  su  se sors op rating si ltaneously (fo r slits) a sol tion to 
the radiometer attitude is found with an error of 11. 58 arc seconds maximum. 
An alignment system has been designed which will measure the alignment of 
the star apper and sun sensor with respect the radiometer to within four 
arc seconds throughout the life of the system. 
The various errors discussed are summarized below. 
Attitude of attitude subsystem 
with respect to the celestial 
sphere 
Orbit determination 
Spacecraft data pr cessing 
Time correlation 
Ground data reduction and 
star ep emeris 
Alignment of radiometer with 
respect to the attitude sub-
system 
Allocated, arc sec 
±14 
±10 
± 3 
± 3 
± 3 
±8. 6 
De ig d to, rc se  
±11. 58 
± 10 
± 3 
± 3 
± 3 
± 4 
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ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The conceptual design for feasibility of the attitude control system proceeded
along the following steps:
I. Definition of functional requirements
2. Tradeoff studies of control concepts
3. Mechanization of a conceptual design
4. Analysis of feasibility
As in the total conceptual study, a functional analysis was utilized to ensure
that all aspects of the mission and its interrelationship with spacecraft control
were considered.
The precision to which the experiment requires an instantaneous knowledge of
the field of view of the radiometer with respect to the earthts horizon and the
long life of the experiment (one year) had a significant effect on the space-
craft/control concepts considered and the resulting requirements. Since
most real-time attitude determination systems are inconsistent with the ex-
perimental requirements, the control concepts considered were quickly nar-
rowed to those involving utilization of the properties of the orbital environ-
ment and spacecraft dynamics itself for the necessary control.
Functional Requirements
Considering the concepts of attitude control and attitude determination, joint
performance of many of the studies was necessary to ensure that each is com-
plimentary with the other. A brief review of the functions of each system
follows,
The function of the attitude determination "system" is to determine the atti-
tude of the spacecraft and, consequently, of the radiometer during the time
when the field of view of the radiometer is traversing the earthts horizon.
This function is accomplished by measuring the relationships between the
spacecraft and the stars and sun, reversing these relationships, and later
using these data to compute the attitude of the spacecraft with respect to time.
The attitude control function is described diagramatically in Figure 53; as
may be noted, this function includes initial orientation of the spacecraft and
its attitude throughout the useful life of the spacecraft in orbit. This latter
function includes all control of the motions of the spacecraft with respect to
the orbit plane including coning, spin rate, nutation, and precession.
The desired spacecraft motions (see Figure 54) are:
• Spin at constant rate about an axis perpendicular to the
orbit plane.
• Translation of the spin axis along the orbit.
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The actual motions, however, will consist of the following components:
• Spin about an axis stable in inertial space.
• Nutation and coning.
• Precession of the spin axis due to disturbing torques.
• Translation along the orbit.
• Slow-down (decay) of the spin rate.
The attitude control consequently is needed to provide the following functions:
• Damp or limit the nutation and coning.
• Overcome the torque-induced precessions.
• Add precession to make the spin axis perpendicular to
the orbit plane.
• Overcome the spin-rate decay.
T radeoff Studies
Trade studies were conducted for each of the control functions shown in
Figure 53. In general, the attitude control and attitude determination trade-
offs were conducted as illustrated in Figure 55.
To provide a basis for determining the preferred approaches to attitude con-
trol and to attitude determination, the simulation study described by the four
blocks on the left side of Figure 55 were performed. That is, the dynamic
characteristics of candidate spacecraft configurations were first determined.
The disturbing torques which would affect spacecraft motions were then esti-
mated. Finally, a computer simulation was performed to determine the
spacecraft motions under both "open loop" (no attitude control) and "closed
'1 T! 7,
loop conditions. The open loop simulations showed that the spacecraft
motions were highly predictable and that the most significant departures from
ideal spacecraft motions were:
Spin-axis precession due to coupling of the magnetic
moments of the spacecraft with the earth's magnetic
field
Spin-rate decay as a result of eddy currents induced into
the spacecraft by the earth's magnetic field
• Precession of the orbit
Under "closed loop" conditions the motions would be highly dependent upon the
characteristics of the various attitude control loops and probably would not be
as readily predictable as under "open loop" conditions. Using the information
_,um _h_=_ slmu!atlons, the attitude control and attitude determination con-
cepts were traded off essentially simultaneously.
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The most significant tradeoffs in the attitude control area were concerned
with:
• Intermittent versus continuous control.
• Computation location.
• Respin and reorientation concept.
The decision having the most impact on related systems tradeoffs was the
selection of a combination of continuous and intermittent control of spin rate,
yaw, and roll. This decision is summarized in Table 27. The effect of this
decision was that attitude could be predicted when the spacecraft is in the
highly predictable "open loop" configuration.
The selection of magnetic torquing for respin and reorientation of the space-
craft with respect to the orbit caused this function to be accomplished in a
highly reliable manner uncomplicated by moving parts or other "wearout"
type problems. These are illustrated in Table 28.
Conceptual Design
The attitude control subsystem configured for the orbital horizon definition
experiment resulting from the detailed trade studies is a simple, part-time,
ground-commanded magnetically torqued control system which reacts with
the earthls magnetic field.
The satellite derives its basic attitude stability from the gyroscopic proper-
ties of the spinning body. Because of this and the experiment requirements,
an active control system is not required continuously, and the subsystem will
only be used when necessary to correct attitude. The desired attitude for the
satellite is with the spin axis normal to the orbit plane. Disturbance torques
such as gravity gradient, solar pressure, and magnetic moment will cause
the spin axis to drift from this desired orientation. Because of attitude deter-
mination observations and radiometer pointing, the spin axis should be held
within ±5 degrees. Also, no torques are to be applied during attitude deter-
mination observations; therefore, the attitude control subsystem will be
normally de-energized. The spin control portion of the attitude control sub-
system will be operated in the same manner. The attitude and spin rate will
be monitored by ground personnel who will decide when the attitude and spin
rate are to be corrected.
The preferred attitude control subsystem resulting from the trade studies and
analyzed for feasibility consists of four units as follows:
V-head horizon sensor (14- to 16-micron CO 2 band)
Logic control unit
Three torquer coils
• Passive _ ....
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TABLE 27.
Conce___
Continuous
Intermittent
Combination
• Magnetic moment
trim - continuous
Re-erection, re-
alignment to orbit
(precess), and
respin- intermittent
- ATTITUDE CONTROL TRADEOFFS, ROLL,
YAW, ANI_ SPIN CONTROL
Disadvantages -
• Spacecraft motions depen- •
dent upon characteristics
of control system as well
as past and present dis-
turbances. Motions are
difficult to predict.
Continuous control
difficult within practical
limitations of power,
weight, and orbit pre-
cession over one-year
period
Attitude departs from
"nominal" attitude
during open-loop periods
Continuous power drain
for trim
Requires controls for
both the continuous and
the intermittent loops
A dvant a__s.
Desired attitude is
maintained within
errors of sensor
and control loops
Motions are highly
predictable during
period when control
is not applied
(open loop}.
• Compatible with use
of magnetic torquing
(coupling with earth's
magnetic field}
• Permits "exact"
correction of most
significant distur-
bance torques - the
residual magnetic
moment
Minimizes "drifts"
of the spin axis
Maximizes time re-
quired between
re-erections
The decision was to utilize the combination of continuous magnetic moment trim and
intermittent torquing to accomplish re-erection, realignment to orbit, and respin.
Added complexity is offset by improved stability of spacecraft motions in "open loop"
periods, which simplifies attitude determination.
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TABLE 28. - ATTITUDE CONTROL TRADEOFFS,
ROLL, YAW, TORQUING
Concepts Disadvantages
Momentum inter- • Continuous power con-
change sumption (or wheel run-
e Inertia wheels down)
• Control moment • Complicated spacecraft
gyros motions due to cross-
couplings
e Bearing wear-out
• Requires (practically)
additional torquing source
to take care of lon_ time
effects (such as orbit
precession)
Mass expulsion • Moving parts wear-out
• Reaction jets • Gas leakage generates
unknown torques
• Possible mass shifts
upon depletion of gas
supply
Magnetic • Continuous control
impossible
• Requires commu-
tation to match
earth's field
• Limited practical
torque capability
Advantages
• Continuous control
possible
• Can provide damping
of undesired motions
• Quick correction of
attitude errors
• Weight compatible
with one-year life
• No moving parts
• Can compensate
for residual mag-
netic moment
• No rundown or
similar limitation
to life
• Spacecraft motions
highly predictable
during no-torque
period
Magnetic torquing was chosen because:
• Simplest - no moving parts
• Most reliable
• Highly predictable spacecraft motions
• Compensation for residual magnetic moments possible
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The V-head sensor provides information to determine the angle between the
spin axis and the normal to the orbit plane, the coning angle, and to eommu-
tate the spin control coil. The sensor will measure the angle between the
spin axis and the local horizontal plane. This angle is determined by com-
paring the earth intercept periods of the two heads. The difference in the two
periods is an indication of the roll angle.
The V-head sensor can also provide cone-angle information. This is found by
noting the difference in on-times of the two heads. One head starts the count
and the other head stops the count. This will be measured on every revolu-
tion of the spaeeeraft for a period of time. The roll angle will be essentially
constant over this period; therefore, variations in this reading will be due to
the cone angle. A curve fitting can then determine the magnitude of the angle.
Information necessary to commutate the current in the spin-control coil is
also provided by the V-head sensor. The output of one head initiates a
counter at the first "on-time" and stops it on the second "on-time". A right
shift is performed on the counter, and the contents are transferred to the i/2
spin counter which is counted down by the clock. The output of the head ac-
complishes one current change, and the output of the i/2 spin counter accom-
plishes the second current change one-half spin cycle later. The spin-control
coil is oriented in the spacecraft so that the current change occurs atthe proper
time relative to the magnetic field. Figure 56 illustrates the scan geometry
relative to the spacecraft and the earth infrared horizon. (References 8 and 9
provide a more detailed discussion of the above topics. )
The logic control unit contains the counters indicated above plus the logic
necessary to perform the required operations. IL also contains the coil driver
electronics. These consist of a bridge-type circuit for reversing the eurrent
through the coil and adjusting the current level.
The control coils have an _ir core and are wound on frames which are oriented
in the spacecraft to generate a magnetic field as required for control torques.
The attitude and residual correction coils can be wound on the same frame
and are oriented so that the plane of the coils is perpendicular to the spin
axis of the spaeecraft. The residual coil also provides the required moment
for orbit-regression compensation. The spin-control eoil is oriented so that
its plane is parallel to the spin axis and is 68 degrees from the optical axis of
the V-head sensor. This provides the proper orientation so that the current
will be switched when the plane of the eoil coincides with local vertical.
The passive damper is used to reduce the coning angle which may be intro-
duced by the separation of the spacecraft from the booster. As indicated, the
damper is designed to remove this energy passively. Extrapolation of data
from presently designed and tested dampers indicates that damping the space-
craft to 0.5 degree is quite feasible.
The total feasibility of the attitude control concept could not be completely
analyzed until the operational eharacteristies of the mission was configured.
These characteristics included initial orientation and orbital operations. A
brief description of these topics follows.
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Figure 56. Horizon Sensor Scan Geometry
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Initial orientation. -- The operational plan is based on having the booster
orient the spacecraft spin axis normal to the orbit plane. The orientation is
expected to be within two degrees of the normal. Before separating the space-
craft from the booster, the solar panels are extended and the spacecraft is
spun up to three rpm + five percent by the spin table on the Delta stage.
With a tip-off rate of three degrees per second and a spin rate of three rpm,
the spacecraft will be precessing with a half-cone angle of eight degrees. The
sequence of operation is shown in Figure 57. All commands for attitude con-
trol will be transmitted from the College station.
Upon separation of the spacecraft from the booster, the passive damper is
activated. One full orbit has been allowed for damping of the coning motion.
Attitude and spin-rate measurements are made approximately 2 ] 3 of an orbit,
so that the data can be read out at the second pass over the College station.
The deviation of the spin axis from normal should not exceed five figures, so
one correction period should be adequate to correct the attitude as well as
the spin rate. The desired corrections are computed on the ground and trans-
mitted to the spacecraft on the third pass over the College station.
After torquing has been completed, an attitude measurement by the V-head
sensor of approximately 20 minutes can be transmitted to College on the fourth
pass. The passive damper will be deactivated at this time. Spacecraft atti-
tude will then be monitored for a period of 10 to 12 orbits to determine the
magnetic moment of the spacecraft. The command to cancel the residual
moment can then be made in the sixteenth orbit or the twelfth pass over
CoLlege. If the drift during the 10 to 12 orbits has been large, it may be
desirable to correct the attitude before starting to take data.
Orbital operations. -- The output of the V-head sensor will be monitored
every two minutes during an orbit. In addition, every reading (three per
minute) of the V-head sensor will be monitored for a 10-minute period prior
to passing over the College station. The readings taken during the 10-minute
period will provide knowledge of the coning angle. Spin rate will also be
monitored.
When it is determined that an attitude and/or spin-rate correction is required,
the command will be transmitted from the College station. The command will
select the proper time delay required for the orbital conditions and the cor-
rection required. Figure 58 shows the ground control interface with the HDS
spacecraft.
Analysis of Feasibility and Conclusions
The attitude control subsystem requirements derived from the mission and
experimental requirements for the concept configured in this study are shown
in Table 29. Analysis of these requirements and the operational plan reveals
that all elements of the system are well within the current state of the art.
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TABLE 29. - ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Function Requirements Remarks
Control spin axis attitude
Control spin rate
Provide attitude position
information
Provide cone angle
control
The attitude control subsystem (ACS)
shall provide a magnetic bias torquer.
It shall be used to reduce the residual
magnetic moment along the spin axis
and compensate for orbit regression.
The ACS shall provide a magnetic
quarter orbit torquer capable of cor-
recting ± 5.0 degrees of spin-axis
attitude in one half orbit.
The ACS shall provide at least two
levels of torquing in the quarter orbit
torquer.
The ACS quarter orbit torquer shall
not operate during the data cycle.
The ACS shall provide a torquer
capable of correcting ± 5 percent
of the nominal spin rate within one
half orbit.
The ACS shall provide a sensor to
measure spin axis attitude and spin
rate. The spin axis attitude shall be
measured to ±0.5 degree, and spin
rate shaU be measured to i-0.5 per-
cent of the nominal spin rate.
The ACS shall provide a damper to
reduce body half-cone angle to 0.5
degree.
The ACS damper shall not operate
during the data cycle.
The ACS damper shall have the
capability to remove eight degrees
of cone in no more than two orbits.
The ACS shall be designed to operate
for a spacecraft vAth inertia ratio
Is]I t greater than or equal to 1.2
and a spin rate greater or equal to
3 rpm.
The ACS shall be designed to operate
for a spacecraft whose asymmetry
about the preferred spin axis is not
greater than three percent.
The most significant torques acting on
the spacecraft are due to interactions with
the earth's field. It appears quite log-
ical to take advantage of the existence
of these fields and use interactions with
them to re-erect periodically the attitude
of the spacecraft, correct for orbital
regression, and reduce the spacecraft
residual magnetic moment.
Attitude correction should take place in
as short a period as possible. Two
quarter orbit periods are required to
minimize cross coupling when trying
to correct an attitude error.
Two levels permit versatility in choice
of torquing intervals. To maximize
system effectiveness, spin axis attitude
corrections are made at the same time
that spin rate corrections are made.
The attitude determination system can
not operate with the induced spacecrafl
rates that will exist with the torquers
operating.
Spin rate must be corrected when it
exceeds 5 percent of nominal to avoid
complexities in data storage and attitude
determination computation. The best
earth's field conditions for correction
of spin rate occur over the magnetic
pole s.
An accuracy of ±0.5 degree is required
by attitude determirmtion for initial
estimation of attitude. Sensor output
is also used for ground-base attitude
computations to determine ACS se-
quences required.
The cone angle must be kept small in
order to maintain theradiometer scan
vector within ±5 degrees of the orbit
plane for longer periods of time.
Present calculations give 180 days to
grow one degree due to the residual
magnetic moment and eddy-current
torques.
The spacecraft may have approximately
eight degrees of half cone angle gen-
erated due to booster tipoff rates.
The operational plan is such that two
orbits are available for cone-angle
damping. Ninety percent of the cone
angle should be removed during the
fSrst orbit.
fhe inertia ratio was determined by the
packaging constraints and the dynamics
of a spinning body. It was shown in the
analysis that a spinning body is stable
about its maximum moment of inertia
axis for a flexible spacecraft. Packaging
constraints showed that an inertia ratio
• of approximately 1.4 could be obtained.
Analytical results showedthat the spacecra@
was stable for an inertia ratio of 1.2 at 3,
4, and 5 rpm. Since the HDS spacecraft
is adequately stable for r = 1.2 and pack-
aging constraints allow up to a 1.4 inertia
ratio, it is then recommended that r be
greater than or equal to 1.2. The 1.2
ratio gives a margin of safety to the maxi-
mum moment of inertia axis.
The spacecraft will undergo more
complex motion since an asymmetric
body causes the cone angle to vary
about a mean, and the extent of
variation is directly related to the
asymmetry of the body. The body
is more unstable about a preferred
axis as the asymmetry about that
axis increases. For ACS control,
three.percent asymmetry was
found to be acceptable.
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An analysis of free-body motion (see Figure 59) was conducted for a symmet-
ric, spinning cylinder whose inertia ratio Is/I t was greater than one. The
objective was to determine the characteristic motion of this specific body.
Secondly, the analysis was extended to the asymmetric spinning body (trans-
verse inertia very nearly equal).
The results of the symmetric-body analysis indicate that:
Motion is stable about the maximum moment of inertia,
assuming small perturbation to the spacecraft.
The spacecraft must have an Is/I t > i to have a preferred
spin axis and be stable about that axis. Due to launch
vehicle payload constraints and the dynamics, Is/I t is
recommended to be greater or equal to 1.2.
Initial tip-off rate imparted to spacecraft at separation
requires that a cone-angle damper be supplied to damp
the initial spin vector to coincide nearly with the princi-
pal moment of inertia axis. The damper will be required
to remove the approximately eight degrees of half-cone
angle that was generated by the maximum booster tip-off
rates. The operational plan provides for two orbits of
damping prior to performing mission.
The results of the asymmetric-body motion indicate that:
• The greater the asymmetry, the more complex the motion
of the spacecraft. In addition to the body having a cone
angle, the cone angle varies with a period five times that
of the spin period.
• Asymmetry causes the spacecraft to depart from the pre-
ferred spin axis, i.e., the spacecraft is somewhat less
stable about the preferred spin axis.
• Attitude control is not affected by at least a three-percent
asymmetric body. However, for attitude prediction accu-
racies the asymmetry should be minimized because asym-
metry produces variations in the frequencies of motion of
the spacecraft and results in degradation of the attitude
determination. Balancing to within one percent is well
within state of the art for dynamic balancing techniques.
It is then recommended that the spacecraft be balanced
as well as the state of the art allows to minimize complex
motion. The design intent is to have a spacecraft spinning
about a preferred body axis. Since an exact coincidence is
not possible, the objective is to design the spacecraft to
spin as near to the preferred spin axis as possible.
• The attitude control control math model can be adequately
represented bya symmetric body, providing the asym-
metry is less than three percent.
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The attitude prediction model must include asymmetry
effects regardless of the level of asymmetry.
Analysis of the disturbance torques indicates that solar pressure, gravity
gradient, vehicle outgassing, and aerodynamic torques are small compared
to magnetic interaction and eddy-current torques. Meteoroid impact torques
are impulsive and unpredictable and must be handled in the attitude determin-
ation model as impulsive changes to body rates. In addition, the rotating
elements in the radiometer calibration system could impose large coning
motions if symmetric balancing was not employed.
In this analysis, the major continuous torques considered were the magnetic
interaction torque and the eddy-current torque. A nominal residual magnetic
moment of 1.0 amp-turns-m 2 and an eddy-current conductivity coefficient of
2.86 x i0-5 ft-lb-sec/gauss 2 were used. The disturbed motion of the spacecraft
was determined parametrically for 3, 4, and 5 rpm. As the spin rate in-
creases, the pitch attitude change due to eddy-current torques increases.
The combined influence of magnetic interaction and eddy currents, however,
causes the spin-axis precession to decrease as spin rate is increased. The
spin-axis precession will accumulate to five degrees in 55 or 72 orbits for
spin rates of three or four rpm, respectively. This assumes that no attempt
is made to balance continuously the observed residual magnetic moment on
orbit regression by applying a balancing current to the attitude update mag-
netic coils. Spin-rate decay will amount to a five-percent decrease in about
125 orbits due primarily to eddy-current torque effects. This then provides
a basis for establishing requirements on the attitude control system and up-
date interval. In addition, the form and magnitude of the motion provides a
basis for the attitude determination model.
The results of the analysis were:
A mathematical description of the significant disturbance
torques for use in the attitude determination model was
completed. The major tQrques are the magne_iu intei-action
torque and the eddy-current torque.
A spin rate of the three rpm was selected because of the
minimum composite effect of residual and eddy-current
torque on the pointing-vector prediction between three to
four rpm. Further, the lower spin rate increases the
energy received by the radiometer on each interception
of the horizon.
Spin rate need be updated only once every 125 orbits to
keep spin rate within five percent of nominal.
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Attitude correction due to spin-axis precession needs
updating once per 55 orbits if the residual moment is not
compensated. With compensation for residual moment
and orbit regression, the update period can possibly be
extended to 300 orbits.
Magnetic torques cause no significant increase in cone
angle over a period of four orbits.
• The attitude prediction model must include asymmetry 
effects regardless of the level of asymmetry. 
Analysis of the disturbance torques indicates that solar pressure, gravity 
gradient, vehicle outgassing, and aerodynamic torques are small compared 
to magnetic interaction and eddy-current torques. Meteoroid impact torques 
are impulsive and unpredictable and must be handled in the attitude determin-
ation model as impulsive changes to body rates. In addition, the rotating 
elements in the radiometer calibration system could impose large coning 
motions if symmetric balancing was not employed. 
In this analysis, the major continuous torques considered were the magnetic 
interaction torque and the eddy-current torque. A nominal residual magnetic 
oment of 1. 0 amp-turns-m 2 and an eddy-current conductivity coefficient of 
2.86 x 10 -5 ft-Ib-sec/ gauss 2 were used. The disturbed motion of the spacecraft 
was determined parametrically for 3, 4, and 5 rpm. As the spin rate in-
creases, the pitch attitude change due to eddy-current torques increases. 
The combined influence of magnetic interaction and eddy currents, however, 
causes the spin-axis precession to decrease as spin rate is increased. The 
spin-axis precession will accumulate to five degrees in 55 or 72 orbits for 
spin rates of three or four rpm, respectively. This assumes that no attempt 
is made to balance continuously the observed residual magnetic moment on 
orbit regression by applying a balancing current to the attitude update mag-
netic coils. Spin-rate decay will amount to a five-percent decrease in about 
125 orbits due primarily to eddy-current torque effects. This then provides 
a basis for establishing requirements on the attitude control system and up-
date interval. In addition, the form and magnitude of the motion provides a 
basis for the attitude determination model. 
The results of the analysis were: 
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• A mathematical description of the significant disturbance 
torques for use in the attitude determination model was 
completed. The major torques are the magneLic illtel-acti0u 
torque and the eddy-current torque. 
• A spin rate of the three rpm was selected because of the 
minimum composite effect of residual and eddy-current 
torque on the pointing-vector prediction between three to 
four rpm. Further, the lower spin rate inc reases the 
energy received by the radiometer on each interception 
of the horizon. 
• Spin rate need be updated only once every 125 orbits to 
keep spin rate within five percent of nominal. 
• Attitude correction due to spin-axis precession needs 
updating once per 55 orbits if the residual moment is not 
compensated. With compensation for residual moment 
and orbit regression, the update period can possibly be 
extended to 300 orbits. 
• Magnetic torques cause no significant increase in cone 
angle over a period of four orbits. 
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DATA HANDLING SUBSYSTEM
The constraints having a significant impact on the data handling subsystem
conceptual studies include both the experimental requirements on data (global
coverage and data rates) and the requirement to be compatible with the
STADAN network during the 1972 to 1973 time period.
To begin development of the spacecraft data-handling system concept, a com-
parison of ground telemetry station availability with the basic data require-
ment is necessary to determine if data-storage capability is required on the
spacecraft.
The basic data requirements specify complete'global profile sampling of the
earth's horizon with roughly uniform spatial and temporal sampling rates
over a one-year time period. To meet the profile tangent height resolution
requirements with a feasible radiometer, a relatively low altitude orbit
(nominally 500 km) is necessary. Global coverage dictates an essentially
continuous data sampling over the complete surface of the earth, and the low-
altitude orbit reduces possible contact time with the existing STADAN sta-
tions.
A map displaying the maximum area of data collection for a spacecraft with
only direct transmission capability in a 500-km circular orbit is shown in
Figure 60. The stations shown are all of the STADAN stations with capability
for command and reception in the 136 MHz vhf band. The area covered is
based on the assumption that the satellite can be at maximum line-of-sight
distance with the radiometer scanning the opposite horizon from the ground
station. This assumption implies spacecraft capability to take profiles at
all azimuths and may not be technically feasible. An estimate of the maxi-
mum possible area coverage to be made is allowed, however.
As can be seen from the map, profiles could be taken with maximum coverage
of approximately one half of the earth's surface. The spacecraft could be in
contact with a ground station approximately one fifth of the time in orbit,
although station down times, priorities, and acquisition times would, in
practice, significantly reduce this number. These data indicate data storage
on the spacecraft is required in order to meet the basic data requirements
since area coverage by direct transmission is inadequate.
Functional Requirements
Once the basic decision regarding direct transmission or storage had been
analyzed, a functional analysis of the spacecraft]data handling concept indi-
cated the following functions are required:
• Receive and process ground commands
• Provide sysLem sequencing
• Provide mode switching
183
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Provide spaceborne time reference
Gather and process spacecraft data
Store spacecraft data
Organize and label telemetry outputs in standard data
format
These functions are illustrated in Figure 61. Each of the functions were
traded off to insure the basic mission and experimental objectives were met.
T radeoff Studies
The tradeoff studies in the data handling subsystem followed the general pat-
tern outlined in Figure 62. Many of the data handling tradeoffs were strongly
influenced by other parts of the system, especially by the experiment package
(radiometer, starmapper, and sun sensor). There were, however, several
areas in which the bases for decision were largely within the data handling
area alone. The most significant of these are listed in the order of their
significance to the total system concept:
• Memory type
• Time reference correlation
• Sampling control
A brief discussion of the factors involved in these tradeoffs follows.
Analo_ versus digital storage. -- Two possibilities exist for storage of
data on the spacecraft - analog and digital. In analog storage, the data is
taken directly from the sensors and stored on magnetic tape along with time
information. Magnetic tape speed is increased over the telemetry station,
and the data is transmitted in analog with the conversion to digital data ac-
complished on the ground. In the digital system, the analog sensor outputs
are digitized immediately, stored in solid-state or tape systems, and trans-
mitted in digital form.
In this system, the measurement resolution requirements and the methods of
data generation dictate a digital data-handling system.
The resolution requirements of radiance magnitude of 0.01 W/m 2 - sr and
tangent height of 0.25 km transform to data-bandwidth requirements on the
order of 5 kHz and 100 kHz from the radiometer and starmapper, respect-
ively. If a spacecraft storage time of one orbit (94 minutes) and a telemetry
contact time of two minutes are assumed, the transmission bandwidth is a
factor of 47 times the required storage bandwidth, or 235 kHz and 4.7 kHz
for the radiometer and starmapper, respectively. These bandwidths are not
compatible with STADAN and, in addition, would require excessively high
transmission power on the spacecraft. For the digital system, no errors are
introduced in the storage and transmission loops, as in the case of analog
systems. Analog systems normally have accuracies to within one to five
percent.
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Passive radiometers in the spinning-spacecraft configuration read the horizon
profile of interest in less than three degrees of the spacecraft revolutionof360 °.
The starmapper output consists of a small number of pulses corresponding to
star positions occurring at random times with the desired information being
the times of occurrence of the pulses. To store and transmit data of this type
efficiently, it is necessary to eliminate the data collection and recording during
times when no outputs of interest are occurring. In analog recording with
magnetic tape, this method of data compression cannot be easily achieved for
this system because of the randomly occurring star data and the start-stop
disturbance torques generated by an incremental tape recorder. This type of
data compression is very easily achieved in a digital system with solid-state
storage. Profile samples need only be taken over the fraction of the revolu-
tion of interest. The time of occurrence of each star pulse and a measure of
its magnitude can be digitized into a single binary word and stored. If no data
of interest is occurring, no data is recorded or transmitted. For this system,
a transmission bandwidth on the order of 10 kHz is sufficient, providing there
is a data-compression factor of approximately 500 for the digital system over
the analog system.
In summary, careful investigation of the amount of data required to be stored
between "dumps" to the telemetry system disclosed that the memory require-
ments were compatible with existing "solid-state" memory technology. Con-
se uently, this memory type was chosen in preference to magnetic-tape or
q .... '" t"
magnetic-drum storage techmques, thereby ehmmatmg any memory wearou
problems or torque reactions upon the spacecraft due to rotating components.
Time reference correlation. -- A frequency monitoring
chosen (see Table 30) to provide the necessary time reference correlation be-
tween the spacecraft and ground stations. This relatively simple technique
involves transmitting a "time pulse" to the ground periodically during data
dump. Simultaneously with transmission, a "time count" is temporarily
stored and then transmitted to the ground at a convenient interval during the
data dump. Upon receipt of the time pulse", the ground station similarly
picks end stores a "time count" from the ground station's time register. The
spaceborne-derived "time count" is then later compared with the ground-
derived "time count" to determine an incremental time correction factor.
This concept is considerably simpler than other concepts that potentially
could be used for this purpose.
Sampling control. -- Analysis of the problem of providing on-board samp-
ling of data to be stored from the experiment package instruments disclosed
that addition of the necessary controls could permit the memory size to be
kept within practical bounds. Moreover, by making the sampling control
variable (i.e., having various modes which could be selected by ground com-
mand), many advantages in the data collection could be realized such as ob-
taining an optimum data distribution over all space/time cells and providing
ability to accommodate special situations during the life of the mission when
it would be desirable to alter the distribution of samples. A complete list of
tradeoff considerations is illustrated in Table 31.
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TABLE 30.
Concept s
Precise frequency
standard
Synchronized
oscillator
Frequency monitor
- DATA HANDLING TRADEOFFS, TIME
REFERENCE CORRELA TION
Disadvantages
• Size, weight, and •
power is large com-
pared to other
approaches
• Most expensive
• Requires continuous •
comparison with a
ground standard
Coverage not pre-
s ently available
• Disturbed by
doppler and other
propagation effects
• Requires periodic •
transmission of
spacec raft time
for comparison with
ground
Single readings affec-
ted by doppler and
other propagation
effects
Advantages
All data obtained
against true time; no
correction routines
or clock reset re-
quired if performance
is maintained through-
out flight
Can tolerate oscillator
instability if synchroni-
zation is continuous
Can use conventional
c rystal-controlled
oscillator
• Simplest
• Lowest cost
Frequency monitor approach chosen since it is simplest and has lowest cost
approach and since the propagation effects are tolerable.
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TABLE 3i, - DATA HANDLING TRADEOFFS, SAMPLING CONTROL
C one e__ts
Store all samples
Store constant per-
centage of samples
Constant latitude
(store percentage of
sampIes according to
a constant function of
latitude)
Variable
(adjustable by ground
command; normal mode
of operation is above-
listed constant latitude)
Disadvantages
• Excessively large •
memory required;
major development
item
Excess data collected
does not represent
equal redundancy in
all space/time cells
Data collected does
not represent equal
redundancy in all
space/time ceils
Requires knowledge
of orbit period and
polar crossing times
• Ground processing
and command to
spacec raft
Lacks flexibility for
seasonal effects,
concentrated data
taking, etc.
Requires determining
orbit period and
polar crossing times
on ground
Requires logic neces-
sary to provide the
variable timing
Advantages
All possible data
collected
• :Practical memory
size
• Practical memory size
• Optimum data redundancy
distribution over space/
time cells.
Practical memory size
Optimum data redundancy
over all time/space
cells
Can accommodate
special situations :
• Seasonal effects
• Lost transmissions
Concentrated data
taking (such as
polar warming)
Variable approach was selected because maximum capability is provided for
obtaining useful data with a practical memory size. Experiment flexibility
gained offsets the added logic circuitry.
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Conceptual Design and Analysis of Feasibility
A general functional block diagram of the data-handling subsystem configured
to examine for feasibility is shown in Figure 63. The subsystem consists of
a ground-command processing unit, system time reference, programming
and control logic, data processing for the sensors, data-storage unit, and an
output formatting unit.
The data-handling subsystem in its present concept is a completely solid-state
system well within state of the art. All data on the spacecraft is digitized,
stored in a solid-state memory, and transmitted to telemetry stations approxi-
mately once per orbit.
The basic mission data requirements and the STADAN compatibility require-
ment were the primary factors in determining the data-handling-system size
and organization. The primary mission goal is to perform a one-year global
mapping of the earth's CO 2 horizon by recording 378 508 horizon profiles at
appropriate spatial and temporal points. Ten STADAN stations can be used
for reception of telemetry data. These requirements reduce to data-handling
requirements for data collection and storage of approximately 500 000 bits
per orbit (see Table 32 for detailed data budget) and transmission once per
orbit continuously for the year. Flexibility is included in the concept wher-
ever it does not degrade the primary mission goal. For example, where
more than one station can be contacted in an orbit to unload the memory,
profiles can be taken at high rates over interesting locations.
The command processing unit is compatible with the STADAN Tone Digital
Command System (available at all stations with capacity of 70 commands).
Commands are verified to be legitimate on reception, and a reception or
response indication is transmitted back to the ground. A total of 58 ground
commands are required for system operation.
Precision time labeling on the spacecraft is required for correlation of the radi-
ance sample and the attitude data. In addition, the on-board time will be
transmitted to the ground telemetry stations where its drift can be measured,
thus eliminating the need for resetting or correcting the spacecraft time
reference.
Sequences will be generated in the programming unit to control spacec raft functions
at locations remote from ground stations. Among the required sequences are
magnetic torquing control for attitude-error correction and spin-rate cor-
rection and variable profile sampling rates as a function of latitude.
Data sources onthe spacecraftarethe radiometers, starmappers, sun sensors,
and multiple status test points. All data is processed from the analog sensor
outputs to binary digital form to achieve feasible data bandwidths and elimin-
ate data accuracy degradation due to the transmission link.
A ferrite-core memory system of approximately 500 000 bits in size is recom-
mended for the system. A solid-state memory is selected to eliminate the
momentum, and buffer storage problems of magnetic tapes and to provide a
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TABLE 32. - DATA STORAGE ESTIMATES
(RECOMMENDED DATA BUDGEr)
Radiometer
550 10-bit samples/profile
26 10-bit calibration samples/profile
3 time labels
68 profiles/orbit
Starmapper
18 20-bit times/rev
18 5"bit transit times/rev
1 threshold level/rev
1 time label
282 rev/orbit- 1/3 orbit
Sun sensor
4 20-bit times/rev
1 time label
282 rev]orbit - 2]3 orbit
Status
30 8-bit words
1 set/recorded profile
Total on-board storage equipment
Raw data
Storage inefficiency, 54
Parity, sync words, 45
Total
5500 bits/profile
230 bits/profile
5....__0bits/profile
5810 bits/profile
395 080 bits/orbit
360 bits/rev
90 bits ]rev
5 bits ] rev
1___0bits ] rev
465 bits / rev
43 710 bits/orbit
80 bits/rev
10 bits / rev
90 bits/rev
16 9 20 bits/orbit
240 bits/profile
16 320 bits/orbit
472 030 bits/orbit
23 600 bits/orbit
19 825 bits/orbit
515 455 bits/orbit
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TABLE 32. - DATA STORAGE ESTIMATES 
(RECOMMENDED DA TA BUDGET) 
Radiometer 
550 10-bit samples/profile 
26 lO-bit calibration samples/profile 
3 time labels 
68 profiles / orbit 
Starmapper 
18 20-bit timesl rev 
18 5-bit transit times/rev 
1 threshold level/ rev 
1 time label 
282 rev/orbit - 1/3 orbit 
Sun sensor 
4 20 -bit times / rev 
1 time label 
282 rev/orbit - 2/3 orbit 
Status 
30 8-bit words 
1 set/ recorded profile 
Total on-board storage equipment 
Raw data 
Storage inefficiency, 5~ 
Parity, sync words, 4% 
Total 
5500 bits/profile 
2.30 bits/profile 
---.§Q bits / profile 
5810 bits /profile 
395 080 bits/orbit 
360 bits/rev 
90 bits/rev 
5 bits/ rev 
..J.Q. bits / rev 
465 bits/rev 
43 710 ~its/orbit 
80 bits / rev 
lQ. bits/rev 
90 bits/rev 
16 920 bits / orbit 
240 bits /profile 
16 320 bits / orbit 
472 030 bits/ rbit 
23 600 bits/ rbit 
19 825 bits/orbit 
515 455 bits/ orbit 
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high reliability system with no wear-out factors. Ferrite core is recommen-
ded for the memory element over other solid-state systems under develop-
ment becauseof its flight-proven feasibility and minimum development time.
Output formatting will be achieved directly in the memory system organiza-
tion. Formatting, to be compatible with STADAN, requires addition of
parity error checking, synchronization words, and standard framing of the
outputdata. Including this in the memory organization provides error testing
of the memory system as well as the transmission link.
COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
A general review of the system requirements and their general impact on the
spacecraft/communications concept revealed the most significant problems in
the communications subsystem would be the requirement to maintain compati-
bility with the STADAN system, to maintain tracking accuracies, and to pro-
vide for a conceptual design consistent with the life requirements of main-
taining spacecraft/ground communications for a period of up to one year in the
orbital environment. The specific systems requirements having an effect on
the functional requirements of the communications concept are data trans-
mission, tracking, command, and acquisition aid.
The first function is that of transmission of scientific data from the moving
spacecraft to the ground telemetry stations comprising the NASA STADAN. Data
rates of the order of 4000 bits per second will be necessary to insure ade-
quate quantity and accuracy of scientific data sampling points. The nature
of the scientific data dictates a pulse-code-modulation system to insure the
necessary accuracy of the scientific data samples.
The second function is that of enabling the ground STADAN to determine the
spacecraft location at any time with a high degree of accuracy. The accuracy
must be high since the requirements of the experiment dictate that measure-
ments on the order of ±125 meters in tangent height of the horizon are desired.
This requirements translates to an approximate ±200 meters error budget for
the "in-track" location of the spacecraft.
The third required function is that of enabling a ground STADAN station to
command certain functions to be performed on the spacecraft. The com-
manded functions required typically are - transmit data, adjust position,
actuate radiometers, etc. - up to a total of approximately 58 different com-
mands.
The fourth function needed is that of furnishing a beacon signal to permit
ground stations to acquire the spacecraft with ease.
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Functional Requirements
Primary elements of the HDSexperiment are the radiance profiles taken by
the experiment packageand the position andattitude of the spacecraft. Data
of these elements must be transmitted betweenthe spacecraft and the STADAN.
Commandand control must also beexercised via the communication link. The
essential functions: then, of the communications subsystem are (see Figure
64):
• Data transmission,
• Tracking and acquisition aid, and
• Command.
The subsystem must be capable of data transmission from the radio horizon
to a ground station to insure maximum datadelivery, particularly in those
instances where the spacecraft,s pathwill beat low anglesabovethe horizon.
Data rates of the order of 4000 bits per secondwill be necessary to insure
adequatenumbers and accuracy of scientific data sampling points. Further-
more, the nature of the scientific data dictates a pulse-code-modulation(PCM)
system to insure the necessary accuracy of the scientific data samples.
The ground STADANmust be able to determine where the spacecraft is at any
time with a high degree of accuracy. This objective may be accomplished
over a period of time by successive _efinements of the orbit in a computer
program so that instantaneousdetermination is not necessary. The accuracy
must be high since the requirements of the experiment dictate that measure-
ments on the order of +125 meters in tangent height of the horizon are desired.
This requirement,, translates, to an approxlmate ±200 meters error budget for
the "in-track locahons of the spacecraft.
Thc ground STADAN must also be able to command certain functions to be
performed on the spacecraft. These conm.ai_d_ rnu=t be performed with a
high degree of reliability in a relatively short time period because the time
for which the spacecraft is over aground station is relatively short. A total of
up to 58 different command functions, such as transmit data, adjust position,
actuate radiometers, etc., will be required.
A beaconsignal must be provided to permit ground stations to acquire the
spacecraft at long ranges with relatively wide-pattern antennas.
A complete summary of the specific requirements and constraints placed on
the communications subsystem resulting from an analysis of systems require-
ments is shown in Figure 65. Notice the flow of these requirements into a
conceptual design.
T rad eoff Studies
The functions previously mentioned and the STADAN interface requirement,
projected to the mission time period, define the tradeoff subject areas.
Within these constraints a number of decisions were necessary with respect
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Figure 65 . Communications Subsystem Requirements and Constraints
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to total system configuration. Figure 66 outlines the subject areas involved.
The telemetry frequency selected was that of vhf. This frequency band was
selected, rather than S band, primarily because of the larger vhf ground
station capability. The vhf band was also selected as the command receiver
frequency band since this is the standard STADAN configuration. Acquisition-
beacon modulation was selected to be beacon code and status data. This con-
figuration has more favorable redundancy features than modulation by beacon
code alone. Other significant tradeoffs were those of:
• S-band tracking beacon
• Antenna locations
• Redundancy and alternate modes
Tracking beacon. -- A vhf system was considered for use as the range and
range-rate transponder. Advantages of such a system are that, since the
telemetry and command functions could be accomplished in the vhf spectrum,
simplification of the spacecraft, reduction of number of antennas, and possi-
bly redundant configurations may result. However, accuracy requirements
in measuring range rate precluded the use of vhf. Consequently, S-band was
chosen since it is compatible with the accuracy requirements.
Antenna locations. -- The location of antennas required reconciling the re-
quirements for adequate antenna patterns, minimum coupling with the radi-
ometers and starmappers, and a practical mechanical design.
Mounting of the S-band antennas on the spacecraft rim was considered. How-
ever, pattern distortion and excessive coupling of energy into the radiometers
and starmappers more than offset the mechanical advantages of this location.
Therefore, mounting of the S-band antennas (slots) on the tips of the solar
panels was selected as the preferred configuration. At this location, the
mechanical problems are more complex, but pattern distortion and optical
instrument interference is reduced.
Although preliminary studies indicate the desirability of S-band antennas on
the solar paddles, a preferred location should only be established after mod-
eling verifies that the anticipated patterns are correct. This activity would
properly be conducted during preliminary design.
Optimum mounting locations for the vhf antennas were the rear and front
faces. This configuration provides good patterns. The simpler mounting
configuration of rear face only was considered but was eliminated because of
the resultant pattern distortions.
Redundancy and alternate modes. -- Considerable attention was given to
securing adequate redundancy and providing for alternate modes of operation
that could be utilized in the event of failure of one or more elements of the
communications subsystem. These considerations were important because of
the long lifetime requirements. A configuration (see Figure 67) was devised
whereby at least two subsystem failures must occur before the communications
function is impaired. The alternate modes of operation are summarized in
Table 33.
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Conceptual Design
A general, functional block diagram of the communications subsystem is
shown in Figure 67, This subsystem possesses enough flexibility to permit
continued functional operation over long time periods even after failure of
individual components. General subsystem characteristics are listed in
Table 34.
A single vhf antenna system may be used for the 136 MHz telemetry and the
148 MHz command functions of the spacecraft. Multiplexing is as shown
basically in Figure 6?. The antennas are two sets of either three or six
broadly tuned stubs located on either end of the spacecraft.
The S-band antenna system consists of a set of six transmitting and receiving
slots. One set of these slots is located on the end of each of the six solar
panels.
In summary, the NASA STADAN network can satisfy the program require-
ments for data acquisition, command, and tracking with no STADAN modi-
fications being required. Data acquisition and command will use vhf, while
high-acd_racy orbital position determination dictates the use of the S-band
range and range-rate system of the STADAN. The communications sub-
system requires essentially no new development.
ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM
The electrical power subsystem for a spacecraft is contingent upon the pro-
ject mission, experiment requirements, and system and subsystem require-
ments. Orbit, spacecraft, launch vehicle interface, and environmental con-
straints all have been described in previous sections of this report; these
constraints (e.g., shadow fraction, sun angle, hexagonal spin-stabilized
spacecraft, spacecraft envelope, and temperature} further serve to define
the requirements and constraints imposed upon the electrical power sub-
system. The power subsystem must be capable of supplying all the required
electrical power during the one-year mission.
Functional Requirements
The essential functional requirements of the electrical power subsystem are
shown in Figure 68.
The electrical power source must be compatible with the power requirements
generated by other feasible subsystem concepts and the experiment package.
Consideration of loading and growth were essential inputs into the trade
studies. For concepts using solar energy, the power load per orbit must be
deliverable under the worst sun conditions of the baseline orbit which exhibits
a sun angle of 64 ° relative to the orbit normal and a shadow fraction of 0. 364.
Storage capability is required to supply power during peak loads and to meet
the requirements of one-year life. If a solar array is utilized, the storage
must accommodate the eclipsed orbit.
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TABLE 34. - COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM SUMMARY 
Telemetry Beacon Command Tracking , 
transmitter transmitter receiver transponder 
Input frequency 148 MHz 1801 MHz 
Output frequency 137.0 MHz 136.0 MHz 2253 MHz 
Input signal PCM digital PCM digital -110 dBm 
Power output 0.25 W 0.25 W 0.286 W 
Frequency stability 0.005% 0.005% 0.005% 
Modulation Phase Phase AM Phase 
Data rate 4.0 kilo- 4.0 kilo- 50 bits / Range 
bits /sec bits /sec sec tones and 
4.0 kilo-
bits /sec 
_._- ._._- _ .. _--- "-------
-_. __ . 
---- ------- ------
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Figure 68. Power Subsystem Functional Diagram
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Electrical power regulation and control is required to minimize system com-
plexity and weight.
In the distribution system, the requirements having an impact on the design
include fault protection and isolation. The magnetic moment of the space-
craft shall be controlled with limits required by the attitude control system.
Radiated and conducted electromagnetic interference (EMI) shall be mini-
mized.
Tradeoff Studies
Each of the functional areas shown in Figure 68 was examined to determine
the most feasible electrical power subsystem for the HDS spacecraft. The
tradeoff studies followed the general sequence shown in Figure 69. The most
significant tradeoff decisions involved the:
• Prime power source
• Solar cell configuration
• Storage battery type
Prime power sources. -- Three prime power sources were eonsidered
to be potentially feasible for the HDS spacecraft:
1. Fu el c ell
2. Radioisotope - thermoelectric
3. Solar cell-battery
The life expectancy of available fuel-cell batteries, however, does not
approach the one-year operational requirement. Also, the weight of fuel
and fuel tanks is prohibitive.
Cost, schedule, interference with the experiment package, and the inherent
problems of handling radioisotopes precluded the use of the radioisotope-
thermoelectric system.
The solar-cell battery system imposes restrictions on allowable orbit or
requires active orientation of the solar panels. The above restrictions are
not limiting considerations, however, in the 3 otclock, sun-synchronous
orbit selected for the HDS experiment. Of more importance, the solar
array-battery system has the most extensive flight history, the lightest
weight, and the lowest cost of the systems considered.
A more complete listing of the characteristics of the above energy sources
is given in Table 35.
Solar-cell configuration. -- Careful study was made of the possible loca-
tions of the silicon solar cells. Body-mounted cells minimize the mechanical
complexity of the spacecraft by eliminating the need for deploying solar panels.
Unfortunately, the body-mounted configuration is inefficient. The most
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TABLE 35. - POWER SUBSYSTEM TRADEOFFS,
PRIME POWER SOURCE
Concept Disadva.nta_es
Batteries • Weight is prohibitive for
one-year orbit
Fuel cell • Weight is prohibitive for •
one-year orbit, 840 pounds
for estimated load
• One-year life not available
in existing systems (500 -
1000 hours now)
• Exhaust of combustion prod-
ucts
D, Can affect spacecraft
motions
D, Radiation and absorption
affects radiometer
Radioisotope- • Launch path restricted due •
thermoelectric to safety requirements
• Ground handling and launch •
restrictions because of
radioactive material
• Accountability and recovery •
restrictions on radioactive
material
• Internal high temperatures
must be well insulated from
radiometer cryogenic cooling
• Considerable design effort
required
• High fuel cost ($2 to 3 million)
Silicon solar cells • Sensitive to orbit •
• Requires storage of power for
launch and during "night"
• Requires careful design to
minimize magnetic moments
Advantages
• Simple
• Insensitive to
orbit
Insensitive to
orbit
Does not require
power storage
Insensitive to
orbit
Does not require
power storage
Weight proba-
bly compatible
with program
Lighte st weight
system (in-
cluding storage
batteries) of the
concepts con-
sidered
Greatest space
experience of
any of the con-
cepts considered
Silicon solar cells (with battery storage) were chosen because light weight and
proven space experience offsets the need for storage (batteries).
Sensitivlty to orbit orientation can be tolerated in comparison wlth the
disadvantages of the only other usable concept, radioisotope - thermo-
electric generator.
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efficient concept considered was articulated (movable) solar panels. Movable
panels, however, can be expectedto generate undesirable reactions on the
spacecraft motions. Consequently, fixed solar panels that are folded against
the spacecraft until orbit injection andthen permanently deployedwere chosen
as the most effective compromise.
Storage battery type. -- Battery power is utilized when solar-array power
is not available. Three types of batteries were considered for the lIDS appli-
cation:
i. Nickel cadmium
2. Silver cadmium
3. Silver zinc
The charge-discharge requirement of 5600 cycles/orbit eliminated the silver-
zinc system from consideration. Analyses of battery life, battery cycle,
power storage requirements, available charge time, discharge rate, voltage
limits, and battery environment were conducted. The nickel-cadmium bat-
tery was selected primarily due to mission-duration and cycle-life require-
ments.
Table 36 lists the pertinent characteristics of the batteries considered.
Charge control. -- The two-terminal battery was chosen because its
proven capability offsets the small increase in size and power dissipation
over the other candidate, the three-terminal adhydrode.
Regulation and control. -- Analysis of system requirements and avail-
able regulation circuits resulted in the selection of a series pulse-width-
modulated system for bus and battery-charge regulators. This system of
regulation had the highest efficiency of the methods considered; the radio
frequency interference problems which could occur with this system can be
controlled by proper design and shielding.
Conceptual Design
Conceptual design of the electrical power subsystem led to a feasible sub-
system which is capable of supplying the system requirements. A block dia-
gram of the subsystem is shown in Figure 70. This subsystem meets the
needs of the explicit component load requirements given in Table 37.
DC buses of +28 and +5 volts are provided. Power output capability is 20
watts at 5 volts and 50 watts at 28 volts with an additional 26-watt periodic
load on the 28-volt bus. Regulated outputs are supplied by switching regu-
lators which operate from the unregulated bus.
The unregulated bus derives its power from six passively oriented solar
panels during satellite day and from the battery during satellite night. The
battery is diode coupled to the unregulated bus so that load power is auto-
matically taken from the array when it is available and from the battery
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TABLE 36. - POWER SUBSYSTEM TRADEOFFS,
POWER STORAGE BATTERIES
Concepts
Nickel-cadmium
Silver-cadmium
Disadvantages
• Nickel being magnetic can •
have remanent magnetism
causing a magnetic moment
to be present even when cur-
rent is not flowing
• Usable storage is only 1.75 •
watt-hr/pound for 7000 cy-
cles (_nly 10 percent dis-
charge is practical for 7000
cycles)
More expensive than nickel-
cadmium for equivalent
usable capacity and life
Advantages
Maximum usable
storage of types
considered. (4-watt-
hr/pound utilizing
40 percent discharge
- 7000 cycles or
greater than one-year
operating life. )
Longest shelf
life of types
considered
Uses no magnetic
material
Silver-zinc • Operational life limited to • Uses no magnetic
less than 1000 charge-dis- material
charge cycles
Nickel-cadmium battery was selected because of weight, charge-discharge cycle
capability, and cost advantages.
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TABLE 37 . - ELECTRICAL LOAD ANALYSIS
Ite m
R.adiometer
S t a r m appe r
Sun sensor
System timing and control
Command verifier and
decoder
Timing oscillator
Time register
Timing and control
Storage
Main storage
Multiplexer and buffer
storage
Formatter
Data collection and control
10 bit A/D converter
Starmappe r digitization
8-bit multiplexer
Status A/D converter
Communications
Command receiver
Telemetry transmitter
Tracking beacon
Range and range-rate
transponder
Attitude control
Miscellaneous control
circuits
Total
Standby Peak
powe r, power
watts watts
11.0 11.0
10. 0 10. 0
1.0 1.0
3.9 5.7
0.2 2.0
0.7 0.7
1.0 1.0
2.0 2.0
2. 72 2. 72
0. 72 0. 72
2.0 2.0
2.0 2.0
12. 7 12. 7
3.0 3.0
4.0 4.0
4.2 4.2
1.5 1.5
9. 22 --
O. 22 O. 22
-- 5.0
5.0 5.0
4.0 15.8
5.5 10.0
3.0 3.0
Peaks Time .per
per peak,
orbit minutes
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 47.3
Average
watts/
ire m
--
--
0. 24
0.7
1.0
2.0
0.72
2.0
3.0
4.0
4.2
1.5
0. 22
0.12
5.0
4. 26
Power
/ orbit/
subsystem,
watts
II. 0
I0.0
1.0
3. 94
2.72
2.0
12.7
9.6
63.7
7. 75
3.0
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when array power is not available. The standby battery and charger are
available for use if the working set fails.
A switching-type regulator is used to provide constant-current battery
charging. If either of the regulated bus voltages is pulled significantly
below their regulated value, a large fault current is supplied by means of
a rectifier which couples the lower cells of the battery directly to the line.
Thus, large currents are available for actuating protection devices or clear-
ing faults.
STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM
Some of the preceding basic system requirements directly affect and constrain
the conceptual configuring of an integrated spacecraft subsystem while others
have very little input to configuration variations. The critical requirements
and constraints, as applied to the spacecraft conceptual design and integration
study effort, are:
• Utilize a near-polar orbit at about 500-kin altitude.
• Utilize proven state-of-the-art subsystems whenever possible.
• Keep spacecraft maximum weight under 800 pounds.
• Utilize passive systems wherever possible.
• Provide a "stabilized platform" from which to make
scientific measurements.
• Utilize spin-stabilized spacecraft with spin axis normal to the
orbit plane.
These requirements were then translated into the functions that must be
accomplished by the spacecraft structural subsystem. They are depicted in
the functional flow diagram shown in Figure 71. There are certain require-
ments associated with these functional blocks that must be fulfilled by the
structural subsystem or must be interfaced through itwith the other space-
craft subsystems. A discussion of these functional blocks describing these
requirements and interfaces is contained in the following paragraphs.
I
Support and Enclose Subsystem
The spacecraft structural subsystems must define the enclosed spacecraft
volume within the booster interface constraints and must within this volume
support and maintain the subsystems components and equipment. Inherent in
this support and maintenance requirement is the positioning and arranging of
these components to insure compatibility with spacecraft dynamics require-
ments and inter- and intra-system interfaces.
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Provide Subsystem Positioning, Spacecraft Alignment, and Body Rigidity
The structural subsystem must provide the initial component alignment and
must, in the critical experiment areas, maintain that alignment throughout
the mission life within the prescribed tolerances. The mechanism contained
in the structural subsystem must fulfill the deployment, erection, or unfold-
ing requirements of any of the subsystems and must position and maintain
position of these items (solar panels, sun shields, antennas, etc. ) within the
system performance and spacecraft dynamic tolerance constraints.
Protect Subsystems from External Environments
The spacecraft structural skin must protect the internal components from the
launch and orbital environments. The component requirements will deter-
mine the degree of protection necessary.
Support the Interconnecting Networks
The spacecraft structure must support and maintain the system interconnecting
networks (electrical, pneumatic, etc.).
Maintain Proper Thermal Environment
The spacecraft structural subsystem must incorporate a passive thermal con-
trol system which will, through conduction and radiation, maintain the desired
thermal paths and balance within the spacecraft system.
Provide Spacecraft/Booster Interface
The spacecraft structural subsystem must provide a mechanical interface
with the booster, must provide a configuration compatible with the booster
fairing envelope, and must be structurally compatible with the launch vehicle
envir onm ents.
Tradeoff Studies
Although trade studies were conducted in the structural subsystem to examine
such things as a preferred configuration (see Table 38), the more important
studies involved the critical elements of the spacecraft/experiment concept.
These critical items were the spacecraft balance problem associated with a
spinning spacecraft, thermal control of the experiment package, and tile require-
ment for structural rigidity as a result of the precision alignment problems
associated with the spacecraft experiment package interface.
Conceptual Design
The first structural subsystem concept was, very simply, a cylindrical
skeleton with skin and bulkheads as needed to provide rigidity and component
mounting frames. After early concepts of the subsystems were described, a
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TABLE 38.
- COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CROSS-SECTIONAL
CONFIGURATIONS TO THE HEXAGONAL
BASELINE CONCEPT
Configuration Advantages Disadvantages
m.
Fewer fold- outsTriangular
Square
Pentagonal
Octagonal
Multi- sided
Circular
Elongated hexagonal
Spherical
Fewer fold-outs
Fewer fold- outs
Smoother power
output from body-
mounted cells
Smoother power
output from body-
mounted cells
Higher booster
fairing volume
usage
Total symmetry
High booster
fairing volume
usage
Could possibly have
sufficient area for
body-mounted cells
Constant projected
area to sun
Total symmetry
Non- symm err ical
Uneven power output from
body-mounted cells
Lower structural strength
Lower balance flexibility
Inefficient fairing volume
usage
Uneven Dower output from
body-mounted cells
Lower structural strength
Lower balance flexibility
Inefficient fairing volume
usage
Unsymm etrical
Uneven power output from
body-mounted cells
Lower balance flexibility
More fold-out panels needed
Fold- outs complicated
Internal accessibility
restricted
Fold-outs difficult Internal
accessibility restricted
Curved internal mounting
surfaces
Experimental package inter-
ference
Excess volume, drag area,
solar energy intercept area,
etc.
Thermal control interference
Balance interference .
Fold- outs difficult
Thermal control interfer-
ence.
Balance restricted
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hexagonal cylinder with enclosing bulkheads at each end and another in the
center for component mounting was considered. It was envisioned that thermal
control of the components would be through the sidewalls. Booster thrust
loads would be carried from the end bulkhead to the center component-mount-
ing bulkhead through supporting struts.
The requirements that the entire experiment package be radiatively cooled
changed the concept to that roughly depicted in Figure 72. Superinsulation
encloses the cooler, radiometer, sun sensors, and starmappers except for
the megaphone baffles. The heawy, cast baseplate serves as a thermal
radiator for the experiment package and as a thrust-carrying member.
Sidewalls and longerons, which are thermally insulated from the baseplate,
carry some of the thrust during boost and serve as a thermal radiator for
internal thermal control of the units mounted on the bulkhead. The upper
cover and fold-out solar panels are thermally insulated from the rest of the
spacecraft. Considerably more detail of the spacecraft subsystem concept
will be presented in a subsequent section covering spacecraft conceptual
design.
Thermal Design
The thermal analyses were undertaken to help provide a rational basis for
choosing among alternative spacecraft configurations and to lend assurance
that the thermal design of the spacecraft was within the state of the art. In
order to realize this objective, the assumptions that were required in the
analyses were as realistic as possible, yet conservative.
Major problem study areas were:
• Solar cell temperatures
• Experiment package cooling
• Electronic package thermal control
Each area was studied in its quasi-steady-state conditions, i. e. , operating
conditions in and out of the earth's shadow. No extensive analyses covering
the launch and initial erection period were required since the booster was
determined to have the capability to orient the spacecraft properly and quickly.
Furthermore, no damage should occur to the spacecraft under any random
orientation with the sun while the proper orbital orientation is being achieved,
even if several days are needed. An estimated seven days after orbit injec-
tion will elapse before the experiment package will begin to accumulate data.
The study approach undertaken was to show the feasibility of proper thermal
design and not to conduct detailed analyses. For example, the feasibility of
controlling each internal electronic package temperature within its allowable
range is demonstrated. The actual temperature of each package can be kept
within this range by using proper, detailed thermal design and known and
proven techniques. The most critical problem, of course, was to examine
the control on the experiment package baseplate while the spacecraft endures
the extremes in environment it will see during the eclipsed orbit and over the
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lifetime of the spacecraft. The thermal environment of the spacecraft while in
earth orbit was simulated. The environment consists of heat input from three
sources outside the spacecraft: direct solar heating, indirect earth-reflected
solar heating or albedo, and infrared radiation emitted by the earth. The
amount of heat from each source is a function of spacecraft attitude and orbi-
tal position and is different for each surface of the spacecraft. A computer
program was used to compute the incident heating simultaneously for each
surface.
Figure 73 illustrates one computer run of heating incident to the rear face
of the vehicle for different albedo conditions. In all cases, the total incident
heating is greatest on the front (sunlit) face of the spacecraft, less on the
sidewalls (spinning averages the direct solar heating), and least on the rear
face and back of the solar panels. Shadowing of the sidewalls by extended
solar panels reduces the incident heating shown in Figure 74 but also results
in radiant interchange between the back of the panels and sidewalls.
These effects, along with the effect of the skin thermal inertia, internal
equipment dissipation, different thermal control coatings, and conduction
through the spacecraft external structure, were studied as a function of time.
The degree of control on the baseplate for the conceptual design configured is
illustrated in Figure 75,and the results are well within requirements to
demonstrate the feasibility of the experiment package.
The thermal study resulted in the following findings:
1. Low solar absorptance/infrared emittance coatings on all
external surfaces (except the solar-cell surfaces).
2. Thermal isolation of the cover and solar panels from the
rest of the spacecraft (except by radiation).
3. Thermal connections as needed from the electronic support
equipment to the sidewalls only by way of mounting
bulkhead, thermal straps, and radiation.
4. A local sun shield around the radiometer view port to elimi-
nate solar energy incident to the experiment package.
5. Very careful thermal isolation of the experiment package -
radiometer, starmappers, sun sensors, cryogenic cooler-
from all parts of the spacecraft except the highly radiative
baseplate.
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a ount of h at from each source is a function of spacecraft attitude and or
bi-
t l sition a d is different for each surface of the spacecraft. A comput
er 
ogram as used to compute the incident heating simultaneously for each 
rface. 
igure 7  illustrates one computer run of heating incident to the rear face 
f e hicle f r iff rent albedo conditions. In all cases, the total incide
nt 
eating is reatest on the front (sunlit) face of the spacecraft, less on the 
idewalls (spinning averages the direct solar heating), and least on the rear 
ce d ack of the solar panels. Shadowing of the sidewalls by extended 
olar anels reduces the incident heating shown in Figure 74 but also resul
ts 
 adiant i terchange between the back of the panels and sidewalls. 
hese f cts, l g ith the effect of the skin thermal inertia, internal 
uipment dissipation, different thermal control coatings, and conduction 
r ugh t  s acecraft external structure, were studied as a function of tim
e. 
he egr e f control on the baseplate for the conceptual design configured 
is 
t t  in igure 75,and the results are well within requirements to 
emonstrate the feasibility of the experiment package. 
he thermal study resulted in the following findings: 
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. ow solar absorptance/ infrared emittance coatings on all 
external surfaces (except the solar-cell surfaces). 
2. hermal isolation of the cover and solar panels from the 
rest of the spacecraft (except by radiation). 
3. Thermal connections as needed from the electronic support 
equipment to the sidewalls only by way of mounting 
bulkhead, thermal straps, and radiation. 
4. A local sun shield around the radiometer view port to elimi-
nate solar energy incident to the experiment package. 
5. Very careful thermal isolation of the experiment package -
radiometer, starmappers, sun sensors, cryogenic cooler -
from all parts of the spacecraft except the highly radiative 
baseplate. 
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FINAL SPACECRAFT CONCEPT DESCRIPTION
The conceptual spacecraft, shown pictorially in Figure 76, was configured to
meet the requirements of the six subsystems. Several important features of
this final concept are:
• A dual temperature environment is maintained within the
spacecraft; the experiment package is kept at approximately
-100°F and the supporting equipment at about 75°F.
• The domed ends allow room for the long experiment package
without upsetting the spacecraft balance.
• The solar panels and sun shade are folded along the body of
the spacecraft in the launch configuration. Upon orbital
orientation by the booster, the solar panels fold out to their
final position. The spacecraft is then ready for spin-up.
• A very clean and simple external surface is available for
complete use in spacecraft thermal control.
SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE
The final configuration of the structural subsystem is shown in Figure 77.
This configuration demonstrates compatibility with both the system require-
ments and the selected launch vehicle. The heavy, cast aluminum baseplate
carries thrust from the booster out to the periphery of the spacecraft where
the load from the upper portion of the spacecraft will be supported. Even
more important, it serves as the mounting platform and cooling radiator for
the experiment package, The casting assures good thermal conduction
(minimum thermal gradients) and a minimum of internal stresses. The flat,
external surfaces offer no cavities for higher heat absorption and can be
covered with special coatings if needed. Mating surfaces, such as the booster
interface bolt circle, the internal mounting platform, the periphery, and the
spacecraft sidewall mounting surfaces will be machined surfaces. The base-
plate and experiment package are thermally isolated from the rest of the
spacecraft.
The superinsulation will enclose all parts of the experiment package except
the megaphone baffles on the starmappers. It will require special attachment
and support design to minimize heat transfer and will tie directly into the
plastic supports between the baseplate and sidewall.
The plastic supports between the baseplate and the sidewall serve to reduce
the heat transfer from the sidewall into the baseplate. They must also carry
the thrust load, but these plastics are typically in the 20 000 psi compressive-
yield strength class, so several square inches of plastic would yield a very
high safety factor and reduce the heat conduction to an acceptable level. The
plastic insulating ring at the top of the sidewall is of similar design; however,
the thrust level is greatly reduced.
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The white, painted aluminum sidewalls and the structural skeleton are fully
described in Figure 77. Screw attachments between the wall panels and skel-
eton stringers will allow removal of each panel as needed for access to
internal components.
The spacecraft cover serves to enclose the structure and reflect solar energy.
The cover will be fabricated of a plastic honeycomb core between two highly
reflective sandwich faces; high strength and good insulating properties should
result.
The solar-panel substrates will be an aluminum-honeycomb material with
very high strength-to-weight properties, high resonant frequencies, and
satisfactory thermal conduction, an approach proven a number of times in
space applications. The substrates will be thermally insulated from the
body of the spacecraft.
The radiometer view port sun shade, which folds around the hexagonal cor-
ners of the spacecraft, will be constructed of a highly insulated sandwich
material with a very radiative surface on the shaded side. The shape, shown
in Figure 78, is such that the sun can never shine on any part of the radio-
mete r port.
A restraining scheme, deploying mechanism, and hinges will be required for
the solar panels and sun shade. These areas were only studied in a cursory
manner since they are well within the state of the art and will not have an
effect on the feasibility of the concept. Their reliability would be commen-
surate with the level of design effort expended.
The internal component mounting bulkhead, made of aluminum-honeycomb
material, also serves as a heat conductor. Combined with the thermal
control/thrust lines that were designed into the thermal control scheme, a
heat path to the sidewalls is provided. Heat then may be dissipated into
space by radiation.
SYSTEM FEATURES
The total orbital system selected by tradeoff studies and examined by feasi-
bility, illustrated in functional form as presented earlier, is shown in
Figure 79. The salient features of this system are summarized below.
Structural
The structural concept is a spin-stabilized hexagonal cylinder configured
for launch on a two-stage Improved Delta. This configuration, 49 in. deep
and 54 in. across the corners of the hexagon, has a launch weight of 723 lb.
It maintains the required balance ratios for the proposed spin-stablized con-
cept. Separate thermal environments are provided, i.e., a -100°F (200°K)
cu,_,gal _il,e,1_ for +_= ,_vp_viment package and a near-room temperature
section for the supporting subsystem components.
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Radiometer
The radiometer utilizes a photon detector of cadmium-doped germanium. The
operating temperature of the detector will be produced using a solid cryogenic
cooling system containing a prime refrigerant of neon and a buffer refrigerant
of methane. Reflective optics utilizing a classical Newtonian configuration
will be employed. Optical modulation of the radiant energy will be performed
utilizing a mirror driven by a torsional pendulum. Redundancy of detectors,
electronics, calibration, and modulation elements will be provided.
Attitude Control
Magnetic torquing will be utilized for spin and attitude corrections, compen-
sation for the residual magnetic moment of the spacecraft, and precessions
of the spin axis at the sun-synchronous orbit plane rate. Torquing periods
will be intermittent for the spin and attitude corrections and continuous for
the compensation functions. Damping of coning motions will be provided and
activated upon ground command. Computation of torquing levels and sequences
will be ground computed and implemented on the spacecraft through stored
programs.
A V-head horizon sensor will be utilized as a roll-yaw sensor to produce the
necessary information for ground computation of commands.
Attitude Determination
The on-board attitude determination instruments consist of a starmapper and
a sun sensor. The starmapper will view in the orbit plane, restricting its
use to the shadow periods. Star signals will be obtained using a photomulti-
plier detector under a "triple-x" slot-reticle configuration. The sun sensor
will be a V-slit configuration measuring the solar disk using an integrating
sphere detector. An intermittent data process will be implemented which
utilizes a number of sets of data, but not all sets. A smooth curve is pro-
duced which yields the required attitude information for individual radiance
profile s.
Data Handling
The data handling subsystem is a completely solid-state system and is well
within the state of the art. All data on the spacecraft is digitized, stored in
a 500 000 bit solid-state memory, and transmitted to telemetry stations
approximately once per orbit. The concept provides the capability of meeting
the recommended data requirements of 378 508 horizon profiles in one year
and has the flexibility to take additional data in "interesting" locations.
Communications and Tracking
The communications subsystem requires telemetry transmission in the 136
MHz vhf band to achieve maximum station contact and S-band transponder
operation for spacecraft trackingto achieve the required tracking accuracy.
Including the capability of connecting these units into redundant and/or back-up
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modes of operation provides a highly reliable communications subsystem.
The subsystem is feasible, within the state of the art, and requires no altera-
tions to the NASA STADAN.
Power
Silicon solar cells mountedon fixed (fold-out) panels and conventional two-
terminal nickel-cadmium batteries will provide continuous power. Regulation
will bewith a nondissipative voltage regulator. Two voltage levels will be
provided.
RE LIABILITY
To examine the feasibility of this spacecraft/mission concept meeting the re-
quirement to collect data continuously over a one-year period, a reliability
analysis was conducted in two steps:
1.
2.
The failure rate of the spacecraft and its subsystems was
calculated;
This failure rate was utilized in establishing an optimum
multiple-launch configuration.
Considerations utilized in the selection of failure rates and a discussion of
the predicted failure rates of each subsystem are included below.
Reliability Failure Rate Sources
Table 39 presents the failure rates used in determining the reliability asses-
sment of equipment based on an estimated component parts list. These
failure rates are based on high-reliability procurement employing 100-percent
screening for known weaknesses, approved derating policies, and improved
fabrication techniques. For parts that probably would not be procured and
handled in this way, MIL Handbook 217A failure rates were used.
In specific areas where field operating experience data was available, such
data has been used where a significant similarity between equipment exists
and where the equipment complexity is considered to be approximately equiv-
alent. In the case of integrated circuits, it is reasonable that a somewhat
lower failure rate could be used for digital circuit applications than for analog
applications since a failure due to parameter drift in an analog circuit may
not be a failure in a digital circuit (also the duty cycle is somewhat less in a
digital application).
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TABLE 39. - FAILURE RATESFOR HIGH
RELIABILITY PROCUREMENT
Itec,1
Solder joint
Integrated circuit
Transistor (silicon planar)
Diode (spring type)
Diode (solid-glass type)
Failure rate
(a)
.0001 x 10 .6
.10
.02
.04
.01
Resistor (carbon)
Resistor (metal film)
Capacitor (mica)
Capacitor (ceramic)
Capacitor (tantalum)
• 001
• 001
• 002
• 002
.02
aFailure rates correspond to:
65°C (50°C max. ambient and 15°C temperature for
part)
50-percent rated stress (conservative stress esti-
mate for high reliability design)
Although historically reliability improvements continue to appear in succes-
sive generations of equipment, no attempt has been made to adjust the observ-
ed experience data or the predicted failure rates to allow for any predicted
improvements in reliability. However, it is reasonable to expect that some
reliability improvements may appear during succeeding phases of the HDS
program• Certainly, during the design phases, the reliability effort will
include consideration of worst-case analysis, significant piece-part derating,
and an extensive part-application review program. A parts-reliability im-
provement program will consider burn-in of piece parts and reliability test-
ing as required to insure high equipment reliability•
Reliability Prediction
A reliability analysis has been made of the individual subsystems of the system
and then combined. A summary of the estimated individual subsystem reli-
abilities, including their internal redundancies, is presented in Table 40. The
estimated reliability of the total system for one year of operation is shown to
be 0.71.
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TABLE 40. - RELIABILITY PREDICTION,
ONE-YEAR MISSION
Subsystem Reliability
Experiment package
Communications
Data handling
Attitude control
Electrical power
Launch, boost, and injection
Systemtotal
• 948
• 977
•909
• 994
• 944
• 900
.71
Redundancyand Critical Failure Modes
Only a minimum effort was spent in attempting to obtain a precise reliability
prediction. Instead, emphasis was towards insuring that the major subsystem
failure modes were considered, that alternate modes of operation were pro-
vided for in case of a subsystem failure, and that the design concepts were
chosen that conceptually have a high probability of resulting in reliable designs.
The key redundancy features incorporated as a result of these analyses are
given below.
Experiment package. -- Critical failure modes were minimized in the
radiometer by using redundant choppers, calibration sources, IR detectors,
detector power supplies, and electronics• Completely redundant starmappers
and sun sensors were included as a practical redundancy approach in these
areas• The remaining elements of these subsystems are not critical reliability
elements.
Communications. -- In the event of a failure of one of the major items in
the communications subsystem, there are several alternate modes of opera-
tion. As long as the S-band range and range-rate system is operating and
either the TM transmitter or the 136 MHz beacon is operating, the communi-
cations subsystem could still perform its functions. To increase the sub-
system probability of success, a redundant S-band range and range-rate
system has been added•
Data handling. -- An analysis of the data handling subsystem resulted in
recommending redundancy in the command verifier and decoder, the timing
oscillator and register, the programmer, the radiometer data collection unit,
the attitude determination data collection unit, and in critical circuit areas of
the memory.
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Attitude control. -- The attitude control subsystem includes redundant
V-head sensors and redundant control logic.
Power supply. -- The power supply subsystem includes two battery sets,
two charge regulators, and internal redundancy within the regulators. The
concept of standby redundancy has been used for the battery and charger
combination.
Multiple Flight Techniques
An analysis was conducted to determine the potential improvements in achiev-
ing the HDS mission goals that might be obtained by using more than one
spacecraft. This was accomplished by assuming conservative values for
"random" failures and "wearout" failures for the spacecraft and then calcu-
lating the probability of survival of the system for a number of flight techni-
ques.
It was assumed that the "random" system failures could be approximated by a
Poisson distribution such that an individual spacecraft has a probability of
operating for a year equal to 0.55. (This number is much smaller than the
number presented in Table 40, to be conservative.) However, since "wearout"
effects do not obey the Poisson distribution, they must be handled in a differ-
ent manner. The dominant wearout effect will be the depletion of the cryogen
in the radiometer detector's cooler. This effect was approximated by assum-
ing that the usage rate had a standard deviation about a mean rate and the
quantity of cryogen was sized for 14-months life at the mean usage rate.
Examination of Figures 80 and 81 shows that ifa second spacecraft is launched
at the end of the first or second month the probability that the first one is still
operating (and hence causing no interruption of data) will be greater than 90
percent. Moreover, after both are launched, the probability that a spacecraft
will function for the specified mission period does not fall below 90 percent
for several months. Following the second launch then, a good strategy might
be to withhold launching a third satellite until one of the two orbiting satellites
has failed. Then, iflaunch preparations are immediately begun and the third
satellite is launched within one month, there is at most a five-percent pro-
bability that an interruption will occur (since there is a 95-percent probability
that the surviving satellite will continue to function for a month).
This strategy can be utilized in many ways to:
• Minimize program cost.
• Achieve added program benefits.
For instance, if both satellites continue to perform well and the data appears
to be satisfactory as the 12-month point is approached, a decision could be
made not to launch any additional satellites. In this way the cost of the
booster and the cost of storing and processing the additional data can be
eliminated.
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The option exists to launch a third satellite to obtain data for a period longer
than a year. Among the useful results of such a lengthened data-taking period
would be acquisition of data useful for determining year-to-year effects. Fig-
ures 80 and 81 show that the data-taking period could be extended to 20 or
more months while preserving great flexibility in the launch dates of each
satellite. If it was decided to maximize the data-collection time, a full two-
year program could be accomplished by suitable adjustment of launch times.
Alternatively, one or more of the satellites could be launched in an orbit (s)
other than the preferred 3:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m. orbit. In this way added
points could be obtained for extracting diurnal information. For instance (as
shown in Figure 82), if the flight plan of Curve A, Figure 81 was used with
each orbit at a separate hour, there would be over 50-perc at probability that
a 4-point fit to a diurnal model could be made for 12 months. However, the
probability that a 6-point fit could be made is only greater than 50 percent
for one month.
If the wearout time of the cooler is considerably greater than estimated at
this time, then the above periods could be extended further. Greater proba-
bility of time overlap could, of course, be obtained by launching the third
satellite earlier with a corresponding reduction in the probability of obtain-
ing data beyond the first year.
Based on the present estimate of the probability of operation of a single satel-
lite, it is recommended that a second satellite be launched within one to three
months after the successful orbiting of the first satellite in a sun-synchronous
orbit one to two hours later than the initial satellite. If a failure of one of the
first two satellites occurs within the first four to five months, a third satellite
should be launched into the same orbit as the failed satellite. This approach
maximizes the probability of obtaining a continuous one-year set of data, pro-
vides a 4-point diurnal data fit, and provides a high probability of collecting
a significant amount of data in the second year.
OPERATIONAL PLAN
To insure that the mission/spacecraft concept was feasible, it was necessary to
examine all operations involved in the experiment and assess their impact
on feasibility. A plan was created which included prelaunch, launch, and orbi-
tal operations. Examination of the total, required operations resulted in the
identification of the critical areas which include
• Cryogenic ground handling
• Initial real-time data requirements
• Attitude and spin-correction cycles
• Potential STADAN priority conflicts
• Radiometer data programming
• Star occultations
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The ground handling of the cryogenic cooling system is not a major problem
area except to establish the requirement for assuring, at time of launch, the
system is provided with its full supply of solid cryogen. This results in the
necessity for "top-off" and/or supercooling capability to cover all contingen-
cies, e.g., launch delays.
The inital real-time data requirements appear during the first two weeks
following launch. Spacecraft data is utilized by ground computation facilities
to calculate the spacecraft's residual magnetic moment from the attitude con-
trol subsystem sensors and the initial solution of the spacecraft attitude from
the attitude determination subsystem data. To implement this requirement,
the spacecraft data must be transmitted only to STADAN facilities possessing
direct communication links with the program control center located at Goddard.
The Alaska and Rosman stations can accomodate this requirement for any sun-
synchronous orbit.
The attitude and spin-correction cycles are implemented by ground command.
To minimize spacecraft complexity, a single ground station has been designa-
ted as the command station. The Alaska station has been selected as it pro-
duces the greatest coverage in the sun-synchronous orbit. Commands are
designated by the program control center, transmitted to the Alaska station,
and implemented by the spacecraft. Simultaneous torquing for both spin and
attitude is possible and desirable to minimize the loss of data. Radiometer
data is not valid during the torquing periods due to attitude error growth;
however, immediately following these torquing cycles the data is again con-
sidered valid through interpolation. The current estimate for the interval
between these torquing periods is five days, resulting in a potential data loss
of approximately 0.6 percent.
The conceptual spacecraft has data storage for one orbit. STADAN provides
maximum coverage with a set of four stations; however, data will be lost for
approximately three hours between contacts which occur statistically every
third day. This represents a data loss of approximately 2.0 percent. How-
ever, to prevent greater losses due to priority problems or failures to one of
these four stations, alternate contacts must be established. A set of secon-
dary stations has been established which, together with the primary stations,
should allow scheduling of the telemetry data without an increase in the pre-
dictable losses due to basic station locations.
Radiometer data programming to accommodate the instrument's directional
sensitivities must be fully developed. The switching details are directly a
function of the orbit. For the current sun-synchronous orbit with no nodal
crossing at 3:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., switching at ±45 degrees about the mini-
mum sun angle for each orbit has been suggested. Other switching require-
ments include latitude rejection ratio changes, profile occultation due to
moon ratio changes, and shifts to accomodate the STADAN coverage data
loss previously discussed.
The star occultation problem results when the moon is in view during night-
side operation of the starmapper. The current angle estimate of 35 degrees
relative to the starmapper line of sight results in approximately six days of
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conflict during the 29+days in the lunar cycle when switching must occur.
Solution possibilities include turning the instrument off for six days or switch-
ing at the sensitivity point, 35°. The first solution represents a severe penalty
in lost data and is not recommended. The latter results in star data losses
and, therefore, potential attitude-error growth.
An operational plan has beenformulated which accomodatesall of the above
either directly or by the establishment of typical functions, e.g. , radiometer
switching which establishes the necessary feasibility of similar functions.
The full operational cycle is summarized by an identification of the phases,
followed by a task/time sequenceto establish a repetitive cycle.
The operational phasesare:
• Prelaunch
• Boost, injection, orientation, andspin-up
• Attitude trim and magnetic moment compensation
• Initial attitude determination and thermal stabilization
• Profile collection
• Attitude and spin correction
• Data reduction, analysis, and applications
The prelaunch phase is defined as beginning with hardware delivery to the
launch site and ending with lift-off. The launch vehicle operational functions
of boost and injection, followed by an orientation producing the desired space-
craft attitude and spin-up, make up the second phase. The first 24 hours
of orbital operation constitutes the third phase wherein the spacecraft
attitude readouts are utilized to perform ground computation to determine
the necessary commands to trim spacecraft attitude and magnetic moment
compensation current level. The second orbital phase is devoted to the
initial attitude solution from attitude determination data collected at greater
than operational rates to maximize convergence to the attitude solution.
Simultaneous with this operation, thermal gradients are diminished through-
out the spacecraft to allow operational accuracies to be achieved between
radiometer calibration cycles. This phase has been allocated from the
second through seventh day.
The profile collection phase is the prime operational phase wherein radiometer
data is collected every orbit. The duration will be established by the necessity
for either spin or attitude corrections.
The attitude- and spin-correction phase is performed as required by status
measurements. The Alaska STADAN station originates all commands which
are provided from the command center located at Goddard.
The final phase involves the ground operation of data reduction, analysis,
and applications required to produce the body of horizon profiles.
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RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS
The scopeof this study hasyielded a significant number of findings which have
impact on the state of the art in horizon definition. The objective, at the out-
set of this study, was to examine rigorously the present knowledgeandtheories
of the earth' s radiance characteristics andto delineate an effective measure-
ment program which wouId produce data suitable for use in the design and
application of instruments which employ the earth's infrared horizon. Upon
conclusion, these objectives have been met successfully; the results have,
in addition, ledto many conclusions which are important in themselves.
PART I - MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
Specifically, the first part of the study resulted in the following:
• A comprehensive state-of-the-art compiIation of present
knowIedge and theories on the earth' s infrared 15_ horizon
and computational techniques associated therewith.
• A computer programmed bibliography of over 400 pertinent
publications in fields related to horizon definition.
• Definition of 88 locater techniques and input constants
defining present and future horizon sensor operating
principles.
• A complete definition of temporal, spatial, and statistical
sampling requirements for defining a global infrared hori-
zon for scientific applications.
• Definition of a flight technique which is capable of meeting
the data sampling requirement with a reasonable mission
success value.
The major conclusions which can be drawn for this data are:
Profile Analysis
The infrared horizon (615 to 715 cm -I) is an extremely
stable source offering potential of 0. 01-degree accuracy
in the vertical.
Deterministic errors exist in the CO 2 horizon. Varia-
tions with season are most significant, and latitudinal
variations are second.
The infrared CO 9 horizon is not significantly affected
by weather (clou_s). Additionally, concentrations of CO 2,
ozone, and water vapor do not significantly add to horizon
profile variability for the 615 to 715 cm -I spectral region.
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Locators
Use of locator L4, Integral of Normalized Radiance, offers
the greatest potential for local vertical determination.
Stability of any locator technique is enhanced if input constants
corresponding to regions above the troposphere are used.
Locators based on derivatives of the radiance profiles are much
less stable than locators which use either radiance or integrated
radiance.
Data Requirements
To define the earth' s infrared horizon (615 to 715 cm -1)
over the range of -30 to +80 km:
a. 378 508 samples are required;
b. Samples must be collected over a one-year period
(13 28-day time cells);
c. Global coverage is required (588 space cells);
d. Sampling rate is limited to two samples per day per
space cell; and
e. Diurnal content is important.
Flight Techniques Evaluation
A rolling-wheel spacecraft (passive optical systems) in
a polar orbit is the most cost effective.
Three vehicles launched at scheduled intervals will result
in a high probability of success over a one-year data
collection mission.
Suborbital probes cannot collect the required data.
A heavy, long-life vehicle is not cost effective.
AAP is not cost effective and cannot collect the required
data.
Many additional results and conclusions have been reached as a result of this
Horizon Definition Study, the most important of which are:
The compilation of the most comprehensive set of infrared
horizon radiance profiles ever prepared.
Development of a COmprehensive Radiance Profile Synthesizer
(CORPS) computer program which provides a versatlle state-
of-the-art scientific tool for analysis of horizon radiance pro-
file phenomena.
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• Development of a theoretical approach for potentially inferring
atmospheric temperature structure from radiance profiles.
• Establishing a potential capability for synthesizing horizon
radiance profiles for any location to an accuracy of several
percent without the aid of meteorological input data.
• A significant improvement in existing atmospheric trans-
missivity data.
• Significant developments in statistical analysis which will
prove to be a useful tool in data processing techniques for a
later experimental horizon measurement program.
• Further theoretical verification that cloud effects on horizon
radiance profiles are minimal near the earth's limb in this
spectral region.
• Development of radiance weighting functions for incremental
spectral intervals which represent a valuable scientific tool
for infrared horizon analyses of many types.
The results of this study lead to the conclusion that an experimental horizon
definition measurement program should be conducted using an orbiting vehicle
of one-year duration. The basic configuration recommended, based on the
selected analysis of this study program, is the "rolling wheel" type operating
in a near-polar orbit and using multiple-vehicle-launch redundancy.
PART II - CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND FEASIBILITY
ANALYSIS OF A MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
The objective of this part of the study was to configure a mission/spacecraft
concept to meet the experiment requirements and to evaluate the mechanized
concept to determine its feasibility.
The primary conclusion reached in the Part II study was that the experiment
is feasible and within the current state of the art. Certain critical elements
of the experiment should be studied further to verify these conclusions where
verification is beyond the intent of a conceptual study. These areas include:
• Primary calibration
• In-orbit tracking
• Attitude determination
The basic requirements as derived in this study are listed on the next page.
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Radiance Profile Measurements
• Spectral interval: 615to 715 cm-1 (14.0 to 16.28 _)
• Profile accuracy
m. Tangent height range: +80km to -30 km
m. Instantaneousvalue of radiance measured must be
assignable to a tangent-height value to within ±0.25 kin.
m. Radiancecharacteristics and resolution:
Maximum peak radiance = 7.0 W/m 2 - st.
Minimum peak radiance = 3.0 W/m2 - st.
Maximum slope = 0.6 W/m2 - sr - kin.
Minimum slope -- 0.02 W/m2 - sr - kin.
Maximum slope change= 0. 15W/m 2 - sr - km2.
Radiance magnitude resolution = 0.01 W/m 2 - sr.
m. Horizontal resolution: 25kin.
Mission Profile
Nominal, circular, polar orbit of approximately 500-kin altitude.
Tracking and DataAcquisition
Limited to the existing Satellite Tracking and Data Acquisition Network(STADAN) with minimum modification.
Experiment Package
• Passive radiometric and attitude measurements with
redundancy (more than one unit) in the experiment
package for the radiometer and attitude determination
device.
• Minimum scan rate > O.5 scan/min average.
• Maximum scan angle with respect to orbit plane _ 5°.
Spacecraft
• Rolling-wheel configuration (spin axis normal to the
orbit plane).
• Weight in less than 800-pound class mandatory.
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The experiment concept configured to meet these requirements included:
• Orbit
a. Sun synchronous (3 p.m. - 28 October)
b. 500-kin altitude
c. Inclination: 97.38 °
• Spacecraft
a. Three vehicles
b. 700 pounds
c. Hexagonal shape - spin stabilized
d. Passively scanning optics
• Launch concept - scheduled at intervals defined by spacecraft
predicted failure rate.
• Launch site - Western Test Range
• Booster - Thor-Delta
The final, conceptual configuration of the spacecraft (Figure 83) recommended
in this study is a spin-stabilized, hexagonal-cylinder configuration, 49 inches
deep and 54 inches across the corner of the hexagon. The spacecraft has an
estimated launch weight of 723 pounds which allows an approximate 10-percent
margin for growth within the capability of the Improved Delta (two-stage direct
injection) vehicle. The concept is compatible with subsystem requirements
and constraints and maintains the required balance ratios for the proposed
spin-stabilized concept. Separate thermal environments are provided:
a -100°F (200°K) compartment for the experiment package and an approximately
75°F (279°K) section for the supporting subsystem components. This recom-
mended concept demonstrates that a very simple, highly reliable, state-of-the-
art spacecraft can fulfillthe mission performance requirements as defined in
this study.
The experiment package (Figure 84) consists of a radiometer, redundant
starmappers, redundant sun sensors, a cryogenic cooler, and associated
electronics. The radiometer is a passive measuring instrument that incor-
porates a single optical system using a primary parabolic mirror with redun-
dant choppers, detectors, in-flight calibration sources, electronic signal
processing circuits, and a cryogenic cooler. The attitude determination
function is accomplished by the use of a starmapper system while the space-
craft is on the dark side of the orbit and by the use of a sun-sensor system,
which continuously updates the attitude information and preserves its accuracy,
while on the sunlit side. The associated electronics includes the power supplies,
amplifiers, filters, level detectors, counters, and switching circuits.
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Figure  83. Spacecraft Conceptual Configuration 
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The system described is capable of resolving the radiometric measurements
to the sensitivity required, and starmapper and attitude determination techni-
ques are capable of determining the pointing direction of the spacecraft
radiometer to an accuracy of 0.25 km in tangent height of the earthls horizon.
In addition to the above,
A solar cell-battery electrical power subsystem conceptual
design was defined which is completely compatible with the
orbital and experimental constraints. This system is capa-
ble of delivering 70 watts of continuous electrical power
for one year in the sun-synchronous, 3 o'clock nodal cross-
ing, 500-kin orbit.
A data handling subsystem conceptual design was defined
which is capable of processing in digital form all the
scientific and status data from the spacecraft. The sub-
system is completely solid state and is designed to store
the 515 455 bits of digital information obtained in one orbit
of the earth. This subsystem also includes command veri-
fication and execute logic.
A communications subsystem conceptual design was devel-
oped to interface between the data handling system of the
spacecraft and the STADAN network. The 136 MHz band
is used for primary data transmission, and S band is used
for the range and range-rate transponder.
A spacecraft structural concept was evolved to contain,
align, and control the thermal environment for the
spaceborne subsystems. The spacecraft is compatible
with the Thor-Delta launch vehicle.
An open-loop, ground-commanded attitude control sub-
system conceptual design was defined utilizing primarily
magnetic torquing which interacts with the earth's field
as the force for correcting attitude and spin rates.
A selection of the Thor-Delta as booster was made from
the 1972 NASA "stable" which provides low cost and ade-
quate capability.
Western Test Range was selected as the launch site due
to polar-orbit requirements. This site has adequate
facilities except for minor modifications to handle the
program and is compatible with the polar orbital require-
m ents.
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